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From the Editor’s Quill
Political, Social and Cultural Scenario of

Post-Colonial Assam: Changing Perspective & Values

The adopted theme on Political, social and cultural scenario of post-colonial
Assam stands highly prudent bearing far reaching implication. It is the opportunity
to outline in briefs this vital issue. Let us begin with the very concept of political,
social and cultural. It is apparent that society is never static and that social, political
and cultural changes do occur constantly and continuously. The political change
means transformation of power structure, ideological change in policy making bodies
and infusion of new dogmas into the political hierarchy. Social change imbibes an
overwhelming transformation of social structure and social behaviour over a period
of time. It involves complex and subtle interactions of environment, technology,
personality and above all, political, economic and religious changes. And cultural
changes in the society are more or less the by-product of the variegated social
transformation.

The post-colonial Assam along with other states of India has been enjoying
freedom in all spheres of life particularly in political, social and cultural sectors.
Self-rule has afforded people political consciousness on their active participation in
the decision-making process and they have become more conscious of their rights
and responsibilities. The facts like the growth of economy and cash market, spread of
education, occupation and others have also been found to add an extra edge to the
process of transforming various aspects of their socio-cultural life. The social changes
among the different communities of Assam have ushered in a new awareness about
the new issues, opportunities and challenges in the fast modernized society. In addition,
some new thrust issues of post colonial Assam that have recently cropped up in national
level discussion need to be addressed in terms of increasing access of land, erosion,
frequent terrorist activities, infiltration, unemployment, preservation of greater
Assamese identity and regionalism. The learned scholars will raise these vital issues
in the broader perspective of socio-economic development on the basis of richly
documented evidences.
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Another pivotal issue is unique diversity of Assam. The unique diversity of
Assam in terms of ethnicity, cultural practice, languages and social institutions makes
it a challenging area of the study of the social science researchers. Although there
has been a prolific growth of printed matters relating the area during the last few
decades, most of these are devoid of solid academic contents. The ethos of the people
inhabiting the region is seldom properly captured and the analysis of the problems is
marked by the use of stereotype methods probably not suitable for explaining the
field realities. It is therefore, strongly felt the social scientists having their base in the
region should bear the responsibility of projecting the issues of the area and analyze
them by adopting appropriate region-specific techniques. This alone can help in
creating a better understanding of the people of Assam and their problems among the
social scientist and policy makers belonging to the rest of the country. These are
some of the few aspects that have been humbly focused here. Our erudite scholars
will be hopefully able to reflect various ramifications of post colonial Assam in the
light of political, social and cultural aspects.

Women empowerment in the post colonial Assam is one of the interesting
cherished issues. Empowerment of women is the much publicized clichéd concept of
the 21st century. The media talks about it, the local politicians talk about it, the
national leaders talk about it and the international community talks about it. In fact
empowerment is a multi-dimensional and multi-faceted process. But in this present
century the role of women has been changing faster than before and they are now
emerging from the past traditions into a new era of freedom and rights due to
globalization. At the same time, it is argued that Indian society is horizontally and
vertically situated in the class-caste categories and eventually it is less possible for
ultimate empowerment of women in our society. These are some of the few aspects
that are also highlighted here in the backdrop of our issue. Our devoted scholars will
be legitimately able to focus various ramifications of women and their problems and
prospects in the light of women empowerment.

However, it is our fifth and humble approach to publish this volume of Journal
of history department of our College. This editorial does not claim any originality.

Much of the thoughts expressed here have been picked up from numerous publications.
Not a perfect volume in many ways, nevertheless we feel that the completion of this
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volume, in a way, is redemption of our pledge to the subject of history. In this context,
special expression of our gratefulness goes to our founder Principal Sjt. Ananda

Saikia, who is also a devoted scholar in the field of historical research and Sjt. Durlav
Chandra Mahanta, founder President, Governing Body of our college. Their

inspiration and guidance, in fact, sustained us in our Journal. We would forever
remain grateful to all the contributors of the research papers and learned Advisory

Board. Finally, we offer our sincere thanks to Mr. Latu Gogoi, L.G. Computer &
Printing cnetre, Lichubari, Jorhat for taking up the task of computerization with

much care and patience.
Expecting healthy criticism and encouragement from learned section,

With esteem regards,

Department of History
Cinnamara College,
Cinnamara, Jorhat-8(Assam)

(Dr. Anjan Saikia)
Editor
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History of Magadha
fr om the time of Alexander, the Great to

Chandragupta Maurya as told Classical Historians

Dr. G.P. Singh
Former Professor Emeritus

Department of History
University of Manipur, Imphal

The classical (ancient Greek and Roman) historians have given a trustworthy
account of Magadha from the time of Alexander, the great to the Maurya emperor
Chandragupta, call by variously Sandra Kottus, Sandrokottus, Sandrokottos,
Sandrocottos, Sandrocottus, Sandrocoptus and Androkottos.

The kingdom of Magadha with its capital Pataliputra(Palibothra of the ancient
Greek writers) at the time of Alexander’s invasion of India(327-325 BCE) was under
the rule of his contemporary the last Nanda Monarch Dhananada called Xandrames
by Diodorus Siculus1 and Agrammes by Curtius.2

Alexander, while advancing towards the Hyphasis(river Byasa, in the Punjab),
met a chief called Phegeus (the Greet thranscription of Indian name Bhagala), whose
territory adjoined that river, and obtained informationa from him about the country
beyond it as we learn from the two noted classical historians, Curtius and Diodorus.
Alexander was told by that chief that Agrammes, the kinf of the Prassi or
Praisioi(Prachyas-the Magadhas) and the Ganga-ridae(the people of Pataliputra
situated on the banks of the river Ganga), kept the formidable force, as recorded  by
Curtius.3 Diodorus puts it little differently but more correctly: “Beyond the river
Ganges were Prasisioi and Gangaridai, whose king Xandrames had powerful force”.4

The description given by Phegeus of the Ganges beyond the hyphasis which these
two classical authors have preserved distinctly shows that Magadha was inhabited
by the people called Prasii and the Gangaridai, who combined together constituted a
united nation, and were under the rule of a single sovereign Dhananda.
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We are told by Curtius that ‘the king (Dhananda) was not merely a man
originally of no distinction, but even of very meanest condition….He was detested
and held cheap by his subjects…’5 We are also informed by Diodorus that the king
Popus of the Punjab, which telling Alexander about Dhanananda and his antecedents,
revealed quite worthless character, and held in no respect…’6

 Dhananda was no doubt a powerful ruler but very unpopular among his
subjects because us of his base origin, meanness, vanity, tyrannical and oppressive
rule, taxation policy, financial extortion and avariciousness. He was rolling in luxury
and leading a voluptuous life at the cost of the suffering of the people. At the time of
his rule, the Nanda dynasty was tottering.

The year 326 BCE was not only a momentous epoch but also an eventful in
the political history of ancient India. In that very year, a new promising young man
endowed with indomitable courage, wisdom and foresight had arisen in India, and he
was none other than Chandragupta Maurya himself. At the age of twenty-two (a
flowering stage of his life), he met Dhanananda at Pataliputra, the seat of his
government and admonished him to rule his kingdom keeping in view the future of
Magadha (the nucleus of power) vis-à-vis India. Both had heated exchanges.
Dhanananda saw in Chandragupta a potential source of danger to his throne, and thus
banished him out of his capital. He soon afterwards fled from there to the Punjab for
his safety.

We are told by Justin that ‘Sandrocottus was born in humble life, but was
prompted to aspire to royalty by anomen significant of an august destiny. For when by
his insolent behavior and boldness of his speech he had offended Nandrum
(Dhanananda), and was ordered by that king to be put to death, he sought safety by a
speedy flight.’7 He was forced to go into exile. He was in February or March 326 BCE
that Chandragupta fled from the Magadhan capital Pataliputra to Taxilla(in western
Punjab) where he remained in exile for about eight years.8

It is Plutarch who informs us that ‘Androkttos(Chandragupta), who was then
but a youth, saw Alexander himself and afterwards used to declare that Alexander
could easily have taken possession of the whole country(Magadha kingdom with it
capital Patalliputra) since the king (Dhanananda) was hated and despised by his subjects
for the wickedness of his disposition and the meanness of his origin’.9 F.W. Thomas
also states on the authority of Plutarch that Chandragupta met Alexander in the Punjab.
‘At that time’, he says, ‘Nanda still reigned’.10
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The fact brought to light by Plutarch about the meeting of both Chandragupta
and Alexander has a significant place in the classical discovery of India from the
chronological point of view. The year 326 BCE which makes their meeting is a sheet-
anchor of ancient Indian chronology. Prof. K.K. Thaplyal opines, of course, in an
incidental manner that Sandrocottus ‘met Alexander in C.325 BCE.11 They actually
met in 326 BCE, as already stated, and not in circa 325 BCE, as supposed by Thaplyal.

Chandragupta met Alexander at Taxila and persuaded or induced him to invade
the kingdom of Magadha ruled by his powerful rival Dhanananda and dislodge him
from power so as to enable him to establish his own rule there. His persuasion to a
foreign invader, who had crushed the liberty of his fellow countrymen, to undertake
an expedition against a kingdom which he himself was aspiring to rule does not betray
his lack of sense of patriotism. He actually wanted Magadha and its inhabitants to get
rid of a tyrant-Dhanananda.

After being swayed by the persuasion of, Chandragupta, Alexander made up
his mind to attack Magadha. He collected the information from the said chief phegeus
regarding the military strength of the reigning monarch Dhanananda, the most powerful
of his all contemporary Indian rulers. Alexander was told by that chief that the
king(Dhanananda) kept in field for guarding the approaches to his country 200,000
infantry, 20,000 cavalry, 2,000 four-horses chariots, and a troop of 3,000 or 4,000 etc-
phants well-trained and equipped for war, the most formidable force of all, as recorded
by the classical historians.12 themselves.

The Macedonian king Alexander suspected the credibility and veracity of
information transmitted to him by that chief regarding the military strength of the
Nanda king, and he, therefore, asked his faithful ally, king Porus of the Punjab, whether
the information was true ? Porus assured him of the correctness of information and
said, ‘as far as the strength of the nation and the kingdom was concerned, there was
no exaggeration in the reports’. It is Plutarch who expressly states that the king of the
Gangaridai and the Praisiai was waiting for Alexander with an army of 200,000 foot,
80,000 horses, 8,000 was chariots, and 6,000 fighting elephants. This was not an
exaggeration as he himself says.13 Justin says that the Nanda King(Dhanananda), an
enemy of Alexander had 200,000 cavaltry.14 In fact, it was the strength of his infantry
and not of cavalry.
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We are told by all the five historians of Alexander-Arrian,15 Curtius,16 Diodorus17

Plutarch18 and Justin19 that Alexander on reaching the hyphasis(in September 326
BCE) asked his soldiers to move beyond it and advance to the Ganges and cross it
over to defeat the forces of Dhanananda and occupy his kingdom. He addressed his
soldiers to embolden them to do so, they most resolutely opposed Alexander’s proposals
and refused to advance ever beyond the hyphasis. Diodorus tells us that they were
scared of facing the formidable forces of the Nanda king.20 Alexander ultimately
decided with heavy heart to retreat from the hyphasis. We are told by  one of his own
historians, Plutarch, that ‘ Alexander at first in vexation and rage withdrew to his tent,
and shutting himself up lay there feeling no gratitude towards those who had thwarted
his purpose of crossing the Ganges ; but regarding a retreat as tantamount to a
confession of defeat. But being swayed by the persuasions of his friends, and the
entreaties of his soldiers who stood who stood weeping and lamenting at the door of
his tent, he at last relented, and prepared to retreat.21 Thus, Alexander’s dream of
unfurling the banner of his victory beyond the hyphasis and extending the eastern
limits of his Asiatic empire up to the Gangetic region of India by conquering Magadha
with its capital Pataliputra (then under the rule of Dhanananda) and making it a part
of his empire got shattered and battered.

Arrian tells us that ‘….in an eastern direction Alexander did not penetrate
beyond the river hyphasis’.22 Diodorus, like other historians of Alexander(except
Justin), asserts that Alexander did not undertake an expedition against the Nanda
King of Magadha being deterred by the multitude of elephants, the most formidable
of all forces kept by him. 23 Palladius’ statement, that Alexander, the king of the
Macedonians, did not make his way to the Ganges,24 is also worthy of our notice.
Lassen also informs us that ‘Alexander, the Macedonian, after conquering all Asia,
did not make war upon the Gangaridai when he learned that they possessed four thousand
elephants well trained and equipped for war’.25 Justine’s statement, that Alexander
conquered the praesidae and Gangaridae along with others after defeating their army, 26

appears to be a mere supposition or a figment of classical imagination, and hence it can
be passed over without any hesitation. The assertion of Krateros, who was one of Alexander’s
most trusted and distinguished generals, that ‘Alexander advanced as far as the Ganges,’27

also appears to be a fanciful notion, and hence it is untenable.It is worthwhile to mention
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here that the Nanda king Dhanananda continued to rule the kingdom of Magadha till
he was overthrown by Chandragupta in concert with Chanakya.

I proceed now to focus on the political scenario that was witnessed in
northwestern part of India after the departure of Alexander from India. Alexander
departed from India for his native place in the beginning of October 325 BCE. After
his death in 323 BCE, the political scenario in northwestern India completely changed.
Eudemus (commander of the Greek troops in the Punjab) and Taxilla(the sovereign of
Taxilla) governed temporarily his Indian conquests. Porus of Punjab and Ambhi of
Taxila(the two faithful allies of Alexander) were given the charge of Sindh and the
Punjab respectively.28 Eudemus retained the authority as the military governor of the
Punjab.

The Punjab even six years after death of Alexander was under Greek vassalage,
and ruled as formerly in civil matters by Omphis(Ambhi) of Taxilla and the great
Porus, while the military administration has passed into the hands of the Greek governor
Eudemus. We learn from Diodorus that it was ‘Eudemus who having decoyed Porus
into his power treacherously murdered him(in 317 BCE) soon after which he left
India’.29 The departure of Eudemus was fatal to Greek power. The people of the Punjab
and the Indus valley, who longed for freedom from the Greek rule and were greatly
incensed and exasperated by the brutal murder of their greatest king Porus, rose in
open revolt in 317 BCE inself against the Greek rullers. Sandrakttus(Chandragupta),
who was then in the Punjab, headed this movement, overthrew the existing government,
expelled the remainder of the Greek garrison from the Punjab, and finally installed
himself in the sovereignty of the Punjab and of all the lower valley of the Indus. He
virtually made himself master of all the Indian provinces Alexander had conquered.

Justin telles us that Sandrocottus with revolutionaries, who were ready to rise
in revolt against foreign power, stirred up the Indian to overthrow the Macedonians.
Alexander’s prefects (provincial governors, who were his generals) were put to death
which resulted in the overthrow of the Greek rule in India. The yoke of servitude had
been shaken off from India’s neck. The author of this liberation movement was
Sandrocottus.30 We are further told by him that ‘Sandrocottus was the leader who
achieved their freedom, but after his victory he forfeited by his tyranny all title to the
name of liberator, for he oppressed with servitude the very people whom he had
emancipated from foreign thraldom’.31 Radha Kumar Mookherjit, the chief authority
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on Chandragupta Maurya, asserts that ‘a revolution declared by Chandragupta as its
leader was a war of independence. He was the hero of this Indian war of
independence’.32

H.G. Rawlinson, a trustworthy authority on ancient India, observes, ‘after
Alexander’s death in 323 BCE, the empire which he had founded quickly dissolved,
and by 317 BCE nearly all traces of Greek rule had vanished’.33 ‘…..almost everything
he (Alexander) did in India was wiped off the map within seven years of his death and
the whole of his Indian dominions fell into the hands of Chandragupta’, says W.W.
Tarn.34

After liberating the Pubjab and lower Sindh from the Greek rule in 317 BCE,
Sandrakottus(Chandragupta) soon rose to power. During the last quarter of the fourth
century before the Christian era, he was the most shining star in the political firmament
of India. In the words of R.S. Tripathi, ‘after the departure of Alexander, there arose
on the political firmament of India a new star that soon eclipsed the rest by its
brilliance’.35

After the said war of liberation, Chandragupta along with Chanakya returned
from the Punjab with a powerful force consisting of mainly the local tribes, which
they had organized these, to Magadha. On reaching its capital Pataliputra, they entered
into a battle with Dhanananda and his forces in which the Nanada monarch was
defeated and killed. The Nanda dynasty was uprooted. The rule of the Nandas over
Magadha became extinct. Chandragupta founded the Maurya dynasty and ascended
the throne of Magadha. ‘Sandrocottus’, Justin says. ‘having thus won the throne was
reigning over India..’36 Mrs. C. Speir also states that ‘after the revolt of 317 BCE
he(Chandragupta) acquired the kingdom of Magadha’.37 P.L. Bhargava is also of the
view that having conquered the Punjab, and vanquished and killed the Nandas,
Chandragupta ascended the throne in 317 BCE.38 W.W. Hunter places his accession
in 316 BCE.39

The accession of Chandragupta to the throne of Magadha took place eight
years after Alexander had passed away, as stated by no less an authority than J.W.
Mccrindle.40 It is noteworthy that he is an acknowledged authority on the classical
writings on India. His statement, whose historical authenticity is beyond question,
clearly shows that Chandragupta ascended the throne in 315 BCE, A.K. Majumdar,41

H.G. Rawlinson,42 A.A. Macdonell43 and A. Cunningham44 are also of the opinion that
his accession took place in 315 BCE. F. Max Muller unequivocally states that ‘he
became king about 315 BC’.45    The dates suggested by the authorities, noted above,
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about the accession of Chandragupta in the light of classical testimony vary from 317
to 315 BCE.

Some modern Indian and foreign historians of ancient India, notably, R.S.
Tripathi,46 Romila Thapar,47 E.J. Rapson48 and F.W.Thomas,49 presuming that the
expulsion of the Greeks from the Punjab and lower Sindh and the overthrow of the
Nanda rule in Magadha by Chandragupta took place within two years of Alexander’s
death, place his accession in or about 321 BCE. R.G.Bhandarkar relates that he
ascended the throne about 322 BCE after uprooting the family of the Nandas who
ruled Magadha before him.50 V.A. Smith surmises that his accession took place in
325 or 322 BCE, but he himself admits that ‘at this period it is impossible to fix dates
with absolute precision’.51 These dates in the light of the evidence furnished by the
ancient Greek and Roman historians and by some modern authorities can unhesitatingly
be dismissed as they appear to be unworthy of credence. The view held by some
scholars, that his accession to the throne of Magadha preceded the overthrow of the
Macedonian power in the Punjab, can also be disposed of all the dates we have of the
extinction of the Nanda rule and of the accession of Chandragupta, 315BCE appears
to be the most reliable on the basis of the testimony of the classical historians.

I turn now to the political achievements of Chandragupta as a Maurya ruler of
Magadha. Let me begin here with what Justin says, ‘Sandrocottus having thus won
the throne was receiving over India when Seleucus was laying the foundation of his
future greatness’.52

Seleukus Nikator, who originally belonged to Maccdon, distinguished himself
as the most powerful of all the successors of Alexander the Great. In 312 BCE, he
founded the Greek kingdom in Syria(western Asia). He ruled Syria as a Greek sovereign
from 312 BCE till his death in 280 BCE.

Seleukus along with his army led an expedition into India in 303 BCE, and in
or about 305 or 306 BCE as held by some authorities, with a view to recover the
territories conquered by Alexander in north western India and to rule over them. Appian,
one the classical authors, and an authority on the Syrian king Seleukus, says, ‘having
crossed the Indus, he (Seleukus) warred with Androkottos (Chandragupta), the king
of the Indians, who dwelt about that river, until he entered into an alliance and marriage
affinity with him’.53
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The war between the forces of Seleukus and Sandrakottus, no doubt, took
place in 303 BCE on this side of the river Indus or on its banks in which the former
was defeated at the hands of the latter or accepted the defeat and submitted to him
and then entered into a treaty with him. Sandrakottus defeated the most powerful
foreign kind Seleukus who held all western Asia under his sway, and was trying to
establish his hold in India up to the Indus. The incidents of war between these two
mighty potentates are not recorded in detail in the classics. The particulars of the
treaty of peace and friendship concluded between them are, however, given therein.

In 303 BCE itself, a treaty of peace was concluded between the Syrian monarch
Seleuckus and the Indian sovereign Sandrakottus in accordance with the provisions
of which the former ceded to the latter the Satrapies of Asia(Heart),
Arachosia(Kandahar) and Panisadae(Kabul valley at the base of the paropamisus range,
Hindukush), all in Afghanistan, and the Satrapy of Gedrosia(Baluchistan)54 and
received in return a present of five hundred elephants from him.55 The four provinces
west of the Indus, which Sandrakottus received from Seleukus, were the main
constituents of greater Ariana,56 but after the treaty formed parts of the Maurya empire.
Ariane(Ariana), which according to Strabo, lay immediately to the west, was subject
to the Persians, but in later times the Indians occupied a great part of Ariane which
they received from the Macedonins.57 Strabo here refers to the cession of the provinces
westward of the Indus by Seleukus to Sandrakottus.58 Strabo relates further that the
territories lying along the Indus possessed by the Indians belonged formerly to the
Persians. Alexander took them away from the Arianoi(the people of Ariana region)
and established in them colonies of his own. Seleukus Nikator gave them to
Sandrokottus, and received in exchange 500 elephants.59

All the territories between the Indus and the Paropamisus(Hindukush) which
were formerly under the sway of the Macedonians, were ceded by Seleukus to
Sandrakuttus. Chadragupta no doubt extended his conquests far beyond the eastern
limits of Magadha. After the conclusion of the said peace treaty, he ruled an empire
extending westward from the river Indus to the southern slopes of the Hindukush. ‘The
first Indian emperor (Chandragupta)…..thus entered into possession of a ‘scientific
frontier’ says V.A. Smith.60 It is also to be added here that as a mark of friendship and
amity Seleukus entered into a matrimonial alliance with Sandrakottus, according to
which, gave him his daughter (Atheni or Helena) in marriage.61 The friendly relations
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between the two sovereigns seem to have subsisted ever afterwards. Seleukush having
made a treaty or formed an alliance with Sandrakottus in 303 BCE and settled his
affairs in the east returned home.62

The observations made by modern authorities regarding the victory of
Chandragupta in his war with Seleukus and the treaty or alliance between the two
also deserve our notice. H.T. Prinsep observes that ‘in 303 BCE, Seleucus crossed the
river Indus to make war on Sandracottus…Seleucus made, however, a hasty peace
with Sandracottus…’63 H.G. Rawlinson relates that ‘Chandragupta (303 BC) brought
Seleukus Nicator to his knees, and forced the ‘ever-victorious’ monarch to cede the
provinces west of the Indus.64 V.A. Smith says, ‘About 305 BC he(Seleukus) crossed
the Indus with the intention of subduing the country. But Chadragupta was too strong
for him, and Seleukos was obliged to retreat, surrendering all claims to the Satrapies
or provinces west of the Indus. Those provinces passed under the sway of
Chandragupta, who thus ruled the countries now called Baluchistan and Afghanistan,
as well as northern India.65 Cunningham has quite different view. He says, ‘ a year or
two later than BC 306 Seleukus conducted an expedition against Sandrokottus. He
crossed the Indus, and according to some author, advanced as far as the Ganges.
Sandrokottus hastily assembled an army of sixty thousand men, with his elephants to
oppose him, and presented so bold a front Seleukus thought it prudent to enter into an
alliance with him’.66

The celebrated Chandragupta Maurya built up an empire such as no Indian
king had before possessed. M.Wheeler also points out that it was the greatest empire
India had ever produced.67 His empire extended from the mouths of the Ganges to the
region beyond the Indus. He was thus able to combine into one great empire the
regions both of the Indus and the Ganges. H.G. Rawlinson has aptly remarked that,
‘he had thus built up for himself a far vaster empire than India had ever before seen,
stretching as it did from the Ganges to the Hindukush mountains’.68 He restored the
geographical position that India had attained before its invasion by the Persians and
the Macedonians. He liberated the Punjab and Sindh from the foreign rule. The political
unification of northern India has been taken by the classical authors as well as by
some modern authorities as the greatest of his all achievements. ‘History can show,
few greater political achievements’, observes V.A. Smith.69
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Notes and references

1Bibliotheca historica(hereinafter abbrev as Bib. Hist,), edited and translated by C.H.
 Oldfather, London, 1935, XVII, 93, also J.W. Mccrindle’s trans., The invasion of India by
Alexander, the Great as described by Arrian, Curtius, Diodorus, Plutarch and
Justin(herein after abbev. As IIA), Westminster, 1896, New edition, Patna, 1989, p.281.

2Historiae Alexandri Magni, translated from the Latin into English by P. Pratta under the
title, The history of the life and reign of Alexander the great, 2 Vols, London, 1809,
reprint, 1821, ix, 1 and 2, also IIA, p.221.

3Hist.Alex., ix,2.

Forming an estimate of Chandragupta, V.A. Smith writes, ‘in the course of
some eighteen years, Chandragupta had expelled the Macedonian garrisons from the
Punjab and Sindh, repulsed and humbled Seleucus the conqueror, established himself
as undisputed supreme lord of at least all northern India and a large part of Ariana.
These achievements fairly entitle him to rank among the greatest and most successful
kings known to history.70

Throwing light on the great Maurya emperor Chandragupta and his political
achievements, R.K. Mukherjee opines that ‘he is the first Indian king who established
his rule over an extended India, an India greater than even British India. The boundaries
of this greater India lay beyond the frontiers of modern India along the borders of
Persia. Chandragupta is again the first of the rulers of India to be able by his conquests
to join up the valleys of the Indus and the land of the five rivers with the eastern
valleys of the Ganges…. in one empire that stretched from Aria(Heart, in Afghanistan)
to Pataliputra…He was again the first Indian leader…to achieve the unique distinction
of recovering his country’s freedom from the yoke of Greek rule…very few rulers of
India have their credit the accomplishment of so much within the short time of his
reign…Chandragupta, as the founder of the imperial Maurya dynasty, gives to India
for the first time a continuous history as well as a unified history…The political unity
of India attained under the Maurya empirors was not maintained by their successors’.71

About six years after the withdrawal of Seleukus from India, Chandragupta
abdicated the throne(in 298 BCE) and handed on the imperial succession to his son
Bidusara.
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4Bib. Hist., xvii, 93.
5Hist. Alex., ix, 2.
6Bib. Hist., xvill, 93.
7Epitoma Historiarum Philippicarum, also called Historiae Philippicae(herein after abbrev. As

Hist. Phil.), English translation by J.S.Watson, London, 1853, XV, 4, IIA, p.327 or Nandrus of

Justin stands for the Nanda ruler Dhananada. See also F.W. Thomas, ‘Chandragupta, the

founder of the Maurya empire’, in The Cambridge history of India, Vol. I, E.J. Rapson(ed),

Ancient India, Cambridge, 1992, reprint, Delhi, 1962, p.422 and R.C. Majumder, The

Classical Accounts of India, Caltutta, 1960, reprint, 1981, p.193, and note 2.
8Chandragupta was accompanied by Chanakya, who was also humiliated by Dhanananda and expelled

by him from his court following his differences him on the issues relating to the security of Magadha

as well as the country. He vowed to take revenge of his humiliation and expulsion by overthrowing

the Nanda rule and uprooting the Nanda dynasty. R.S. Sharma in India’s Ancient Past, Delhi, 2008,

P.270 has correctly stated that ‘with the help of  Chanakya Chandragupta overthrew the Nandas

and established the rule of the Maurya dynasty’. The role Chanakya played in the defeat and

destruction of the Nandas of Magadha seems to have escaped the notices of the classical writers.

The advice he game to Chandragupta regarding putting the Greek ruler in the Punjab to an end is

also missing in the classical accounts of the subject.
9Vita Alexander, Life of Alexander in parallel lives of the famous men of Greece and Rome,

English translated by  A. Stewart and G. Long, Vol-III, London, 1882-83, chapter, LXII, also IIA,

p.311.
10op.cit.,p. 423.
11See his, Historical evidence and its interpretation: Examples from ancient Indian history,

Presidential address, section, I, Ancient India, Indian history Congress, 77th session, University
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Guru Nanak and Srimanta Sankaradeva
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Guru Nanak was born in 1469 A.D. just after twenty years when Sankaradeva
of Assam was born. He died in 1538 A.D. at the age of sixty nine years. He is the
founder of Sikhism. His birth place is Talwandi alias Nankana Sahib in the Punjab
State of India. Nanak founded Sikhism through his book Granth Sahib. In this the
writings of the later gurus also have been incorporated. This book is full of songs and
hymns. These are often sung by the Sikh followers by setting them to music in different
tunes (ragas). This book is also philosophical in nature in which the teachings of
different Sikh gurus are included.

Srimanta Sankaradeva was born in 1449 A.D. at Alipukhuri in Nagaon district
of Assam. He died in 1568 A.D. at the age of 119 years 11 months 16 days. He is the
founder of Assamese Vaishnavism. Sankaradeva founded his religion through his
writings like the Kirttana-ghosha (hereafter Kirttana) which is the magnum opus to his
credit. He also translated theBhagavata Purana in Sanskrit into Assamese along with
other translators and composed some songs known as Bargit. He wrote some dramas
known as Ankia Naat. His disciples like Madhavadeva, Damodardeva and Ananta
Kandali are responsible for augmenting Assamese Vaishnavism in the region.
Madhavadeva’s Namaghosha is famous next to Kir ttana.

The two Gurus arose in similar circumstances in the two respective places.
Both of them were ‘born in a period of crisis- not political and social, but moral and
spiritual. People were lost in the observance of trivialities, the celebration of ceremonial
piety and the acceptance of meaningless dogmas, which kept people away from one
another, which separated them, instead of bringing them together. It was an age of
social chaos which was repugnant to the heart of any right-thinking man (S.

Radhakrishnan, Livingwith a Purpose, p. 33)’. We were very fortunate that we had these
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two great men during the period of our crisis. With an illumined mind they tried to
improve their respective societies.
The Comparison
On God

In Sikhism God is the common Father. This father concept has perhaps been
borrowed from Christianity; because in Indian religious tradition there is no divine
father concept. In Sankaradeva such a concept is not there. Only the Master (Malik)
concept is there in Assamese Vaishnavism. Both Nanak and Sankaradeva admit that
God is never born. But in Sankaradeva the incarnation (avatara) concept is there
which is absent in Nanak. The creative agencies like Maya and Brahma are admitted
by both the Gurus. That God is good is admitted by both of them. Goodness of God is
known as Japji in Nanak. In both of them God is both immanent (antaryami) and
transcendent. Both Nanak and Sankaradeva deny different accounts of God. The one
God lives in everything; He dwells in every heart. Teg Bahadur, therefore, asks us not
to go to the forest in order to search for God (Dhanashri).Teg Bahadur asks us to seek
Him in our heart itself. Although He lives in everybody’s heart, He is not blended
with anything. He is separate from all.

Both Nanak and Sankaradeva believe in monotheism. Matter (Prakriti) for
both of them is not pre-existing. Matter is within God, but He transcends it. Both of
them admit that God is above every other being including Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.
Nanak however says that Krishna is also under God which is denied by Sankaradeva.
Following the Bhagavata Purana he says that Krishna is God Himself. As regards
Rama Madhavadeva describes him as an incarnation of Krishna, while Nanak also
places him under Almighty God. Madhavadeva following Sankaradeva says,

Matsya kurmma narasimha                 Vamana parashurama

Halirama varaha shri rama

Buddha kalki name dasha                     Akriti dhoricha Krishna

Taju pawe karoho pranama (Namaghosha, 3).
(Meaning: Krishna has taken ten incarnations as Fish, Tortoise, Half-man half-lion, the Dwarf,
Parashurama, Halirama, the Boar, Rama of Ramayana, Buddha and Kalki).
On Nirguna and Saguna God

In both Sikhism as preached by Nanak and Vaishnavism as preached by
Sankaradeva the nirguna (nirgun in Sikhism) and saguna (sargun in Sikhism) concepts
of God are there. Nirguna God means God without attributes and saguna God means
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with attributes. God is without attributes before creation. At this stage He lives in
Himself. As Amar Das, the third Guru of Sikhism says, ‘…when God was Himself
self-created, there was none else; He took counsel and advice with Himself; what He
did came to pass. Then there was no heaven, no hell, or the three-regioned world.
There was only the formless One Himself; creation was not then…’ (Guru-di-Var,
most of the translations here are taken from Teja Singh’s article ‘The Religion of the
Sikh Gurus’ published in The Cultural Heritage of India, Vo. IV). Nanak says, ‘There
was then no sin, no virtue, no Veda or any other religious book, no caste, no sex’ (Maru

Sohle, XV). Arjan, the fifth Guru who flourished between 1581 and 1606 A.D., also
says in his Sukhmani, XXI the same thing.

In the nirguna aspect God is abstract. In saguna aspect he has become a moral
force. He becomes a personal being. Man loves and honors God in this aspect. But
man cannot understand the mystery as to how nirguna or nirvikara Brahman becomes
saguna or savikara God. It is said in the Bhagavata,

Nirvikaara [nirankar in the Sikh sense] hari kene kare karmmacaya

Nirguna kaila kene gunara sambandha
(Meaning: God has no form; then how does he do action? He is without attribute; then how He has
relation with attribute).
Again it is said,

Nischala Nirmala sukshma rupa yito swami
Deva najaananta taanka kene jaano aami (Kirttana).

(Meaning: God is immobile, pure, and subtle. He is not known by gods; who are the men?).

Sometimes in Vaishnavism the word nirguna means infinity of qualities i.e.
there is no end of quality in God. So even if God is without quality, yet people speak
of His qualities. Thus it is said,

Tumi prabhu nirguna gunara seemaa naai
Nirguna howaya jeeva sohi guna gaai

God is everywhere
Once Guru Nanak said, ‘If you think I show disrespect by having my feet

towards the house of God, turn them in some other direction where God does not
dwell’(S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Religions, p.188). He said this when a Muslim person was
offended when Nanak slept with his feet towards Mecca. It proves that God is
everywhere. In Sankaradeva also we find many such things which prove the same
thing.
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God is Truth
Nanak said, ‘To worship an image, to make a pilgrimage to a shrine… and yet

have the mind impure is all in vain; to be saved, worship only the Truth’ (Quoted,
loc.cit.). Prophets like Nanak and Sankaradeva show us the path of truth.
Radhakrishnan says, ‘Whenever we passed through gloomy periods a prophet arose
to call us back to the truth, telling us how we had deviated,…’(Living with a Purpose, p.

33). As God is truth therefore both the Gurus were interested in pursuing truth. They
spent their lives searching for truth. Both of them believe that life’s problems can be
solved only with the message of truth. Nanak says that if one wishes ‘to understand
what truth is, it is essential for him to enter into the secret chamber of’ one’s heart.
Monotheism

We have already said that both Nanak and Sankaradeva are monotheist. They
believe in one God. Sankaradeva is very clear in this respect when he says,

rahma paramatama bhagavanta eke tattva
Ekarese tini naama lakshana bhedata

(Bhagavata, Skandha, 11, ‘Nimi-Nava-Siddha Sambaada’, 183).
(It means that Brahman, Paramatama and Bhagavan are the same reality. The different names are there
because of difference in outward characteristics).

Again in the Bhagavata Sankaradeva says,

Tohmaakese bolai jnani brahma nirankusha
Samkhyamate bolai tumi prakriti purusha.

Bhakatara mane tumi parama ishvara
Matibhede tohmakese pujai nirantara (10/1/1831).

(Meaning: The wise call you Brahman Who are self-willed. According to the Samkhya you are both
the material and spiritual principles. In the minds of the devotees you are the supreme God. You are
worshipped in different ways. The Kir ttana also says that God is the supreme reality. In Him all this
phenomenal world manifests (1662). Nothing is different from Hari. Only the ignorant see that He is
many (ibid., 520).

Therefore, Sankaradeva asks us to be devoted to God only, not to other gods;
because all the gods are nothing but the parts of Vishnu, that is, God. It is said,

Jaananta vishnura amsha aana yata deva

Eka thane savaako karibaa padi seva (Kirttana, 466).

If this be the position of Sankaradeva then his philosophy may not be said to
be pure monotheism, because he does not deny the existence of other gods; but simply
asks us not to worship them individually. So his position may be said to be monolatry
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in which one God is worshipped ‘without excluding belief in others (Chambers Eng.

Dictionary, p. 925). In this respect Nanak’s religion is different, because he believes in
uncompromising monotheism. Both Sankaradeva and Nanak agree in one point that
both of them oppose image worship. Only one image (muruti) is recognized by
Sankaradeva and that is vijnana muruti which means the image of intelligence or
consciousness. In this muruti there is no body and sense organs. It has no form. Thus
it is said,

Paramatma hari            Vijnana muruti
Nirakara niramaya

Nitya niranjana              Ananda svarupa
Deha indriya naahikaya

Again it is said,

Krishna eka deva shukhahari           Kaala mayadiro adhikaari
Krishna bine shreshtha          deva naahi naahi aara

Shristi sthiti antakaari deva             taanta bine aana naahi keva
Jaanibaa Vishnuse samasta jagate saara

(Namaghosha, 588).

This verse also recognizes other gods, but among them Krishna is the best and
super-most of all. The same God is there in all bodies, as if the same ether is present
in all the earthen pots. The sun is one but it is seen differently in different waters. As
the sun is one similarly God is also one. Thus it is said,

Eke brahma aachaa sarvva dehaka prakate
Yena eka akasha pratyeka ghate ghate.

Jalata suryyaka yena dekhi bhinna bhinna
Sehimate jaanibaa brahmaro bhedahina (Bhagavata, 12/174).

On Name or Naama
On another account also both the two Gurus come together. Both lay emphasis

on the ‘Name’ (Naama in Assamese).According to Guru Nanak every other thing
may change but the Name cannot change. He says, ‘We should worship the Name,
believe in the Name, which is ever and ever the same and true’ (Shri Rag). Sankaradeva
also holds that the people who practice of meditating on the Name of God never falls
from the grace of Almighty.
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Naama stands for God Himself. It is as immortal as God. It is perfectly
immaculate. Therefore it is asked to sing or utter the Name. In Naama God is revealed.
Nanak says, ‘There is one God, Eternal Truth is His Name’(Quoted, A.R. Mohaptra,

Philosophy of Religion, p.169). Similarly Madhavadeva says, Caari purushartha taahaara
nijara/Hari naame mula dharaa (Namaghosha, 372). It means the four principal objects
belong to Hari i.e. God and His name is the root spring. These four principal objects
are dharma (rule), arth (wealth), kama (enjoyment) and moksha (liberation).
The greatness of Naama is reflected in the following:

Yito jane yaai madhavara nama dhari
Paace paace phure deva devi tuti kari.
Moka layo baapa buli karaya kakuti.

 (Sankaradeva, Bargit).
(Meaning: One who goes singing the name of God, gods and goddesses follow them and request the
singer to take them with him).
That the Name brings about salvations is said in the following verse,

Bolahu rama namese mukuti nidaanaa
Bhava vaitarani tarani sukha sarani

Naahi naahi nama samaanaa.

(Sankaradeva, Bargit,  H.N.Dutta Baruah,(ed.), Sri Sankar Bakyamrit, p. 285).
(Meaning: ‘Sing the Name; Name brings you liberation. It enables you to cross over the river Styx.
One who chants His Name one’s path to liberation is very smooth. There is nothing that can be compared
with the Name.’ It even enables the Chandala to attain liberation. See what the Bhagavata says,
‘Candalako kare naame tekhane uddhara’. It is said in the Namaghosha that the knowledge of the
Veda and other scriptures have nothing to do with man’s religious life).

If one sings the name of Govinda he may attain liberation immediately. It is said as
follows,

Vedaagama aadi kari yata          Vistara shastrata naahi kaaja
Vistara tirthata naahi kichu prayojana

Samsara tarite khoje yeve           Apona mokshara hetu teve
Govinda govinda bekata bola vacana (603).

See again what Damodardeva, another disciple of Sankaradeva, says in this
context,

Tir thaka sevana              Devi upaasanaa
Dharmma karma yaaga yoga

Rama Krishna naame                   Sakalo sijaya
Naalaage eko udyoga.

——
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Krishnara naamata             Dharma karma yata
Savara aashraya sthaana

…..
Kalita Krishnara                    Naama vyatireka

Nai nai aana gati.
(Meaning: When one utters the name of Rama and Krishna, for him it is meaningless to go to sacred
places, to worship gods and goddesses. The Name is the resort of everything. Particularly in the age of
Kali only Naama is the most useful thing).

Both Sikhism and Assamese Vaishnavism believe in the fact that God is not
manifest. He has no image. He cannot be invoked or bidden farewell. So we cannot
even think of Him. So we are asked to make our mind purify by uttering the name of
God. Thus it is said,

Avyakta isvara hari            Kimate pujibaa taanka
Vyaapakata kibaa visarjjana

Etaavanta murti sunya       Kenamate cintibaahaa
Rama buli suddha karaa mana

 (Madhavadeva, Namaghosha, 8).

There is a story in the Kirttana taken from the Bhagavata that a vicious Brahmin
Ajamila uttered the name of his youngest son Narayana at the time of his death and
immediately the angels came and lifted him to heaven, because Narayana was the
name of God. Though accidentally he uttered this name he was saved by God. Thus it
is said,

Maribaara belaa              Ito ajaamile

Narayana naama Laila
Koti janamara                     Yata mahapaapa

Taaro prayascitta bhaila

 (Sankaradeva, Kirttana, 182).

‘The Sikh idea of religion….. is something more practical than being merely
mystic. It consists of nam and seva’ (T. Singh, ‘The Religion of the Sikh Gurus’,(The

Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. IV, p.324). Although the Name has some mystical bearing,
it becomes practical when it is transformed into Gyan and this Gyan may be acquired
through the Gurus and the scriptures.

On Name and Love
The saguna concept of God is His manifested form. He has then become the

Name. He has created the world in order to realize Himself. Here in the world He has
His Seat (Asana in Sankaradeva’s sense). He has been ‘iffused everywhere and in all
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directions in the form of love’ (Guru Gobind Singh, Jap, 80). Naama consists in repetition
of the name of God. Fasting i.e. vrata is not necessary for the repetition of the Name.
Arjan says, ‘You won’t get a place there [in the world of God] for all your bathing
[snana] and wandering in different places [tirtha bhramana]./ These means are useless;
they cannot satisfy the conditions of that world [the world of God]./ Are you a reciter
of all the four Vedas? There is no room for you there./With all your correct reading, if
you don’t understand one thing that matters, you only bother yourself…./Serve your
God and remember Him, leaving all your pride of self’(Gauri Mala). These very
things are said by Sankaradeva also. The Bhagavad Gita asks us to leave all our
pridewhich is called ‘ahamkar tyaag’, and Sankaradeva follows this concept of the
scripture. Miracles and mysteries have no place in both the religions. We shall be
truly religious when virtue will enter into our disposition.
Love stands for anuraga or prema in Sankaradeva’s religion. He says,

Nija priyatama rama                    Sumarante taana nama
Upajay parama anuraga.

Sarvva anga pulakita                    Howe drava ati cita
Dhaare nira netrara nigare

Preme marmma yaaya cadi        Haa praana Krishna buli
Prithivita padiyaa baagare(Nimi-Nava-Siddha Sambaada, 62,63).

(Meaning: If we remember His name in us there arises love. Then our whole body is thrilled; mind
becomes melted; tears flow down; love increases and the lover weep lying down on the ground).

In this way we cannot think anything ‘higher than the all-inclusive,
unconditional and eternal love that was” suggested by the two religions. Nanak says
that ‘satnam’ i.e. the practice of good conduct ‘is great, but greater than that is the
practice of love,….’ (Vide S. Radhakrishnan, Living with a Purpose, p. 35)

What is Love of God in Sikhism Bhakti or Devotion in Sankaradeva
Sankaradeva along with his main disciple Madhavadeva believe that the love

of God is more valuable than attaining paradise or salvation. Guru Nanak also holds
the same view. He says, ‘If a man loves to see God, what cares he for salvation or
paradise?’ (Nanak, Asha). In this respect Ram Das, the fourth Guru of the Sikh order,
who flourished between 1574 and 1581 also says, ‘All men hanker after salvation,
paradise, or Elysium, setting their hopes on them every day of their lives. But those
who live to see God do not ask for salvation: the sight itself satisfies their minds
completely’(Kalyan).
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On the Emphasis on Religious Scripture
Both the Gurus lay emphasis on religious scripture. In Assamese Vaishnavism

the Bhagavata Purana is given utmost respect by all. It is said in the Namaghosha:
Samasta Vedanta saara                Mahaa bhagavata Shastra

Ihaara amrita rasa paai
Parama santoshe paana               Karile yijane taara

Anyatra rasata rati naai (18)
(Meaning: The great Bhagavata scripture is the quint essence of all of the Vedanta. One who tastes
this scripture does not gain taste in other scriptures. The Sikh Gurus also lay emphasis on Book i.e.
Granth, and they regard a scripture to be holy. Their most important scripture is Adi Granth. It contains
the hymns composed by the first five Gurus. Now it is known as Guru Granth Sahib. The Sikhs adore
and worship this Book like anything. Even a Guru is placed under the Book or the Word (Shabda
Brahma).In Vaishnavism also the Bhagavata or its brief edition Gunamala is placed on the thaapona for
worship. On special occasions the Vaishnavites march in a procession by taking this book on the head
as a mark of respect).

We may put forward many citations as to the importance of religious scriptures
from different books of both the religions. In Sikhism, for example, Parbhati says,
‘In this world the best practice is of the Word’ (I).  Here the Word refers the holy
books where words are there. Guru Arjun says, ‘Pothi parameswar ka tham’ i.e. ‘the
book is the abode of God’.(Quoted, S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Religions, p.181).

The Guru Cult
Both the religions lay importance on the Guru cult. Sankaradeva says,

Hena jaani gurupada sevaa kari saara

Harita bhakati kari tariyo samsara (Bhakti Ratnakara, 1/60).

It is said here that through the worship of the feet of the Guru one can develop
the sentiment of bhakti and thus can transcend the world. In Sikhism the career of the
disciple is formed by the personality of the Guru. The Guru is the moral arbiter who
shows his disciples the path of morality. Unless the Guru shows this path the disciple
is blind even if he acquires vast knowledge (Vide Asa-di-Var, I). The connection
between man and God is possible through the Guru only.Only the Guru can remove
the barriers between man and man.

The Guru bears a creative personality. He stands for the central unifying
personality. He is an ideal idol for the disciples. A Guru can never commit error.
Nanak says, ‘Everybody else is subject to error, only the Guru and God are without
error’ (Shri Rag). Guru Arjan says that his true Guru is without any defect. (Bhairon) He
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says that his Guru Nanak has destroyed all his superstitions and defects. (Vide his
Asa) Only a Guru can fight with sin and overcome it. Man’s transformation can come
‘through a close association with the Guru’. Guru is the other self of the disciple. It is
a common belief among the Sikhs that the spirit of the Guru lives among them. The
Japji says, ‘Guramukhi nadam guramukhi vedam’ meaning ‘The world of the guru is
the highest sacripture’(Quoted, S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Religions, p.181).

On the Universe
Both the Gurus spend their time in thinking on the nature of the universe.

They are also discussing the position of man in the universe. According to Nanak the
universe is not an illusion. From the transcendental (paramarthika) standpoint
Sankaradeva also believes so. According to Nanak the world is real because it is
created by God who is real. But the reality of the world is not final and abiding; it is
real “on account of God’s presence in it (Nanak, Asa-di-Var, II.I). Nanak admits of the
personal presence of God. Sankaradeva unequivocally says that there is no difference
between the cause and the effect, as there is no difference between gold and gold-
ornaments. While God is the cause, the universe is the effect. So according to him
there is no difference between God and the Universe. Thus it is said,

Tumi karyya karana samasta caracara
Suvarne kundale yena naahike antara (Kirttana, 520).

 Again it is said,
Tumi satya brahma              Tomaata prakaashe

Jagata ito asanta
Jagatate sadaa                        Tumio prakaashaa

Antaryyami bhagavanta.
Etekese jnani                            Gane avasheshi

Jagataka  bole hari…. (Kirttana, 1661).
(Meaning: You are the real Brahman. In you the unreal universe is manifested. You also manifest
yourself in the universe. Therefore the wise call the universe God. Even then Sankaradeva regards the
universe to be illusory). It is nothing but a dream). He says,

Yata dekhaa yata shunaa               Yateka manate gunaa
Save mayamaya svapnasama (ibid., 1831).

 Again it is said,

Dekhi shuni mane           Ito jagata yateka
Mayara racanaa jaanaa

(‘Nimi-Nava-Siddha Sambaada’, 132).
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Again,

Brahma vyatireke yata dekha micha aana
Jarita upaji yena aache sarpajnana(Bhagavata, 12/171).

(Meaning: Whatever we see apart from Brahman is false. The universe is like an illusory snake on a
rope. So Sankaradeva sings in a Bargit ‘Athira ehu samsara’ i.e. this universe is transitory).

On the Ways to Reach God
Nanak does not admit knowledge to be a way to reach God (Vide his Asa-di-Var,

XIV.2 and XV.1-4).Even meritorious actions also do not lead to God (VIII.2 ) Sanakaradeva
also says so. Only love and faith lead us so. Sankaradeva says that love in the sense of
devotion and faith (nistha) lead us to God. Both Nanak and Sankaradeva hold that
only love and devotion enable us able to receive the grace of God. Both of them say,
‘The only way of worshipping Him is to sing His praises, to meditate on His Name’.
That bhakti or devotion is the only way to attain God is unequivocally said by
theBhagavata in the following lines,

Jnana karma bhakti kahilo kari bheda
Bhakati parama pantha dilo pariccheda

(Uddhava Sambada, 142).

 Again it is said,

Bhakati vihina jnana karma save vyartha

Kahilo svarupe vedantara tattva artha (1/41).
(Meaning: Knowledge, action all are in vain without devotion. This fact is the quintessence of the
Vedanta. Sankaradeva does not want anything from God, not even salvation. He prays so that he will
be always devoted to Him). Thus, he says,

Nabanchohi sukha bhoga nalaage mukuti

Tomaara carane maatra thaakoka bhakati (Kirttana, 522).

The laudatory praise to God as we find in both the religions is not ‘idle
mysticism’. It consists in active service (seva) to God. It is said in the Japji, ‘There
can be no worship without good actions’. In formal deeds such worship does not
consist. Real worship consists in the ‘intense desire to please God’. It is said, ‘without
pleasing God all actions are worthless’ (Arjan, Gauri Mala).
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On Against Caste System
Nanak says,

There are lowest men among the low castes.
Nanak, I shall go with them. What have I got with the great?
God’s eye of mercy falls on those who take care of the lowly.

It is mere nonsense to observe caste; and to feel proud over grand names (Shri Rag).

This verse tallies with what Sankaradeva says ‘Naahi bhakatita jaati ajaati
bicaara/Krishnata bhakati samastare adhikaara’ i.e. in devotion there is no
discrimination of different castes. Everybody has a claim over devotion. In this way
both Nanak and Sankaradeva did not differentiate between the high-class people and
the untouchables. Both of them included in their fold barber, weaver, shoemaker and
so forth. Sankaradeva even included the Muslims like Chandsai. Nanak is of the
opinion that man can wash off his ‘untouchability with the love of God’. Sankaradeva
also says that bhakti or devotion can wash off all the dirt and anybody with a devoted
spirit can approach God. Although Sankaradeva did not want to initiate the Brahmins
into his religion, yet they went to him to be disciples. Even his guru Mahendra Kandali
wanted to be his disciple (shishya). But unfortunately Sankaradeva died before the
day of the iniation (sarana) ceremony. Afterwards Brahmins like Ananta Kandali,
Damodardev etc. became his disciples andthey contributed their share to the
development of the religion. In Sikhism also such incidents are not rare. Ravidasa
says that even ‘he superior sort of Brahmanas came to bow before him’(Rag Malar).
In both the religions it is said that ‘man was to be honoured, not because he belonged
to this or that caste or creed’, he was to be honored if he were a devotee of God. It is
said in the Guru Granth Sahib, ‘Blessed is the straw hut where the God’s praises are
chanted./Worthless the white mansions where remembrance of God is not’.In the
same theme Sankaradeva also says, ‘alaage bhakatita deva dvija rishi huibe’ i.e. in
devotion it is not necessary to be a god, Brahmin or sage. Even a chandala becomes
eligible to perform jajna (sacrifice) if he is enlightened with the name of God. Thus it
is said, ‘Chandalo hari naama labhe maatra/Karibe ucita yajnara patra’. A very
significant verse in this regard we find in Guru Gobind Singh’s Akal Ustat. The verse
runs thus:

Recognize all human nature as one.
All men are the same, although they appear different under
different influences. The bright and the dark, the ugly and
the beautiful, the Hindus and the Muslims, have
developed themselves according to the fashions of different
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countries.All have the same eyes, the same ears,
the same body, and the same build – a compound of the same four elements.

Such verses encouraged the people ‘with a new hope and courage to lift
themselves as equals to the best of humanity’.

In this way in both the Gurus we see a catholic spirit and this spirit enables
both of them to have a spirit of universality or breadth in outlook.
On Women

Both Guru Nanak and Sankaradeva thought for women. Nanak says, ‘ow can
they be called inferior when they give birth to kings and prophets’. Women also take
share of the grace of God. They are also responsible for their actions to God (Vide Asa-

di-Var, XIX). A woman is regarded in Sikh religion as the ‘conscience of man’, that
means, women guide men in moments of crisis. The custom of Sati-daah was
condemned in it.

Sankaradeva also does not lag behind in praising women. In Bhakti Pradeepa
(The Light of Devotion) it is said,

Samasta vedara tattva taai ache jaani
Taaisi uttmamjaati taai mahaa jnani.
Tir thaka pavitra kare ito kona citra

Tora darsane howe jagata pavitra (93).
(Meaning: She knows all the theories of the Veda. She is great and is very wise. She purifies all the
sacred places. When one sees her becomes pure).

In Sankaradeva’s life several women of low caste came to him to help him in
the matters both secular and religious. We have a woman Sati Raadhikaa by name
who was able to stop the current of a river which Sankaradeva found difficult to stop.
Another woman Chandari Aai advised Sankaradeva how to draw the picture of
Vaikuntha, the Vaishnavite heaven (Vide Kathaguru Charita).

On Way of Life
Both the religions present their own definite way of life. Both of them say that

the way of life does not depend on rules, but on discipleship (shishyatva). Boththe
Gurus ask us to spend an honest life. They say that a rational outlook (viveka jnana) is
necessary in our actions. Sanakaradeva says,

Samkalpa vikalpa karma karaya nischya
Buddhimaana buli taaka jaanibaa nirnaya

(Anadi Patana: The Beginningless Creation, 64).
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Generally a house hold person (grihasthi) is to be engaged in worldly business
to run his family. Apart from earning money to run the family one is to do some social
work also. One should entertain a guest with all respect. He should not be turned
away even if he were an enemy. In both the religions we have such things. Sankaradeva
says,

Yadi maha shatru aasi howanta atithi
Deva hena maani taaka karibaa bhakati

Purva dosha guna kichu nakari vicaara (Bhagavata).
(Meaning: If a great enemy comes to your house as a guest he should be treated as a god. In this
respect no question of previous bad deeds arises).

On Ahimsa
What is ahimsa is clearly stated by Nanak in the following:

‘(1) Do not wish evil for anyone. This is ahimsa of thought,(2) Do not speak harshly
of anyone. This is ahimsa of speech,(3) Do not obstruct anyone’s work. This is ahimsa
of action,(4) If a man speaks ill of you, forgive him,(5) Practise physical, mental and
spiritual endurance and(6) Help the suffering even at the cost of your life’ (Quoted, S.

Radhakrishnan, Indian Religions,pp.188-89).In Sankaradeva also we find such things.
On Ethics

Nanak elaborates ethical principles through his concept ‘satnam’. It means
‘he practice of good conduct’. He says that to lead a good life we need this practice.
Along with ‘satnam’ we need also ‘sadachara’.

We feel that there is a unity of ethical ideals and values in these two religions.
In them we see a moral meeting of East and West in the Indian context. Again we see
in them an underlying principle of identity and togetherness.

Ethics is intimately connected with existence. Both the Gurus understood the
fact that we need ethical orientation to connect ethics with existence. They also
understand that self-realization is the ethical end.
The Catholic Spirit

Both Nanak and Sankaradeva have a catholic spirit. There is a saying as regards
Nanak in which it is said, ‘Guru Nanak Shah fakir/Hindu ka guru, mussulman ka pir’.
With this spirit both the religious leaders think of ‘One earth one family’. If we look
to establishing a new world we must follow such principles. We are to think of a world
society and this thinking is possible only when we abide by the catholic spirit. Both the
Gurus have taught us the philosophy of the catholic spirit. Co-existence in a pluralistic
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society is possible with such a philosophy. To entertain such a spirit we have to
overcome ourselves.
Not against Hinduism

Louis Renou, a western writer, says that Sikhism is not against Hinduism. He
says, ‘As for Sikhism,or the religion of the Sikhs, it may be considered a religious
movement at the extreme limits of Hinduism: it is not considered heresy’(Hinduism,

pp. 15-16). He again says that this religion has ‘borrowed many elements from doctrines
which are fundamentally Hindu,…’ (ibid, p. 50). Nanak however seems to go against
the Veda as he says, ‘Neither the Veda nor the Kateb [the Quran] know the mystery’
(Quoted, G. Baruah, Prithibir Bibhinna Dharma, p. 237). Sankaradeva also like the
Bhagavadgita (2/42-44) is against the ‘Brahmana’ part of the Veda which lays emphasis
on jajna karma i.e. sacrificial activities. But he is not against the Mantra, Aranyaka
and Upanishad parts of the same.
Similarity in Congr egational Participation

Congregation, in religious terms, means organized fellowship. In Sikhism this
fellowship is known as sangat. Sangat means holy fellowship. So congregation may
be regarded as a religious assembly where holy fellowship takes place. In both the
religions congregational participation is an important factor. This participation plays
a pivotal role in both the religions. These congregations are generally held in Namghars
and Gurudwaras. There is a much similarity between these two institutions. Teja Singh
says, ‘To practise nam (Name) means to practise the presence of God, by keeping
Him ever in our minds by singing His praises or dwelling on His excellence. This is to
be done not only in solitude and alone, but also in public, where worship of the Name
is made more impressive by being organized in the form of congregational recitations
or singing’(The Religion of the Sikh, op.cit.,p.324). Congregation is possible through
organization and we can promote each other’s good through organization only.

In congregations people sing the hymns composed by their Gurus and sing
them in accompaniment with musical instruments. In Assamese congregation’s khol,
taal etc. are used. In the Golden Temple, Amritsar continuous singing with music
takes place.
Assamese Sikh Community

A Sikh community has been living in Assam in its Nagaon and Morigaon districts.
The Assamese Sikhs have been living here since two hundred years back. They are
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Assamese speaking people. They do not know Punjabi. Religiously they are Sikh but
culturally they are Assamese.

The historians say that the Sikh people have been living in Assam since the
pre-British period i.e. since the time before 1826 A.D. when the Britishers came here
to rule the state in the excuse of saving it from the Burmese aggression. The State
went to the hands of the British at the result of Yandabo treaty. However the Britishers
are responsible for bringing at least 500 Sikh soldiers to Assam for their fight in
Hadirachaki in the year 1823. These soldiers did not go back to their native land
Punjab. The soldiers settled here and married Assamese girls. Now their descendants
number in between 3000 and 4000. They are now enjoying a demographic significance
in the State. We find here however two types of Sikh people: one the Assamese speaking
Sikhs and the other the Punjabi speaking Sikhs although the latter speak with the
Assamese people in Assamese. The latter group did come here in the last part of
nineteenth century. This group generally lives in urban areas, while the Assamese
speaking Sikhs live mostly in rural areas. The urban livers came here as mason,
carpenter, blacksmith, motor-vehicle repairer and businessman. The main profession
of the Assamese speaking Sikhs is agriculture.These people do not dance Bhangra
but Bihu. They read Shri Guru Granth Sahib in Assamese. Like the Assamese people
they like to participate in the congregational singing known as naam-kirtan. They
have been very much influenced by the bhakti movement. We know that Sankaradeva
started the bhakti movement from the district of Nagaon itself where the most famous
Namghar known as Bardowa or Batradava is situated.

The Assamese Sikhs know the principle ‘While in Rome behave as a Roman’.
So their behavior is mostly guided by Assamese norms. They whole heartedly attend
and participate in the festivals and fairs of the region. Like the Assamese rural people
they weave their own clothes, especially of women, by themselves in indigenous
weaving looms. They even sometimes perform puja to goddess Aai (Mother) when
someone suffers from diseases like pox. It is a common practice in Assam and they
also follow it as a spiritual therapy. They even visit Kamakhya temple to have blessings
of the goddess. They participate in festivals like Bihu, Durga Puja, Diwali, Holi (Phakua
in Assamese) etc. They also bear things like amulets to ward off the influence of evil
spirits etc. We therefore do not find in them their own mercenary identity.
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The first Gurudwara of Assam was established in Caparmukh, a village on the
bank of the Titaimar Suti, a small rivulet. It is tow miles from Raha. Now there are
many Gurudwaras in Assam in both urban and rural areas.
Conclusion

As described above there is a very old link between Assam and Punjab as
regards religion. The Assamese people are very tolerant in matters of religion. We
need more rapprochements between these two states. It is unfortunate that the Chair
of Srimanta Sankaradeva in Punjab University established when Mahendramohan
Choudhury was the Governor of the State has been abolished due to the reasons
bestknown to the concerned parties. We want reintroduction of the same in near future.
We also want that a similar Chair in the name of Guru Nanak be established in any of
the Assam Universities.

It is unfortunate that recently a clash ensued in Meghalaya between the Khasis
and the Sikhs. I do not know the reason of this clash, but such clashes are unwanted
and not good for a pluralistic society. Assam is fortunate enough that such clashes
have not occurred in the state and hope it will not occur in future also.

We expect that both the religions play a positive role not only in their respective
states but all over India. The main tenets of both the religions may be taught to the people so
that they may be enlightened with the same. We want that these tenets may be employed as
‘remedies to lessen human misery and exploitation of the general mass of people by some on
higher rungs of society’.

No religion should think that a man belonging to some other religion is a bad
citizen, a stranger and an alien. There should be a ‘co-operation in a spirit of freedom
and understanding” between the religions. Then only inter religious co-operation will
be possible. Nanak said, “Keep no feeling of enmity for anyone’ (Quoted, S. Radhakrishnan,

Indian Religions, p.188). Inter-religious understanding is a must for national and
international integration. Radhakrishnan suggests for forming a united religions
organization (Vide his Towards a New World, pp.80 ff.). Such an organization should have a
promise for a future. Such an organization will be able to establish a transcendent
unity of all religions. This will help man of all religions to have the respect for other
faiths. This will be possible when faith will be guided by reason. Only reasoned faith
can serve the purpose. To have reasoned faith we should entertain a scientific outlook.
By sustaining our own religions we can sustain religion as a whole. In this respect we
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should respect the messages sent to us by the Gurus like Sankaradeva and Nanak. We
should see that these messages may lead us to forming a universal society.

The world is going too fast at the present time. Religions have not been able
to cope with such a great speed. So we should make our religions dynamic so that
they can go with the speedy world. The world is not only moving but also changing.
Therefore religions will also have to change so that they contribute to the world change.
We should try to link up religious values with social change. Then only there will be
the fulfillment of destiny.

So that the religions of Nanak and Sankaradeva may establish a relation
between the East and the West in the Indian context we the people of both the religions
are to work towards that end. It is a challenge for us and we should try to transform it
to an opportunity. For this an exchange of religious ideas of these two great religions
is necessary. We cannot deny the duality between these two religions; but even then
we should try to bring them together to achieve our purpose. At least these two religions
can meet in the relevant points similar to each of them. Differences will always be
there; but we should try to unify them forgetting these differences. What is necessary
is open-mindedness. If religions can play the pedagogical role then they can solve
many problems and crises faced frequently by humanity at large.
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Theoretically ‘people’ or ‘citizens’ are considered to be main concern of the
government of the democratic countries. It is after all the ‘people’ with whom as a
system, ideology, forms of government and as an operational concept ‘democracy’ is
associated. So the ‘citizens’ of democratic countries are entitled to enjoy constitutional
and statutory rights such as right to equality, life and personal liberty, right to vote,
right to freedom, cultural and civil rights, etc.; within the basic structure of respective
nation state. But the purposes of democracy may often face questions because of
certain undesirable but unavoidable circumstances. Large scale migration of the
Rohingyas from Myanmar to Bangladesh and India and NRC (National Register of
Citizens) debate in India has placed the issues of citizenship and statelessness in the
academia in the recent years. Again in the democratic setup of India and Bangladesh,
a group of people have been deprived (till June 2015) from the basic rights of
citizensship because of historical development in a particular region of the Indo-
Bangladesh border. The land tracts where this trend was a common phenomenon
since 1947 are popularly called ‘chhitmahals’ or enclaves. In this article, along with
the meaning of enclaves I’ll briefly discuss the concepts of stateless citizens,
constitutional background of India and Bangladesh regarding the right to citizenship
and rights of the citizens.

Enclaves and Statelessness
Enclaves are generally referred to those land tracts which are detached from

the mainland or its ‘home’ and surrounded by another country or countries (host) but
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politically and mentally attached to ‘home’ country. Enclaves are just like islands
surrounded not by water but by the territory of other country or countries. Geographers
have conceptualized the enclaves as ‘a portion of territory entirely surrounded by
foreign domination’.1 On the other word, an enclave is a ‘portion of territory separated
from the country to which it politically belongs and entirely surrounded by alien
domination’.2 It means the enclaves are situated beyond the main land of a country
and for maintaining relations with the ‘home’ they require assistance and permission
of the ‘host country’. If the people of the enclaves are not allowed to enter to the
boundary of the ‘host country’ they will not be able to survive. If they are not allowed
to visit the ‘home country’ they will not be able to enjoy the taste and rights of
citizenship.

So it appears that the people of enclaves are dependent on the goodwill of
citizens of the host country. Thus in most cases, the enclave dwellers do suffer from
minimum basic rights, i.e., statelessness what is in general sense ‘losing existing
nationality without at the same time acquiring new nationality. The loss of existing
nationality may happen due to international or national events or due to deprivation
of nationality by the state of which the individual is a national.’3 Thus ‘nationality’ is
a requisite part of the concept of statelessness. According to C.G.Fenwick by
‘nationality’ we understand ‘the bond which unites a person to a given state which
constitutes his membership in a particular state, which gives him a claim to the
protection of that state, and which subjects him to the obligations created by the law
of that state.’4 It means ‘nationality’ is a kind of criterion what entitles the person to
enjoy the protection of state. The International Court of Justice has also recognized
the legitimacy of bond between nationality and state.5 Again nationality is a matter of
‘continuing relationship.’ So a state can’t expel out its own nationals from its own
territories. Simultaneously, nationality does not effect by the lapse of time. Every
national is thus entitled to get back to his own country and it is the duty of the state to
receive its own nationals. The ‘International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights’
(1966) in its article 12 has unambiguously stated that ‘no one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of the right to enter his own country.’6 Nationality again meet the criteria of
a person for diplomatic protection when he is in foreign territory. The denial of
protection by state to its own nationals abroad is regarded to brutal conduct on the
part of the concern state.7

But the terms ‘national’ and ‘citizen’ are always not suitable for interchange
their meaning. While nationality is a ‘continuing relationship’ between a person and its
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state, the citizenship on the other hand is ‘the legal status of a national under the
domestic laws that entitle him to enjoy constitutional and statutory rights’. So the
‘citizens’ in general condition of a democratic state, do enjoy right to equality, life
and personal liberty, religion or constitutional and legal remedies. And of course right
to freedom and right of participation (of the adults) in the democratic electoral process.
But the question of statelessness arises when a citizen of state does not enjoy the
rights as enshrined by constitution by his own country for geographical, political or
other reasons.

There are again different types of stateless persons in the world such as de jure
and de facto. According to the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons
(1954) ‘de jure’ stateless person is one ‘who is not considered as a national by any
state under the operation of its law.’8 This definition is being used at the international
level and is incorporated into the nationality laws of many states.9 Contrarily, de facto
stateless person is someone ‘who is outside the country of his or her nationality and is
unable or, for valid reasons, unwilling to avail himself or herself of the protection of
that country’.10

International community of states is, however, not silent about the problems
of stateless people. Several steps have been taken up so far under the supervision of
the United Nations Organization (UNO) for the reduction of stateless people and to
ensure their minimal rights. First significant step in this connection was the General
Assembly’s resolution of 1954 regarding the adoption of a convention relating to the
stateless people. It was actually initiated in 1948 by the Economic and Social Council
of the UNO. The study of this council on the status of the stateless people led to the
formation of an Ad Hoc Committee which prepared the Draft Convention relating to
the Status of Refugees in 1950. In the next year the UNO, had adopted the ‘Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees’. This Convention had attempted to resolve the
problems of the stateless person who are not ‘refugees’ by providing them an
international instrument for attaining citizenship in legal way. It was finally opened
for signature in 1956 (28th September).

The Convention of 1954 had eventually contributed to the formulation and
adoption of the Convention on the reduction of statelessness in 1961. Article-1 of this
convention has described that ‘the contracting state would grant its nationality to a
person born in its territory who would otherwise be stateless.’ The articles 8 and 9 of
this convention have laid down restrictions on the sovereign rights of the state to
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deprive its nationality or withdraw it from the nationals unilaterally. Article 10, on
the other hand, has confirmed that-
 ‘it is mandatory for the states making agreement for transfer of territory to consider
and decide the matter of the nationality of the people residing on the territory along
with, no such person is to be rendered  stateless by such agreed transfer.’11 Option for
deciding nationality is thus very much significant in regards to the exchange of
territories between two states.

There are a few other international and covenants which have occasionally
dealt with the question of nationality; social, cultural, civil and political rights and
rights of the children and women. In this context- The International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (1966), International on Convention Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (1966), International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of
Racial Discrimination (1965), UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989), UN
Declaration for Elimination of Violence against Women (1993), World Conference
against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance (2001),
Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(1979),etc. are very much significant. Again the UNHCR (United Nations High
Commission for Refugees) had actively worked for the protection of the ‘refugees’12
and ‘asylum seekers’.13 The UNO is also very much concerned for the protection of
the IDPs (Internally Displaced Persons)14 including the Disaster-induced Displaced
Persons.15 All these humanitarian covenants, conventions and declaration are directly
or indirectly attached to the protection of rights of the human being irrespective of
their citizenship and nationality.
        There are several causative factors for the origin of stateless people in world
such as –(a) frequent dying out, merger or divisions of states, forced or voluntary
exodus of minorities without the concern of the country of original nationality, (b)
inter-nation marriages without obtaining new citizenship by naturalization by one spouse
only; and (c) denationalization decrees. The first group of factors is the main reason for
the origin of stateless persons in both pre- and post-Second World War (1939-1945)
period. The second factor is not a dangerous one in terms of origin of stateless people. But
the third factor, i.e. denationalization decrees (although produce a small section of world’s
stateless persons) issued by the state to its citizens or nationals [as in case of Revolution
in Soviet  Union (1917), Nazi Germany (after 1933) against the Jews, and against the
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Nepali speakers in Bhutan in 1989] are considered to be threatening instances for the
citizens. However, none of these cases are applicable to the democratic countries.
The enclaves of India and Bangladesh

Statelessness in South Asia in the post-Second World War period was
significantly linked with the decolonization. Birth of independent India and Pakistan
(in 1947) and later Bangladesh (in 1971) had generated the question of stateless persons
in the form of refugees and asylum seekers. But the people of the enclaves of both
India and Bangladesh (erstwhile East Pakistan) were not ‘refugees’. They were alien
to their own land since they were surrounded by the alien country (which was not
their ‘home’).

How have the Indo-Bangladeshi enclaves originated? The Indo-Bangladesh
‘enclave problem’ has a long historical background. It is not only linked with the
process of decolonization in South Asia, it is also the outcome of pre-colonial historical
development. At this juncture main common factor is historical development of Cooch
Behar (Koch Behar), a kingdom flourished in the region in the sixteenth century.
Under the leadership of king Naranarayan (1540-187) this Kingdom had extended its
influence in the entire Tista-Brahmaputra valley, i.e. Sub-Himalayan Bengal and Lower
Assam. The Koches had established friendly relations with the Mughlas (1526-1857)
too. But with the beginning of the seventeenth century, Lower Assam along with
Cooch Behar began to face repeated Mughal invasions from Bengal. However, the
Mughals could not establish their direct rule in that region. Instead from the beginning
of the eighteenth century, the Mughals occupied some revenue yielding tracts of the
Koch kingdom called chaklas which were in due course transferred to the Koches
with a condition of paying revenue to the Mughals. Here Boda, Patgram and Purbabhag
tracts were ceded to Cooch Behar. But direct Mughal rule was established in 1711
Kakina, Fatehpur and Kajirhat chaklas. In 1713, these three chaklas were taken as izara
(right of collection of revenue) by Cooch Behar. Since then, these tracts economically
had remained the tiny parts of Cooch Behar but politically were loyal to the Mughals.
Although the Mughals had surrendered these chaklas to Cooch Behar in 1737 but many
Mughal servants (living permanently in these tracts) showed their loyalty to the Nawab
of Bengal (1717-1772). So these tracts began to be known as Mughlan which eventually
appeared as the isolated parts of Rangpur district after the establishment of East India
Company’s rule in Bengal (1772). Simultaneously, Boda, Patgram and Purbabhag known
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Nepali speakers in Bhutan in 1989] are considered to be threatening instances for the
citizens. However, none of these cases are applicable to the democratic countries.
The enclaves of India and Bangladesh

Statelessness in South Asia in the post-Second World War period was
significantly linked with the decolonization. Birth of independent India and Pakistan
(in 1947) and later Bangladesh (in 1971) had generated the question of stateless persons
in the form of refugees and asylum seekers. But the people of the enclaves of both
India and Bangladesh (erstwhile East Pakistan) were not ‘refugees’. They were alien
to their own land since they were surrounded by the alien country (which was not
their ‘home’).

How have the Indo-Bangladeshi enclaves originated? The Indo-Bangladesh
‘enclave problem’ has a long historical background. It is not only linked with the
process of decolonization in South Asia, it is also the outcome of pre-colonial historical
development. At this juncture main common factor is historical development of Cooch
Behar (Koch Behar), a kingdom flourished in the region in the sixteenth century.
Under the leadership of king Naranarayan (1540-187) this Kingdom had extended its
influence in the entire Tista-Brahmaputra valley, i.e. Sub-Himalayan Bengal and Lower
Assam. The Koches had established friendly relations with the Mughlas (1526-1857)
too. But with the beginning of the seventeenth century, Lower Assam along with
Cooch Behar began to face repeated Mughal invasions from Bengal. However, the
Mughals could not establish their direct rule in that region. Instead from the beginning
of the eighteenth century, the Mughals occupied some revenue yielding tracts of the
Koch kingdom called chaklas which were in due course transferred to the Koches with
a condition of paying revenue to the Mughals. Here Boda, Patgram and Purbabhag
tracts were ceded to Cooch Behar. But direct Mughal rule was established in 1711
Kakina, Fatehpur and Kajirhat chaklas. In 1713, these three chaklas were taken as izara
(right of collection of revenue) by Cooch Behar. Since then, these tracts economically
had remained the tiny parts of Cooch Behar but politically were loyal to the Mughals.
Although the Mughals had surrendered these chaklas to Cooch Behar in 1737 but many
Mughal servants (living permanently in these tracts) showed their loyalty to the Nawab
of Bengal (1717-1772). So these tracts began to be known as Mughlan which eventually
appeared as the isolated parts of Rangpur district after the establishment of East India
Company’s rule in Bengal (1772). Simultaneously, Boda, Patgram and Purbabhag known
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After all the ‘Constitution of India’ has been adopted by the ‘people’ for the ‘people
of India’. The preamble of the constitution has clearly enshrined that-
‘we the people of India’ making a solemn resolve to constitute India into a ‘sovereign
Democratic Republic’ securing for all its citizens Justice, liberty and Equality and
promoting among them all ‘fraternity’.16Justice again is related to different components
of lives of the people such as social, economic and political. Liberty includes liberty
of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship. And Equality signifies equality of
status and of opportunity. Ultimate goal of the constitution is that of ‘securing the
dignity of individual and unity of the nation.’17

         The Preamble has also emphasized on socialism, secularism and unity and
integrity of the nation. Although the term ‘socialism’ has been added later (42
Amendment 1976) but it is very much significant. It ensured the people to be free
from all forms of exploitation (social, economic and political). On the other words,
socialism here means elimination of inequality in income and status and standards of
living. So it appears that the constitution of India is truly democratic in its spirit since
justice, liberty, equality and fraternity are considered to be the most essential component
of democracy. Again the ‘people of India’ are the source of the constitution for whom
fundamental rights and freedoms are declared to be guaranteed.
       India is a territorially defined country. Part-1 of the constitution (in the articles 1
to 4) has described the states and union territories. This part has also dealt with the
creation of new province, alteration of area of the province, incorporation of new
territories, etc. During the last 67 years, the map of India especially internal boundary
has been redrawn several times. However, there was no provision of cession or transfer
of Indian territory. In the Berubari Union Case (with whom present study is associated)
the Supreme Court of India has expressed the opinion that no cession of territory
could be made without constitutional amendment. In order to make an arrangement
with Pakistan regarding Berubari Union (connected with Jalpaiguri district of West
Bengal) the constitution (Ninth Amendment) Act was passed in 1960. From this point
of view, the Indian enclaves (of former Cooch Behar State) are/were integral parts of
union of India.
        In its part II (article 5-11) the constitution of India has analyzed in detail the
provisions of the Indian citizenship for making democracy a successful one. It has
recognized political membership of the citizens within the state subject to the permanent
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allegiance to it. This part of the constitution has confirmed citizenship of India to
those persons who come under following category at the time of adoption of
constitution of India: (i) domiciled in India and born in India (this component constitute
the bulk of the  population of the union of India); (ii)domiciled, not born in India but
either of whose parents was born in India; (iii) domiciled, not born in India but
ordinarily resident for more than five years ; (iv) resident in India but migrated to
Pakistan after 1st March 1947 and latter retuned to India on resettlement permit; (v)
resident in Pakistan but who migrated to India before 19 July 1948 or who came after
that date but had resided in India for more than six months and got registered in the
prescribed  manner; and (vi) resident outside India but who are either whose parents
or grandparents were in India. 18

       The constitutional provisions on fixation and alteration of nationality got a specific
shape in the Citizenship Act 1955 (Act 57 of 1955 30th December). This Act (Including
the Citizenship Amendment Act 2005) has dealt with the acquisition of Indian
citizenship by birth, by decent, by registration and by naturalization. It has also made
necessary provisions regarding the termination and deprivation of Indian citizenship
(Section 8 to 10). There were provisions about commonwealth citizenship and power
to confer rights of Indian citizenship to the citizens of certain countries (Section 2
and 12) which have been repealed recently by the Citizenship (Amendment Act) 2003
(Act 6 of 2004 section 10).
        As citizens, people of India are entitled to enjoy certain fundamental rights as
enshrined in the part III of the constitution. These are :-
(i)The right to equality before law and the equal protection of laws (article 14 )
irrespective of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth (Article 15),etc.; equality of
opportunity in matters of public employment (Article 16); and abolition of
untouchabilty and the system of titles (Article 17 and 18).
(ii)The right to freedom including the right to protection of life and person (Article
21 ), and the right to freedom of speech and freedom of expression, assembly of
association or union, movement and to reside and settle in any part of India and the
right to practice and profession or occupation (Article19).
(iii)The right against exploitation, prohibiting all forms of forced labour, child labour
and traffic in human beings (Article 23 and 24).
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(iv)The right to freedom to conscience and free profession, practice and propagation
(Article 25 to 28).
(v)The right of minorities to conserve their culture, language, scripts and to establish
and administer educational institutions of their choice (article 29 and 30).
(vi)The right to constitutional remedies for the enforcement of all these fundamental
rights (Article 32).19

Although fundamental rights are not unlimited and unrestricted but it can’t be
denied that the Constitution of India has recognized the dignity of citizens and obliged
the democratic state of India to make appropriate arrangement so that the citizen can
enjoy the rights.
         In this context it is also important to note that the governments (both union and
provincial) have been empowered to make special provision for the backward class
citizens (SC/ST/OBC/Women) in matters of public appointment and political
representation (Article16 clause 4, 4A). It means the backward citizen can enjoy special
provision under the constitution. Again Directive Principles (Part IV, article 36-51) of
the constitution have reminded the state about its responsibilities for achieving the
goals of welfare state including the adoption of welfare policy for its citizens. So the
makers of Indian constitution had enshrined several clauses to protect the rights of
the citizens and to take necessary arrangement for the growth of a healthy society of
the citizens in India.
Citizenship in Bangladesh

After the partition of Bengal in 1947, East Bengal became a part of Pakistan.
It was called East Pakistan from 1955 to 1971. Thus from 1947 to 1971 rights of the
citizens of East Bengal were guided by the Pakistani constitution and citizenship
laws. After its emergence as a nation state, East Pakistan was transformed into present
Bangladesh what adopted its constitution in 1972.
         Like India, the Peoples’ Republic of Bangladesh has also enshrined democracy,
socialism, equality, justice and freedom in its constitution (as adopted in 1972). In its
preamble the Constitution says:-
It shall be a fundamental aim of the State to realise through the democratic process to
socialist society, free from exploitation a society in which the rule of law, fundamental
human rights and freedom, equality and justice, political, economic and social, will
be secured for all citizens. 20
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The Constitution of Bangladesh has adopted a few specific clauses about the citizenship
and rights of the citizens. 21 In Article 11 it enshrined that
‘the Republic shall be a democracy in which fundamental human rights and freedoms
and respect for the dignity and worth of the human person shall be guaranteed ( and in
which effective participation by the people through their elected representatives in
administration at all levels shall be ensured). 22

Again Article 14 has discussed about the emancipation of peasants and workers.
It declares that ‘it shall be a fundamental responsibility of the State to emancipate the
toiling masses the peasants and workers and backward sections of the people from all
forms and exploitation’.23 The state responsibility for providing basic necessities of
life, including food, clothing, shelter, education and medical care; right to social
security, etc., has been enshrined in the Article 15. According o the Constitution, the
citizens of Bangladesh are entitled to get free and compulsory education (Article 17).
        For the Bangladeshis, Article 19 of their Constitution is very much significant
since it talks about ‘equality.’ In this article provisions have been made regarding
‘equality to all citizens’ and to remove social and economic inequality.

Fundamental rights including  ‘freedom of movement’,  ‘freedom of assembly’,
‘freedom of association’,‘freedom of thought and conscience, and of speech’, freedom
of profession or occupation’, etc., have also ensured by the Constitution of Bangladesh
for its citizens (Article 26 to 40). Above all freedom of religion has also been enshrined
in the constitution of Bangladesh.
Observation

Components of various international conventions as well as constitutions and
domestic laws of both India and Bangladesh show that the ‘citizens’ of India and
Bangladesh are entitled to enjoy fundamental and other constitutional rights.
Theoretically these rights were/are equally open to the dwellers of the enclaves of
both India and Bangladesh. But condition of Indian and Bangladeshi enclaves-dwellers
was quite different. For them, right to protection, and civil, cultural and political
rights were/are just the matters of distant dream. Why and how have the dwellers of
the enclaves remained de facto stateless although both India and Bangladesh have
adopted democratic constitution and practicing democracy (at least participatory one) for
their adult citizens? Answer of this question needs to be discussed in the broader context
of statelessness and citizenship of the democratic republic like India and Bangladesh.
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Iconographic study covers different aspects including classification of images,
materials used in making images and characters of Gods and Goddesses. The
iconographic development of India has been continuous at least for about seven
thousand years.1 The iconic specimens found in the sites of the Indus Valley civilization
and the descriptive hymns dealing with iconic conceptions in the Rig Veda provide
the background for the nation-wide iconographic tradition that has held the field till
date.2 The Present study covers the geographical location of  Dhemaji, Lakhimpur,
Biswanath and Sonitpur districts, i.e, the northern bank of upper Brahmaputra and
the Hindu Puranic images are the main focus. A detailed study about the icons of
these districts is necessary to unveil many more facts which are still in dark. Located
between mighty Brahmaputra River and Himalayan foothills of Arunachal Pradesh,
the northern bank of upper Brahmaputra Valley are largely plain with some hills. It is
bounded by Arunachal Pradesh in the north and in East, Darrang district in West and
river Brahmaputra in South. To know about the importance of iconographic
development, three objectives have been considered in the present study, such as (i)
Saiva icons, (ii) Shakti icons and (iii) Vaishnava icons available in Sonitpur, Biswanath
Lakhimpur and Dhemaji districts.
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Almost all the icons found in the northern bank of upper Brahmaputra Valley belonged
to the Brahmanical sect. Ruins of Da-Parvatia of Tezpur bear the evidence of
iconographic development in the Sonitpur district in the 5th century A.D.  Siva is
generally worshipped in the form of linga in these districts, but iconographic
representation of Siva in various form have also been worshipped.3 Discovery of
numbers of ruins of Siva temples, sculptures of Saivait faith in the form of Lakulisa,
Siva, and Uma-Maheswara etc. proved that the Siva cult was highly developed in the
region.
Lakulisa

According to Vayu4 and Linga Purana 5, Lakulisa is regarded as the 28th

incarnation of Siva. He was the systematiser or Organizer of the Pasupata doctrine6.
Lakulisa images are extremely rare in Assam. One Lakulisa image has seen in the
middle of the door lintel of Da Parbatia of Tezpur of Sonitpur district. The Lakulisa
Siva of Da-Parbatia door lintel is seated in utkatikasana posture with urdhvamedhra.
Yogapatta is seen going round the knee-caps. Both hands are shown in dharmacakra
pravartana mudra. A staff (lakuta) is shown in the right hand. He wears Jata Mukuta
on his head. Two female attendants, one of each side, are depicted in alidha posture
and in anjali hasta pose.  It is carved on sand stone.
Bhairava

Bhairava is an ugra form of Siva. The iconographic description of this is
found in texts like Visnudharmottara,7 Rupamandana8 Rudrayamala9etc. A rock cut
image of Bhairava is noticed in Bamuni hill of Tezpur.  It holds trisula, ankusa,
kapala and khadga. The god looks terrible with big eyes and side tusks. His lips are
parted in a horrible smile. It is carved on sand stone.
Nataraja

 Siva is the great master of yoga, music, dancing and of other sciences. Nataraja
Siva is the lord of dancers. The iconographic description of an image of Nataraja are
found in the Matsya Purana10, Visnudharmottara11, Uttara Kamikagama12, Bharat ,s
Natya Sastra13, Silparatna14 and Purva Karanagama15. An image of Nataraja Siva
has been found in the ruins of Bamuni hill. It is a peculiar icon with six hands Because,
Nataraja is generally represented in ten hands in Eastern India and four hand in Southern
India. This six-armed deity is shown dancing. It is carved on sand stone.
Uma-Maheswara

 Uma-Maheswara is one of the varieties of Siva images. The Matsyapurana16,
the Visnudharmottara17 and Rupamandana18 give description of Uma-Maheswara.
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One icon of Uma-Maheswara is found in Biswanath Ghat of Sonitpur district. In
Uma-Maheswara pose, Siva is seated in lalitasana posture on the double pedaled
padmapitha. Uma is also seated in the same lalitasana posture on Siva ,s left lap. Siva
holds a dhatura flower in his back right hand, which is being licked by a snake moving
gradually. The front right hand is tenderly placed on the chin of Uma and the front left
hand is shown round his consort so as to touch her breast, and the back left hand holds
a damaru.  A trisula is depicted to the extreme left of Uma. Uma throws her right
hand around Siva,s neck. Both the deities are adorned with usual dresses and ornaments.
The broken part of silapatta is lying nearby, which the figure of kirttimukha has
flanked by two vidyadharas. Their respective vahanas are shown below the asana.
Between the vahana, i.e, bull and lion, a miniature human figure is depicted in dancing
position. A devotee is depicted to the right of the bull.

During the study period, one icon of Chaturbhuj Siva is found at Dhandi dual.
A statue of Lord Siva with ten hand and five faces is also found at Biswanath temple
which is 91cm of height. It is also made of sandstone. In Bordole, one icon of Siva
without head is found. This icon is also made of sandstone and belonged to early
medieval period.
Siva-Linga

Siva is also worshipped in the phallic form. Siva lingas are described in the
texts Brihat Samhita,19 Karanagama,20 Suprabhedagama,21 Mayamatta,22

Mukutagama,23 Kamikagama24 and Rupamadana.25 There are many varieties of Siva
lingas found in these localities. Siva lingas are installed in almost all the Siva temples
and most of the ruins of Siva temples containing Siva lingas. Legends tell it that
Banasura, the demon king, first introduced the Linga worship in the Mahabhairab
temple of Sonitpur district. The Panchamukhi Siva linga is very rare in Assam. Only
one specimen of Panchamukha Siva Linga is found in Ketekibari, Tezpur. This is the
biggest Siva linga so far discovered in Assam. Its height is 405cm. The linga is divided
into three parts-(i)the upper part or Rudrabhaga is pnacyhamukha, (ii) the middle
part or Vishnubhaga is octagonal and (iii) the lower part or Brahmabhaga is square.
The pitha is lying a little distance at a place which is covered with shrubs. The size of
the pitha is 505x380 cms.
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Devi is worshipped independently as the Supreme Deity under the name of
Sakti in Saktism.  The existence of Tamreswari Mandir, Malini Than, Kalyani Deyalay,
Bhairabi temple, Uma Deyalay and Chandi Deyalay on the northern bank of upper
Brahmaputra Valley  prove the popularity of Saktism in this locality during ancient
period. The Kalika Purana, which is composed in this region (c.10th century), gives
the iconographical description of several sakta deities.

Mahisamardini
Among the Sakti goddess the images of Mahisamardini are found in a private

house of Sirajuli village of Dhekiajuli town of Sonitpur district. The size of the image
is 90x50cms which is caved on stone slab. Here the goddess has ten arms, stands on
atibhanga posture. The right leg placed on the back of her vahanas, the lion, while
the left leg is on the back of the deheaded Mahisa. The ayudhas in her hands are
placed, clockwise, from front right hand, trisula, cakra, tanka, arrow, khadga, shield,
bow, battle-axe, ankusa, and hair-lock of the asura. Her body decked with jatamakuta,
kundala, hara, mala, valaya, kankana and wears sari as kativastra. Her trisula attacking
the chest of the demon and her front left hand caught the hair of the demon causing
the head of the asura is turned backward. The lion  pounched upon of the asura  by
the right leg while the left leg is still inside the decapitated neck of Mahisa. On the
pitha the head of the buffalo is shown lying. The silapatta of the image is almost
round and plain. Kir timukha is shown on the top of the silapatta. Stylistically, this
image may be placed in c.10th  century A.D.26 The images of Mahisamardini are also
found in the ruins of Singri and Bamuni Pahar in Sonitpur district.  All these images
have ten hands and display the same characteristics.
Mahakali

Mahakali is one of the most important sakta goddess. One miniature bronze
image of Mahakali is noticed in Kalyani than of Biswanath district. This deity stands
on a prostrate human body with four-hands. It holds a kapala in the right front hand
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and the right upper hand is in abhaya mudra. Her her left upper hand holds  a khadga

and also holds a human head in the front left hand. She is adorned with jatamakuta,
kundala, hara, valaya, kankana and nupura and wears a short sari as kativastra.
Manasa

 The snake goddess Manasa is identified with Jaratkaru, sister of the Naga
King, Vasuki, as known from Mahabharata.27 The worship of the snake goddess Manasa
is still prevalent in Biswanath district. A miniature image of Manasa is seen in Kalyani
Deyalay of Biswanath district. The size of the image is 22x12cms. The deity is seated
on a double-petalled padmapitha in lalitasana posture. In her right hand she holds a
fruit in varada mudra and left hand holds a snake. She is decked with jatamakuta,
kundala, haras, malas, valayas, kankana and nupuras. It also wears  katimekhala and
kativastra. An uttariya is seen flying on both sides of the deity. A canon of seven snake
hoods is shown over the head of the deity. One male figure seated to her right, while
a crowned male figure is seated on her left. A decorated ghata-pallaba is seen below
the padmapitha. Both the sides of the ghata-pallaba are occupied by devotees. A
similar miniature image of Manasa is also found at Borkalika Than.
Gajalaksmi

 Among the eight forms of Laxmi, Gajalaksmi is a popular motif in Assam
since ancient times. The earliest representation of the goddess is noticed in Cole
Park, Tezpur. It is carved on a stone slab of granite. The size of the image is 26x21
cm. The Devi is seen seated on a double petaled padmapitha in lalitasana posture.
She adorned with karandamakuta, usual alamkaras and wears katimekhala as
paridhana. Two elephants are shown one each on either of the side, standing on
padmapitha. Both the elephants hold vases (kumbha) in their raised trunks and pour
water on the goddess.
Sarasvati

One image of Sarasvati is also found in Tezpur. It is carved on a slab of granite.
Here, the deity is seated on padmapitha in lalitasana posture and holds a vina in both
the hands. She is adorned with mukuta and usual alamkaras and wears kativastra as
paridhana. This image assigned to c. 9th -10th centuries A.D.28
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Ganga
 The river goddess Ganga is depicted on the lower part of a door jamb, which

is lying in the ruins of Majgaon. Here, Ganga stands on makara in tribhanga attitude
and holds a garland in both her hands. The goddess is attended by two female figures,
which are shown standing on padmapitha.  The figure assigned to 8th century A.D.29

Yamuna
 The river goddess Yamuna is depicted on a door jamb from the ruins of

Majgaon. Here the goddess stands on Kacchapa in tribhanga posture holding a garland
in both the hands. Here the goddess is attended by two human figures, to her left side,
one of them holding a staff and the other a trisula. Almost all the ten avataras of
Vishnu, i.e, Matsya, Kurma, Varah, Narasimha, Baman, Parasuram, Ram, Balaram,

Budha and Kalki are noticed in the archaeological sites of the northern bank of Upper
Brahmaputra Valley. All the avataras found in this locality are described under the
following headings:-
Matsya

In Matsya avatara, Vishnu is shown as lower half fish and upper half man.
Textual description of the image of Matsya avatara are found in the
Vishnudharmottara.30 At Cole Park, Tezpur, an image of Matsya avatara is preserved
which is curved on a long stone slab. It is curved at the bottom and above it there are
figures of Kurmavatara and other avataras of Vishnu. Here, the deity is stand in
samabhanga attitude. The figure is curved in half man and half fish, holding sankha,
goda, chakra and padma in hands clockwise direction. The amalaka that deck the
upper part of the body are Kirita-Mukuta, Kundalas, Haras, Keyuras and Valayas. On
either side of the deity a female figure is seen in sthanaka-dvibhanga attitude. They
are separated from the deity by a ladhu-stambha( pilaster). It seems that all the three
figures are curved in separate small khattakas(niches). Another figure of Matsya
avatara is found in Basudeva dol , Kalabari. The deity is depicted in similar manner
and carries padma, gada, chakra and sankha in clockwise direction.
 Kurma

In Kurma avatara, Vishnu is shown as lower half tortoise and upper half man.
The deity holds sankha and chakra in his two hands and other two hands are in varada
and abhaya mudra.31 The incarnation of Vishnu is found at Tezpur. This figure is curved
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on the same slab where matsya avatara is found. It is also curved with the upper part
with human form while the lower part with the form of Kurma(tortoise). The deity
had four hands. The right back and the left back hand hold a gada and a chakra
respectively. The lower hands are broken. The figures wear kirita-mukuta, kundalas,
haras, valayas and draped in a katimekhala. Two female figures in sthanaka –
dvibhanga attitude are also seen attending upon the deity from the either side. Images
of both Matsya avatara and Kurma avatara are also reported from Nepal.32 But the
style of representation of the theme is quite opposite to the figures found at Tezpur.
Here, the face of the body is represented as fish and tortoise respectively, while the
rest of the body is represented as human.
Varaha

According to the textual description, Varahavatara murti can be of three type
viz. Bhuvaraha or Adhivaraha, Yajnavaraha and Pralayavaraha.33The images of
Yajnavaraha and Pralayavaraha are not discovered in the northern bank of the upper
Brahmaputra Valley so far. An image of Varaha is seen in Bamuni hill, Tezpur. It is
found in a panel os same avataras of Vishnu. Here, the deity is in alidha attitude
placing his left leg on a padma  held by Adisesa, keeping the right leg firmly to carry
the weight of the body. The deity has four hands. The upper right hand lifts the Devi
and upper left hand holds a gada. The right front hand is seen on the chest in
abhayamudra and the left front hand is in katyabilamba pose. The deity is made to
face to the right side. Two female attendants are also seen on either side of the deity.
It is separated from the attendants by the laghu-stanbha (pilaster). Same image of
Varaha are also reported by Bhattasali from Bengal.34 Another Varaha image is also
seen at Cole Park, Tezpur. It is also sculptured in panels of the same style of execution
and representation as mentioned above. Another broken figure of Varaha is found at
Basudeva dol, Kalabari. Here, the figure is curved on the outer side of the wall of the
garbhagrha of the dol. But detailed iconographic study could not be done due to
deplorable state of the figure.
Narasimha

This is the fourth avataras of Vishnu. Textual descriptions of the image of
Narasimha are found in same classical works. For example, the Agni Puran35, the
Matsya Puran,36 the Bhagavata Puran,37 the Vishnu Puran,38 the Padma Puran,39 the
Rupamandana,40 the Siva Puran41 etc. give the description of the image of the deity. In
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the northern bank of upper Brahmaputra Valley some icons of Narasimha have been
noticed. The first image of this deity is seen at Bamuni hill, Tezpur. It is curved on a
granite block along with some other images of different deities. The deity is presented
in sthanaka posture. Here, the deity is made to stand erect on the right leg and the left
leg being horizontally kept bending at the knee. The toe of this bending leg touches
the right knee. Hiranyakasipur, the asura, is placed on the thighs of the deity. The
deity has four hands. The front hands tear off the belly of the asura, while the back
hands hold the jtacudas(tufts of hair). The face of the deity looks terrific. He wears
haras, keyuras, valayas, vaijayantis amalakas and kativastra as paridhana. On stylistic
ground, this type of image of Narasimha standing on one leg is very rare.
Another image of Narasimha is seen in the panels of Cole Park, Tezpur. It is small in
size as compared with the image of Bamuni hill. The deity is made to stand on right
leg, left leg being kept horizontally. The asura is placed on the thighs of the deity.
The front hands of the god tear off the bally of the asura and the back hands hold the
jatacudas which hang from the head of the deity. Both the images found at Tezpur
locality are curved in the same formula and, therefore, virtually there are no differences
between them. On stylistic ground, these images should date in 9th-10th century A.D.42

Parasurama
 Parasurama is taken to be the 6th avataras of Vishnu. The image of Parasurama

is described in the texts like the Mahabharata,43 the Vishnudharmottara,44 the Vishnu
Puran45 and the Agni Puran.46 An image of Parasurama is seen on a slab of granite at
Bamuni hill, Tezpur. Here, the deity is in tribhanga sthanaka attitude. The deity has
two hands. The right hand holds a parasu, while the left hand holds something near
to the chest which cannot be identified due to its deteriorated condition. The wears
kirita-mukuta, haras, vaijayanti, upavita etc. The lower part of the body wears a
kativastra. On either side of the deity, there is a female attendant holding a chowri. A
similar image of Parasurama is seen in the Vishnu avatara panel of Cole Park, Tezpur.
Here also, the deity is seen in tribhanga sthanaka attitude. Unlike the Parasurama
image of Bamuni hill, this deity has four hands of which the ayudhas of two hands are
broken off. The right back hand of the deity holds a parasu, while the right front hands a
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gada. It wears a kirita-mukuta, haras, vaijayanti, upavita etc. and a kativastra to drap
the lower portion of the body.
Rama

Rama, the seventh avataras of Vishnu is described in Vishnudharmottara.47 In

the Cole Park, Tezpur a miniature image of Rama is found. It is noticed in the same

panel of avataras of Vishnu. Here, the deity stands on a simple pitha in tribhanga

posture. His right hand carries a bana, while the left one holds a dhanu. On the either

side of the deity, a female attendant is seen. But interestingly, Hanuman, Sita and

Laxman etc. are absent in this image. The image is curved at the top of the broken

long slab end. Therefore, it seems that the images of his followers, i.e, Laxman, Sita

and Hanuman may have been broken off.

Balaram
Balaram is the eighth avataras of Vishnu. The image of Balaram is described

in the texts like the Mahabharata,48 the Brihatsamhita49 and Vishnudharmottara.50 In

the northern bank of upper Brahmaputra Valley, one miniature image of Balaram is

seen in the panel of Bamuni hill, Tezpur. Here, the image has only two hands. The

right hand holds a hala, while the left one rests in katyabalambita pose. The deity

stands on a simple pitha in tribhanga attitude. It wears a kirita-mukuta and the lower

portion of it draped by a dhoti. As usual like the other deities of the panel, this deity is

also attended by two female figures standing on his either side.

The paper presents data and information about the icons of Siva, Sakti and

Vishnu of archaeological importance available in the northern bank of upper

Brahmaputra Valley. Scientific study of their historical background, their styles and

poses and materials used has been included in this paper. A detailed study about these

icons is necessary to unveil many more facts which are still in dark. Research on these

primary source materials can be expected a new direction to the enrichment of art,

architecture, society, economy, religion and culture. Such study can provide new

dimension in history and culture that deserve the attention of scholars, readers and

students of Indian history.
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Oral history is a valuable source for historians. Although the major beneficiaries
of oral history usually have been social historians, all historical methodological fields
have the potential to learn from this rich primary source. Some historians rely on oral
history to form the core of their research. Others use these individual testimonies
merely to illustrate a particular point. Yet however historians choose to use oral history,
it has the potential to greatly enrich their scholarship on a number of levels.

One of the primary benefits of oral history for scholars is its ability to bring to
life the voices and experiences of individuals, many of whom might otherwise have
been forgotten by history. By Oral history we generally mean the individual experiences
of the people. The information about such individual experiences can be gathered by
having interviews of the concerned people. The main advantage of the oral history is
that it can be helpful in enlivening the events occurred in the past. By this method, we
can know the experiences of the weak and the poor, who have often been neglected
in history. The process of documentation through interviews in a oral history project is
comparatively of recent origin.1 Here it may be clarified that when we use the phrase
‘Oral History’, it simply means utilization of oral evidences for writing history.  When
we adopt the method of oral history in order to study about the Partition of the country,
our knowledge gets widened. Government reports provide the data and the statistics
only. But these do not tell us about the trails and tribulations of the people. For example,
the data and the statistics cannot tell the sorrow and the hardships of the women
during the Partition. Only the distressed women can tell their tales of woes. Only the
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bearer knows where the shoe pinches. The spoken word by preserving a record of
local dialects and accents can convey the feelings and the emotions with immediacy
and an impact that the written word cannot match. Such records allow the historians
to ask questions of his or her informant who are present at the creation of historical
source, rather then relying solely on those created by others.

Oral history is a very subjective and personal form of evidence which is also
one of its great strength. In the words of Italian oral historians Alessandro Portelli,
oral sources ‘tell us not just what people did, but what they wanted to do, what they
believed they were doing, what they now think they did... Subjectivity is as much the
business of history as more visible ‘facts’.2  In recent years historians have recognised
oral evidences as a significant method of collecting evidences particularly for writing
the history of people. In fact history of the people cannot be authentic if oral evidences
are not properly collected and used. Oral history is the collection and the study of
historical information about individuals, families, important events, or everyday life
using audiotapes, videotapes, or transcriptions of planned interviews. These interviews
are conducted with the people who participated in or observed past events and whose
memories and perceptions of these are to be preserved as an oral record for future
generations. Oral history strives to obtain information from different perspectives
and most of these can not be found in written sources. Oral history also refers to
information gathered in this manner and to a written work (published or unpublished)
based on such data, often preserved in archives and large libraries.Yet, if oral history
has the potential to highlight the individual experiences of past events and reassert
our inherent agency as people, it is not without its pitfalls. A skilled historian approaches
oral testimony with a critical eye.

The British historian, Paul Thompson writes, ‘Oral history was established in
1948 as a modern technique for historical documentation when the Columbia
University historian Allan Nevin began recording the memories of persons significant
in American Life’.3 In the Encyclopaedia of Library and Information Science, United
States of America, Louis M. Starr (1917-1980 A.D.) who worked with Prof. Allan Nevin
and subsequently succeeded him in 1958 as Director of the Oral History Project in the
Columbia University has defined Oral History as ‘Primary source material obtained by
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recording the spoken words - generally by means of planned tape recorded interviews
of persons deemed to harbour hitherto available information worth preserving, it is
more than a tool and less than a discipline’.4

The challenge of oral history lies partly in relation to essential social purpose
of history. This is the major reason why it has created excitement among some historians
while fear among others. In fact, fear of oral history as such is groundless. We shall
see later that the use of interviews as a source by professional historians is long standing
and perfectly compatible with scholarly standards. American experience shows clearly
enough that the oral history method can be regularly used in a socially and politically
conservative manner; or indeed pushed as far as sympathy with fascism in Johan
Tolands’ new portrait of Adolf Hitler (New York. 1976).

In fact, one of the primary benefits of oral history is that it can shed light on
longer issues and themes that at first glance appear removed from or unrelated to
larger historical narratives. For example, think back to any stories your parents or
grandparents shared with you about when they were growing up. If you know your
basic historical facts, you will be able to place their experiences within a larger
historical context. For example, my grand father used to tell me the occasional story
of some of his experiences growing up as a teenager in Punjab back in 1947. Once I
started really reading about Punjab History during that period and about things like
“Violence and Trauma of the Partition of Punjab in 1947. ‘My grandfather’s stories
complemented and enhanced everything that I was reading in the history books. Donald
Ritchie wrote in his book Doing Oral History that, ‘Oral history has room for both
the academic and the layperson. With reasonable training ... any one can conduct a
useable history.’5 This is specially meaningful in case like the Holocaust (Partition
Violence), where survivors may be less comfortable telling their story to a journalist
than they would be to a historian or family member. Indeed, oral histories reconnect
everything. These reconnect the individual to the major movements and events that
have shaped human history. They act as a valuable bridge between the often impersonal
and occasionally dull-but still quite important narratives of the past - and the personal
and dynamic experiences of individuals.

This bridge has made history much more accessible to people. Many of the
questions that historians grapple with might appear at first glance to have little personal
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relevance. Yet what historians are really doing is examining the past -incredibly
personal - and asks intricate questions about who we are as individuals and how we
fit into society. Incorporating oral testimonies into historical writing allows historians
to illustrate their thesis and conclusions in a much more relatable way than they could
ever achieve with impersonal theory or simply by relying on famous individuals from
the past. Every day people make history, even if we do not realize it. It is the everyday
person that most of us can relate to. Ultimately, the value of oral history is that it
allows the reader to grapple with the magnitude of important life changing historical
events but it requires the eyes of real people. Oral history provides a level of
accessibility to the past that often is missing from other forms of history, and this is
one of the primary reasons why it is so popular among historians and students.

When listening to oral testimonies then, historians need to remain cognizant
of the fact that people forget many of the small details of their daily life and instead
rely on presenting a broad sketch of their experiences. Often, only the most profound
memories stand decades later. Therefore, historians need to be careful when relying
on oral histories to provide historically reliable details. When possible, a good historian
will try to compare the information gathered in oral testimonies against established
historical fact. When the two do not correspond, it can be a frustrating affair. After all
nobody wants to hear that they do not remember their own life experiences.

The idea of not being able to remember every detail of one’s past is complicated
further when many people experience a particular event, a phenomenon known as
collective memory. The flexibility of oral archives enables more voices to be added
to the archive unlike the State’s record of the ‘facts’ of the event. Urvashi Butalia in
her introduction to The Other Side of Silence remarks : ‘the oral narrative offers a
different way of looking at history, a different perspective, for, because such narratives
often flow in to each other in terms of temporal time, they blur the somewhat rigid
timeframes withing which history situates itself. Because people locate their memories
by different dates or different timeframes, than the events that mark the beginning
and end of histories, their narratives flow above below, through the disciplinary
narratives of history. They ofter us a way of turning the historical lens at a somewhat
different angle, and to look at what this perspective offers.’6
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Oral History is not necessarily an instrument for change; it depends upon the
spirit in which it is used. Nevertheless, oral history certainly can be a means for
transforming both the content and the purpose of history. It can be used to change the
focus of history itself, and open new areas of inquiry; it can break down barriers
between teachers and students; between educational institutions and the world outside;
between generations; and in the writing of history-whether in books, or museums, or
radio and film - it can give back to the people who made history through their
experiences and their own words, a central place.

While sharing certain common features, oral documents are not identical to
the written ones. There is an important distinction which is of concern to the oral
historian. The written documents are usually no longer living when the document is
used by a historian-a feature of various privacy and ethical codes. In contrast, oral
documents are derived from living persons; at least the initial recording of any such
document on tape or paper is a product of living persons in conversation. Thus whereas
written documents are often referred to as dead letters, oral documents are generally
styled living testimonies.

The difference here can be an important one if, as is commonly the case, a
historian generates oral documents which he subsequently uses for historical
interpretation. This is because the archival historian is limited to the written word
and cannot go beyond what the author of a given document thought, what he thought
happened or ought to happen, or what he wanted others to think happened; in other
words, the distinction between the behavioural and ideational is blurred; and the
historian is uncertain of historicity of the evidence. On the other hand, the oral historian
who employs a document which he has created with an interviewee is able to observe
human behaviour firsthand in all its complexity and under varying circumstances;
and he is able to engage in dialogue with the historical actor.

Oral history can be defined as the recording, preservation and interpretation
of historical information, based on the personal experiences and opinions of the
speaker. It may take the form of eye-witness evidence about the past but can include
folklore, myths, songs and stories passed down over the years by the word of mouth.
While it is an invaluable way of preserving the knowledge and understanding of older
people, it can also involve interviewing younger generations.
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Oral evidence has certain advantages over historical documents. In contrast
to any historical document, oral evidence comes from a living source. If it seems
mislead, it is possible to ask more and informant can also correct and the interviewer
who may have misunderstood it. More over, a document cannot answer back. But
oral history is a two way process. Oral evidence is independent of any document but
can lead to its discovery. However, one individual testimony cannot carry the full
analytical weight of history but it can bring insight into the processes and provide
account of past experiences.

There are several varieties of oral documents. Personal reminiscence or oral
history is the most elemental of these. Oral history is the recollection of a single
individual who participated in or was an observer of the events to which he either is
an actor himself or an eyewitness. When oral history is passed on to another person,
usually of a succeeding generation in that family or lineage, it becomes oral tradition3.
Thus oral tradition is derived from a transmission of testimony vertically. If that
tradition spreads horizontally to a wider, definable group of people, it is referred to as
folklore as elite lore, depending on the social class of the group.7

The nature of the interview also influences oral history. Some interviews are
free form. The interview simply turns on the videotape or the recorder and lets the
interviewee speak. In these cases, the person speaking does not have to worry about
being interrupted or cut off. However, they also might leave a lot of information that
you as the historian are curious about. In other cases, the interview might be much
more structured. In such cases, the interviewer asks a set of questions.8 However, the
interviewer might rush the person they are interviewing, cutting them off or interrupting
which may lead to not getting certain information.

The selected individuals, however, need not be comprehensive nor statistically
representative of the wider linguistic community from which they originate. Oral
historians realize that the interview is a limited document. At the same time, they maintain
that a given individual has as much right to be heard as anyone else and what his history
is worthy of being recorded. The difference is in one’s conception of what constitutes
history.

On the other hand, the oral historian (i.e. one who is a consumer of the interviews
he has conducted) does not merely regurgitate the contents of the interviews. As noted
above the historian must examine the oral document critically both internally and
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externally and place that document within his theoretical framework. Thus, the oral
historian must keep clearly in mind the distinction between an individual’s perception
of history and historical reality which need not necessarily coincide. The oral historian
is not a mere publicist of individual perceptions; the ultimate goal is the reconstruction
of historical reality.

According to Jan Vansina, oral traditions are testimonies of the past which are
deliberately transmitted from mouth to mouth. Historical narrative is not the only
aspect of oral tradition that can be recorded, collected and utilized. Sacred formulas,
names, poetry, genealogies, folk tales, myths and legal precedents can be had from
the oral tradition of African tribes.

Professor Allan Nevin of Columbia University devised the term oral history
in 1948. Though there is  no direct evidence, he appears to have been influenced by
his contemporary Joe Gould (1889-1957) who had compiled Oral history of Our
Times. Gould wrote about oral history, ‘All at once idea of oral history occurred to
me. I would spend the rest of my life going about the city, listening to people and
writing about whether I heard them say that sounded revealing to me, no matter how
boring or idiotic or vulgar or obscene it might sound to others’.9 About history he had
his own ideas, he wrote, ‘The history of a nation is not in parliament and battle fields
but in what the people say to each other on fair days and high days and in how they
farm, quarrel and go on pilgrimage.’10

Joe Gould and Allan Navin had different conception of oral history. Nevin
interviewed Charles N. Higgins and declared that it was very useful. To Gould only
the condition of his times, as collected from oral testimonies, was oral history. He had
no idea of interview programme in oral history. Gould and Nevin had in the beginning
not only different ideas of oral history but they followed different methodology. Of
course Nevin was more scientific. He made an effort through oral history to conserve
knowledge and experience that was being lost through lack of adequate records. He
continued to use history in terms of describing his interview programmes. Thus oral
history became familiar nomenclature for interview project.

The term ‘oral history’ is new. But it does not mean that it had no roots in the
past. In fact, oral history is as old as history itself. Oral tradition predominated in the
pre-literate societies before the dawn of civilization. At that stage all kinds of knowledge
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was imparted orally. Oral testimonies or oral traditions and oral evidences prevailed
and dominated. Some writers are of the view that, ‘Oral History really goes back as
far as Adam and Eve. When Eve ate the apple and told Adam about it that was beginning
of Oral reminiscencing’.11

When there were no written records, then, man used to narrate the deeds of
his ancestors to their children verbally. Even the Rigveda, the Mahabharta and other
historical epics were mostly relied on oral accounts. But, in the sum total it has to be
admitted that the use of oral evidence could not altogether be discarded for historical
writing. Also that the entire knowledge about the pre-historic and ancient times, when
the written script had not been invented, has descended to us only through oral tradition
or the remembered word.

It is this realisation which has once again brought the oral tradition back to its
proper place as a source of history. Accordingly, the puranas, which at one time were
totally discarded by the modern historiographers as nothing but myths, have been re-
accepted as containing valuable information not only on ancient Indian dynasties, but
also on the socio-economic history of their times. The entire texts of the Vedas have
come down to us, originally in the memorised form.

Accordingly the concept of historiography in the ancient Indian thought was
very comprehensive. Itihasa or history comprehended purana or itivritta,  viz., ancient
occurrences akhyaika or historical tales and udabrana or declaratory songs or
panegyrics. The Dharam Shastras and books on arthshastra were treated as historical
expositions. Kautilya, the famous exponent of Indian political thought regarded itihasa
as the 5th  Veda and held its scope to be wide enough so as to include not only legends,
tales of occurrences but also treatise on religion and also social and political history.
Further it goes to the credit of perfect documentation system evolved by the ancients
that the texts of ancient treatises have come down to us, more or less unadulterated.
There are two reasons for this. One that before writing was invented, human beings
had naturally developed in them very strong memory cells. Secondly, a strict
methodology was followed in the memorising of the texts of treaties. This memorizing
was possible expositions. It was considered to be a sacred duty of certain families to
transmit that knowledge to the successive generations in the same meteric perfection
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in which those hymns or poetic songs were composed. We, in India, call this by the
name of srutis and smrities. The descendants of sages and munis in India had actually
kept that knowledge in their safe custody almost in the same fashion as we expect
from the legitimate custodians of family archives.

In a way, the entire bardic literature in which form most of the political and
social history of medieval India has come down to us, is nothing but a continuation of
the tradition of srutis and smritis. Writers like Kalhan, Tod and many others did succeed
in resuscitating the histories of Kashmir and Rajasthan with the help of bardic literature.
In Rajasthan, this bardic literature was later on documented in the families of the
bards in archaic Rajasthani dialect called dingala or in medieval Brajbhasha called
Pinjala. In Punjab, the history of the struggle of the Sikhs for survival has come down
to us in the form of the rustic but inspiring poetry of the Dhadis.

John Malcolm significantly wrote in every research into general history of
mankind, it is of utmost essential importance to hear what a nation has to say of itself
and knowledge obtained from such sources has a value independent of its historical
utility. It aids the promotion of intercourse and leads to the establishment of friendship
between the nation12. Oral history fulfils this purpose as it brings to the forefront what
different classes have to say about themselves.

Clearly, oral history presents a number of problems to the historian. Does that
mean that we should avoid oral history or only use oral history as an illustrative filler
to grab people’s attention? Oral history is one of the most exciting forms of history. It
certainly has the potential to connect the day-to-day experiences of an average person
to the momentous events that occurred in the past, and it allows us to see a little more
of our self and our humanity in history. Yes, you must always approach oral history
with a critical eye, but a critical eye need not be a sceptical eye. Just because someone
does not remember every small detail of one’s life or just because collective memory
and public discourse have the potential to invade our memories, does not mean that
our experiences are not real. The feeling behind the memory is still authentic. Even if
a memory has been influenced by outside factors, those influences can be just as historically
informative as the memory itself. After all, the factors influencing how we remember
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are also products of historical forces. Once you recognize that oral history has its
limits, you can begin to appreciate better its myriad possibilities.

Regarding the accuracy of oral history, Jean Loup Gassend concludes in the
book Autopsy of a Battle, ‘I found that each witness account can be broken down into
two parts : 1) descriptions of events that the witness participated indirectly, and 2)
descriptions of events that the witness did not actually participate in, but that he
heard about from other  sources. The distinction between these two parts of a witness
account is of the highest importance. I noted that concerning events that the witnesses
participated in, the information provided was surprisingly reliable, as was confirmed
by comparison with other sources. The imprecision or mistake usually concerned
number, rank and date, the first two tending to become inflated with time. Concerning
events that the witness had not participated in personally, the information was only as
reliable as whatever the source of information had been (various rumours): that say it
was often very unreliable and I usually discarded such information’.13

Though historian has used interviews for centuries as a source material for
the study of history, the concept of oral history is comparatively a recent phenomenon.
It is now recognized that a substantial topic cannot be studied on the basis of one kind
of material alone. The official records of an organisation, it may be argued, may
provide the frame, the skeleton of a historical narrative. But private correspondence
or papers can enrich it with flesh of personal feeling, opinion or interpretation. Above
all, the human story of how the thoughts and wishes of individuals brought forth
certain actions can be told in a more personal and less formal way. Archival institutions
of foreign countries are now among the agencies that have taken part in this effort to
supplement the written record by the creation of new unpublished sources for the
historical study under the oral history programme. It is necessary to point out that this
is not the place to narrate the details of the process of recording of interviews, typing
of transcripts, and review by the persons who have been interviewed, as everyone is
quite familiar with it. No doubt, there may be a little variation in the working but that
too does not need any reference.

The tradition of keeping and preserving old record is a concept which is few
centuries old in our country. The official communication was preserved in the record
offices for its consultation for official use. Private individuals, writers or research scholars
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had no access to these documents as these were considered strictly as state property.
With the passage of time, these documents were found to be in very bad shape-often
moth or rust eaten, on an account of non-availability of their scientific preservation.
Thus we were deprived of the most valuable documents which, in fact, would have
been very useful for penning the events of the past centuries. A systematic effort was,
however, made by the British government in India, when the Raj began to have its
deep roots in our soil. It took the cue from the India office Library, London and
established the imperial Record office in Delhi, now called the National Archives of
India. Similarly record offices have been established in almost every state of our
country. The Oral History centre has been established, in a comprehensive way in the
Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, Teen Murti House, New Delhi.

The chief objective and value of the oral history is to complement and
supplement unpublished sources, viz. official records and private papers and it was
first recognized by the Nehru Memorial Museum and Library in the year 1966 and it
was taken as a part of its research activities. The Museum has done commendable job
and one cannot but praise the said institution for its concerted efforts to serve the
cause of creating new sources that will be available to all the interested scholars. The
programme or the project of oral history undertaken by the Nehru Memorial Museum
and Library, perhaps caught the eye of our historians and as a result, rather belatedly,
considered the importance of the programme and its usefulness as a source to
supplement public records and private archives.14

During the 44th session of the Indian Historical Records Commission, held in
Bikaner, in the year 1976, the following resolution, brought forward by our eminent
historian Prof. O.P. Bhatnagar, was adopted, ‘resolved that an Oral History record
office be established as part of National Archives whose purpose should be to record
on tape and then transcribe the recollections of men who have played an important
part in recent history as well as the reaction of those who have seen history made.
The different State Archives should also take up this urgent work’.15

Although a long time has passed, the importance of the programme has not
been realized by National Archives and State Archive. A few State Archives, namely
U.P., Haryana and Delhi have set up Oral history Cells so far. I have no information
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with regard to Universities, but I am well aware that the programme of Oral history is
surely, on the list of research activities of the Punjab Historical Studies Department
of the Punjabi University, Patiala.16

The concept of oral history is based on the social and the democratic ideas of
history. The oral testimonies are unwritten sources couched in a form suitable for oral
transmission from generation to the generation However, the technique for collecting
oral tradition as a source material for historiography is of recent origin.

Oral history has widened the scope and the value of history as it is based on
social and the democratic ideas of history. Till now the focus of history had been the
struggle for power in the field of politics and where economy, religion, labour class
and lowest strata of society, etc., were given no attention. Oral history has made the
life experiences of people of all kinds high and low, as basis for writing history. By
introducing new evidences by shifting the focus of inquiry, and by opening new areas
of inquiry, history has set in a process of transformation in the subject of history.
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The characteristic mode of burial construction along with associated use of
iron in Peninsular and south India is broadly known as the megalithic culture.
Megaliths were first noticed by Colin Mackenzie in the early nineteenth century.
Subsequently, Babington (1823) identified megalithic culture in Kerala. Megaliths,
further up north, in the area of Vidarbha in Maharashtra were unearthed by Pearse
(1869) who did some excavation of such burials at Kamptee, near Nagpur. Hislop,
also identified and dug a few Megaliths burials in Vidarbha, including at Takalghat
and Junapani (Rivett-Carnac 1879, 2-3). In the Pre-independence era, Wheeler’s
excavation at Brahmagiri in Karnataka (Wheeler 1948), become the first large-scale
systematic excavation of a megalithic site in the Indian subcontinent. Post-
independence, a large number of such sites have been identified excavated in
Peninsular and Southern India in the early 1970’s. Besides the Archaeological survey
of India, study of megalithic culture was taken up by various universities and other
institutions. In the area of Vidarbha, specifically, work began under S.B. Deo from
the Deccan College of Archaeology, Pune (Deo 1970, 1973, Deo and Jamkhedkar 1982).
Till date over two thousand megalithic sites have been identified in Peninsular India.

The megalithic culture of Peninsular and South India is not uniform, in terms
of their typological features, Sundara (1975,331-40) categorized megalithic types into
three basic categories of chamber tombs, unhampered tombs, and those tombs not
connected with burials. The chambered tombs can be further sub-divided into cist
burial, dolmen, Topikals,  Kudaikals etc. Unhampered burials are burials and
sarcophagus burials. Then there are also monolithic erections like menhirs and
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alignments. Some megaliths may however not have any burials. They would simply
consist of an alignment of large stones without any human skeletal remains, the precise
function and significance of such megaliths is not very well understood and is still
being studied and debated upon.

The focus of this paper is the megaliths of Vidarbha. The region of Vidarbha
(lat.19021’N and long. 76080’E) forms the eastern and north eastern parts of the state of
Maharashtra. It presently comprises eleven districts, viz., Buldhana, Akola, Washim,
Amravati, Yavatmal, Wardha, Nagpur, Bhandara, Chandrapur, Gondia and Gadchiroli.
This spatial unit is enclosed on ‘three sides by higher lands that carve out for it a
distinct regional entity’ (Singh 1969, p.735).This area is chiefly watered by the Wardha
and Wainganga Rivers. It is separated from the hilly Satpura on the north, the
Maharashtra Plateau on the west, and the Chhattisgarh highland on the east. Vidarbha,
thus emerges as a natural region, in that it differs in geographical terms from the
regions around it, lending to it a unique character. But this is not to say that there are
no regional variations within. Though this region has certain common geographical
traits but there are also sub-regional variations. But despite the variations, the area on
the whole is marked by a uniformity of geographical features setting it apart from the
areas enclosing it.

In the Iron Age landscape of Vidarbha in the first millennium BCE there are
situated a large number of megaliths. In fact, out of a sum total of hundred megalithic
burial sites of Maharashtra, 95 such sites are located in Vidarbha (Mohanty and Vaidya

2017, p. 278-79). In comparison, there are relatively few habitation sites as compared to
the burial sites. Amongst the few habitation-cum-burial sites are:Takalghat-Khapa,
Naikund, Bhagimahari in Nagpur district and Khairwada in Wardha district of
Vidarbha. In the recent past there has been exposed habitational evidence at the burial
sites of Mahurjhari (Mohanty 2004:50-52 and 2005, p.76-77) and Vyahad (Ismail 2006).
There is no evidence of internment of the dead at the contemporary habitation sites.
Therefore there is an important distinction in the landscape of Vidarbha between the
formal, disposal areas of the dead from the habitation sites, i.e. the locus of people’s
everyday activity area.

A spatial patterning of the sites reveals that the majority are located in the
Wainganga or Nagpur plain. There are approximately 50 sites in a 50 Km radius around
the city of Nagpur (with some burial sites lying within the present day city itself) and
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within a 100-150 kms radius, all the sites of the Vidarbha region including sites of
Wardha, Chanda, Bhandara and Gondia districts fall (Sidhu, 2000, p. 177).

The location of the majority of the Vidarbha megalithic sites, habitation and
burial both was along the banks of major or minor rivers or their tributaries. Most of
the sites in this region were located near low hill ranges, which are regarded as off
shoots of the mighty Satpura range. The largest burial site, Khairwada (1400 burials)
is actually located in the midst of this hilly range. The hill regions of the Vidarbha
district have patches of jungle and scrub area visible even today. Many of the megalithic
sites are either located at the edge off jungle or sites like Khaiwada which is situated
in the midst of a reserved forest area. The habitation-cum-burial site of Naikund is
also located in close proximity of the densely forested Pench range of hills. The forest
cover of this region has decreased over the last few centuries because of excessive
human interference. But in the first millennium BCE the expanse of the forested
areas must have been much larger. Moreover, being close to hill regions and jungle
areas, the megalithic sites are also close to grass covers of the hills and the jungles.

The megalithic burial sites also do not necessarily conform to land-use patterns
inherent to agriculture. For instance, the stone circles of Raipur are strewn over a
fallow lying rocky plain. Deo (1982, 1983) suggests that burials are on foothills or
barren, undulating landscapes since it was easy for burial building. On the other hand,
the few habitation sites are generally found to be located in areas where there is
arable land around. For example, the habitation-cum-burial site of Bhagimahari is
located in the fertile Patasongi doab of Vidarbha and the habitation-cum-burail site
of Naikund in the Parseoni doab of the same region. This indicates that megalithic
people were selecting the location of burials and habitation very carefully, keeping in
view the nature of the usage of the sites. And moreover, as pointed out earlier, the
formal disposal of the dead was in spaces distinct from those being used for the
living.

The selection for burial sites was thus, not arbitrary and was in all probability
located in a landscape already structured by converging communication routes and
ritual cycles. And mortuary structures, as a constant feature in the landscape can
become a visual reference point and a place that is visited repeatedly for practical as
well as memorial reasons (Thomas, 1993). According to Midgley (2013, 425), investment
in the sacred landscape was not limited to the construction and maintenance of burial
monuments but such areas were also the focus of various types of communal activities
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for scattered population. These activities included ‘bringing communities together
for thanksgiving, worship, feasting, forming alliances, and possibly even facilitating
social and economic encounters with strangers (ibid). The idea that megalithic tombs
were important landmark marking frequently traversed routes has for long been internal
to north European scholars with similar ideas being explored elsewhere (Criado Boade

and Vazquez 2000). The megalithic burial sites of Vidarbha too are situated at points
where many old routes of communication traverse.

A macro level analysis of the morphological features of the Vidarbha megalithic
burials exhibits a distinctive homogeneity in terms of general features. The predominant
type Vidarbha is the ‘cairn circle’ type. However, an inter-site and intra-site, micro
study reveals some variations within this broad category of megalithic type. A detailed
morphological analysis will bring forth the variations within this main category as
well as some other types Moreover, it is also important to decode the significance of
the sporadic variations prevalent at some of the sites. But the first predominant
megalithic type of Vidarbha is the ‘cairn circle’ type. According to Krishnaswamy
(1949, 34-35), a cairn is a barrow of heaped-up stone enclosed within a circle of
boulders. Basically, this type is a stone circle, within which burials were either on
ground surface or shallow depressions, covered with heaped-up rubble in circular or
overlaid plan, with or without peripheral boulders to demarcate the circle. In Vidarbha,
more often than not, peripheral boulders are present around cairn circle burials. The
cairn circle type has also been identified in parts of south India like Tamil Nadu,
Kerala, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka but mostly in association with
sites, dolmens or menhirs. However, in Vidarbha this association is not so marked,
except for the sporadic occurrences which will be discussed shortly.

The widely spread  cairn circle type with single or double row of peripheral
boulders, usually had no specific or marked off space for the body or partial human
remains (in case of secondary burial). Thus, it was usually only the peripheral boulders
that marked the boundary between the sacred and the profane.

The stratigraphy of the filling inside the cairn circles is almost always (though
there are some variations as will be discussed shortly) uniform across this type in
Vidarbha. Black cotton soil was first spread in the pit, over which the dead along with
grave goods were placed and then covered with a thick layer of black soil. Black clay
was almost always laid at the Vidarbha burial sites, the purpose of which was according
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to Deglurkar and Lad (1992,142) to ‘envelope securely the primary burial material  a
cautious generalization would be to presume that whatever lay hidden under the black
clay filling were the immediately vital mortuary relics which went with the dead on
the day of the internment.’ Moreover  an experiment of cairn circle building at
Bhagimahari (Mohanty and Walimbe 1993, 100-101) concluded that the black clay
for the cairn filling came from a distance of a Km from the burial and moreover, was
not mixed with red soil or pebbles, suggesting that the burial process was being
supervised very carefully (ibid., 101). Therefore, the use of black clay in all likelihood
had a ritualistic significance.

However, there are also some examples, even though not very profuse, like at
the site of Khairwada where some megalithic circles were reported with piled up
loose pebble filling without the use of clay within a circle of boulders (IAR, 1981-82,

51-52). This Khairwada sub-type did not yield any mortal remains nor any notable or
distinctive artefacts. Iron and copper artifacts are common in both the types of burials.
In ceramics, however, some change is discernible. The coarse red ware appears more
frequently in the sub-type rather than the micaceous red ware of the typical cairn
circle type. According to the excavators (IAR, 1981-82, 32), the material equipment of
this sub-type, indicate a later phase of megalithic burial practice.

At the site of Bhagimahari too this variant of the cairn circle type, i.e. without
the clay filling has been identified. Interestingly, such burials are grouped together in
the central part of the Bhagimahari cemetery area (Mohanty and Vaidya 2017, 282) This
spatial clustering of a sub-type of the main burial form might be suggestive of different
death ritual pattern being performed by a different family group or clan as opposed to
the view that they were a later phase of megalithic burial activity because at
Bhagimahari such a type has been found intermixed with other sub-types (ibid).

Instances of inner architectural features in the megaliths of Vidarbha, in the
districts of Nagpur, Wardha, Chandrapur and Bhandara districts are few and far
between. However the most of the eastern district of Gondia, bordering Chhattisgarh
has evidences of such. Perhaps the ideological belief system of the megalithic
communities in the core Vidarbha areas restricted them from constructing features
within the megaliths. The few examples of chambers and cists in the Nagpur district
are the sites of Raipur, Bhagimahari and Vyadh. Megalith number 1 at Raipur revealed a cist
in a pit dug in the murum or bedrock in the centre of the cairn, which was filled with compact
black clay. Two schist slabs were placed horizontally at the base of the pit over the black clay
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(Deglurkar and Lad, 1992). White micaceous schist of which the slabs are made is a raw
material not found in or around the vicinity of Raipur. The nearest schist source is
100 kms away from Raipur (Mohanty and Vaidya 2017, 281). On the other hand, a number
of cists made of white micaceous schist are found in the upper Wainganga valley in
the easternmost district of Vidarbha, i.e. Gondia, bordering Chhattisgarh. Therefore,
according to Sontakke, ‘a possibility of cultural contact with upper Wainganga valley
cannot be altogether ignored’ and further adding that, ‘therefore, it is possible that
cist found inside a megalith at Raipur was erected for a person who had connection or
relations with South India or the upper Waingange valley’  (Sontakke 2018, 123). However,
no mortal remains or artefacts were reported from the cist. The cist proper was empty
but in ‘the outfield, within the stone circle but outside the cist were found partial,
skeletal remains of 3 human beings (IAR, 1984-85, 53).

At Raipur megalithic 2 and 7, yielded a central chamber each made of huge
boulders. Megalith 2 consisted of a chamber in the center of the circle made of 7 huge
basalt stones. The basalt boulders were erected vertically with a packing of smaller
pebbles at the base. The inner faces of the boulders were chiseled flat (IAR, 1984-85,

54). This megalith was also distinguished by exceptionally huge peripheral boulders
(42 in number) and an unusually heavy packing of bouldary rubble. The chamber was
empty except for a sole iron lamp (Deglurkar and Lad 1992,16). Elsewhere within the
circle were found a large number of antiquities, including painted pottery and horse
ornaments made of copper sheet. A number of other copper and iron objects were
recovered. A large number of horse teeth and bones were also found. Human remains
in the form of teeth were also recovered (IAR, 1984-85, 54). Megalith 7, also yielded a
central chamber made of 9 huge boulders. The peripheral boulders of this circle (45
in number) were also exceptionally large and the inside filling unusually heavy. There
is no provision of a passage in the central chamber. Human remains were found outside
the central chamber near the periphery of the stone circle. Inside the chamber was
only found a broken Muller stone. A curious feature noticed in the chamber was the
presence of soft and brittle whitish sandstone placed in an ascending order at irregular
intervals in the stone filling (Deglurkar and Lad 1982,11). Sandstone is not locally available.
The nearest sandstone reserves are in the bordering state of Chhattisgarh since Vidarbha
as whole does not have sandstone. This again suggests a link of the megalithic people
with areas beyond in the east.
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Excavations at Bhagimahari also revealed instances of inner architecture in
the centre of the burial. A few cairn circles have boulders in the centre. There was
also revealed a circle with two rectangular chambers with a common middle wall.
The chambers were made of medium sized boulders resting over black soil (IAR, 1982-

83, 62). However, no skeletal remains were found inside the chamber. Some cairn
circles with chambers at Bhagimahari also have menhirs either in the centre or near
the periphery. Menhirs are a rare architectural features associated with Vidarbha
megaliths. Three slightly aligned, damaged menhirs are reported from Pachkhedi in
Nagpur district (Nath, 2001-02, 81-82), Bhiwapur and Tilota Khairi in the Bhandara
district (ASI 1930-31, 141). Recently menhirs have been reported in Gondia district
(Sontakke, 2014). The Bhagimahari menhirs are of sandstone or Gondwana blocks which
are not available in the near vicinity. Nearest sandstone reserves as mentioned earlier
are in Chhattisgarh, bordering the Gondia district and Gondwana formations lie about
50 to 60 kms as the crow flies near the opposite bank of the Wainganga (Mohanty et al.

2017, 31). Thus raw material for the rare menhris was being got from a place which
would have required approximately 12 hours of walking (1 km=12 minutes) or even
more if one was carrying such a large block of stone!

Another typological variant is reported from Borgaon megalith 3, which had a
huge trough cut out of a massive boulder placed right in the center of the stone circle
(IAR, 1980-81, 40). In the trough was found pottery, a skeleton of a young horse, human
teeth, ear-rings of gold and a Muller stone (ibid). At Kamptee, too Pearse (1869, 428-
29) recorded on oval shaped barrow, surrounded by a stone circle which had ‘trough
like stone things’. Also recorded in this cairn is a quantity of nearly perfectly preserved
coconut husks. This serves as an indicator of widespread contact according to Pease
since the closest coast would have been 500 kms from this site.

To conclude, in Vidarbha inner architecture featured within burials are limited
in number and very significantly, are devoid of human (except for human teeth at megalith
3 of Borgaon) remains, Moreover, such burials also record evidence of material not
found locally, like sandstone, schist and Gondwana blocks which were being resourced
from areas further off. Thus, the typological deviants could have been associated with
some kind of metaphoric burials in the absence of a corpse. Going by the few art
factual remains found in the cists, trough and chambers, the rituals performed would
have involved lighting of a lamp, placing or breaking coconut (as evidenced at
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Kamptee), sacrificial killing of a horse or some animal, floral and food offerings and
placement of routine objects.

Construction of megaliths, rather than being a solitary act would have been a
community effort requiring plentiful labour and time (Mohanty and Walimbe 1996, 93-

103) and megaliths with internal features naturally would have required more labour
and time than ordinary megaliths leading to the conclusion that they were being erected
in the memory of people of high social status. Tainter’s (1975, 52-71) detailed
ethnographic data when studying the woodland burials (100-400 CE) in Illinois revealed
that labour incorporated into the more elaborate burials depended on the social
importance of the dead. For the more elaborate memorial structures in Vidarbha some
material was being resourced or got from regions much farther off. It could also be
suggestive of kin links of the people for whom the burials were being erected with
neighbouring areas. And material such as sandstone pieces, schist blocks, Gondwana
slabs might have been a ‘gift or souvenir exchange’ (Mohanty et al. 2017, 32) of people
from beyond participating in the burial ritual process at Bhagimahari or Raipur of
some important persona. It may also be emphasized in this respect that both megalith
2 and 7 and Raipur with chambers are rich in iron and copper objects, including
copper sheet horse ornaments in megalith 2. Megalith 2 also at Raipur yielded gold
and beads of jasper, carnelian and crystal in large numbers (Deglurkar and Lad 1992). It
needs to be pointed out here that ‘exotic’ material, i.e. that not found locally has also
been reported from typical Vidarbha cairn circle type burials. Presence of small blocks
of chart, jasper, agate, chalcedony, quartz, crystal and surprisingly middle Paleolithic
artifacts in the packing material of some of the cairns at Junapani are reported (Abbas

2014, 7). At the site of Junapani a few sandstone piece were also found thus indicating,
according to the excavators ‘that some exotic manuports were used as offering to pay
respect or homage to the dead’ (ibid).

Chapman(1990,178-95) on the basis of levels off energy expenditure used in
the construction of megalithic tombs in south-east Spain in the prehistoric period
coupled with the ‘prestige’ goods deposited in those tombs distinguished higher and
lower ranked kinship groups. This theoretical premise can be applied to the Vidarbha
megaliths as well.

In the recent years, peripheral burials beyond the stone circles have also been
reported. Some of the simple peripheral pit burials are adjacent to the stone circle; and
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some are within the stone circle but separate from the main burial. Peripheral burials,
according to Mohanty and Vaidya (2017, 283) have given ‘a different dimension to the
burial rituals known for the period so far’. Fresh excavations at Mahurjhari by Mohanty
between 2002-04, revealed four pit burials adjacent to megalith 10, two on either side
(north and south). The peripheral pits had similar cultural material of the period as
well as evidence of secondary skeletal remains. Megalith 10, unlike the peripheral
pits has two primary burials, one of them being inserted at a later date (Mohanty and

Thakuria 2014, 357). Going by the above evidence, it seems that megalith 10 and the
area immediately adjoining it was being used for multiple burials, with the main
burial being reopened and reused. It implied that this burial area was in use over a
period of time. It would not be presumptuous to assume that this megalith and its
peripheral area were being used by the some family/clan over an extended period of
time to bury their dead.

At the site of Dhamnalinga, excavations by Nagpur University (IAR, 2000-01,

97-107) exposed some megaliths with peripheral, apsidal pit burials and a rare terracotta
sarcophagus. Megalith 1, 8, 10, 14 and 17 at Dammatinga gave evidence of peripheral
burials. Megalith 14 alone yielded fourteen peripheral burials. They were found in
different quadrants within the stone circle, rather than outside it. Moreover, fragmentary
human bones, tooth remains and skull portion were also recovered from some of
these pits. The same argument proposed for megalith 10 of Mahurjhari can apply for
this megalith at Dhamnalinga, i.e. it being used over a period of time by members of
the same clan or family. It has also been opined ‘that certain deceased were given
simple burials so that a part of their skeletal remains could later be retrieved and may
then be incorporated in a megalithic stone circle’ (Mohanty and Vaidya 2017, 283) or that
they might not have been of family members but of ‘commoners associated with
some influential deceased people’ (ibid., 284).

The fact that megalithic burials, as a whole were being used over a long time
span can also be gauged from that the fact that some megaliths displaced evidence of
maintenance over a period of time. For instance, megalith 8 at Raipur (Deglurkar and

Lad 1992, 8), erected on a north-south slope and in danger of flooding was protected by
an arrangement of peripheral stones, with two layers of biggish stones laid one over
the other on the northern periphery. At Junapani (IAR, 1961-62), there were smaller
boulders retaining the rubble packing along the clay heap. According to Suvrathan
(2009, 133), ‘such evidence of small variation so as to strengthen the structure or
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compensate for weakness indicates that the megaliths were meant to have significance
over a longer period of time, maintaining a place of importance in future physical
landscapes’. She goes on to argue that, ‘what is important is not just the continuity in
the use and ideas about the landscape, but its role in the construction of history…. the
pattern of reuse seen in Vidarbha could be termed the creation of ‘genealogical history’,
where the history of a group was constructed around links to (real or mythical)
ancestors. It has been argued that such a form of constructing history relied not merely
on human memory, but also worked with a series of mnemonics, with the biggest
memory prompt of all coming from the constructed landscape, the megaliths’ (ibid.).

The large number of megaliths in Vidarbha, as compared to the iron age
settlements can thus be understood as a ‘visible presence in their own landscape and
succeeding cultural landscapes; but also in the larger context of the world of their
builders, in which larger grammars of design continually brought the dead into the
presence of the living, and vice versa’ (Wright 2013: 410). Variations in the grammar
of design of the megaliths can be sought to be understood in terms of distinguishing
different groups of people or clans as well as reflecting status hierarchy within the
megalithic population of Vidarbha. According to Bindford, ‘other things being equal,
the heterogeneity in mortuary practise which is characteristic of a single sociocultural
unit would vary directly with the complexity of the status hierarchy, as well as the
complexity of the overall organization of the society with regard to membership units
and other forms of sodalities’ (1971, 14-15). The morphological variations within the
dominant cairn circle megalithic type in Vidarbha could thus be reflective of different
social identities being expressed through different ancestor and burial rituals being
performed at the places where such morphological deviants were present.
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The Indian National Movement got a new pace and dimension with Khilafat
and the Non-Cooperation movement (1920-22) enjoying mass mobilization under
the leadership of M. K Gandhi. Under the banner of these two movement people
from all over India irrespective of region and religion, caste and community began to
oppose the British rule adopting a common programme of action and thus paved the
way for transforming the Khilafat and Non-Cooperation movement into a mass
movement with a view to raising the voice of the Indians against the British authorities.
Gandhi first revealed his proposed action plan in the All-India Khilafat Conference
(17th  April, 1920) with the plan for the boycotting of Governmental educational
institutions, offices, Legislative Councils and other elective bodies, renouncing of
official titles, honours and refusing to pay revenue and taxes. At the same time he
emphasized the promotion of Hindu-Muslim unity to confront the government with a
united stand.

The struggle for freedom in Assam came to form an integral part of the Indian
National Movement following Khilafat and Gandhi’s programme of Non-Cooperation
movement. It  had  tremendous impact  in  Assam  which witnessed  Hindu - Muslim
fraternization  on  that  day  and  the  leaflet   on  Duties  of  19th   March  issued  by
the  All  India  Khilafat  leaders  was  endorsed  in  meetings  in  several  places  in
Assam.1 Irrespective of their caste and community the people from all parts came
forward to participate in it. Along with the Hindus the Muslims belonging  to  both
the  Brahmaputra  and  Surma  Valleys  of  Assam played  an  active  role  in  organizing
Khilafat  meetings with common programme of action.
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The objective of the paper is to analyze the Hindu-Muslim fraternization during
the Non-cooperation movement and to focus the part played by the people of Assam
in this great event and to narrow down the gap between the two communities. The
methodology used for this paper is a historical methodology of the primary and
secondary data available on the non-co-operation movement. The oral traditions and
interview of elders are also examined and verified in the light of information given in
other sources. The approach of the paper is multi-disciplinary and an extensive study
on the basis of existing literature.

The political support for the non-cooperation concept came almost
spontaneously from the Surma Valley Political Association and the Surma Valley
Muslim Association which rendered full support to the non-cooperation agenda. The
Khilafat day was observed in several places of Surma Valley like Sylhet, Karimganj,
Nilambajar, Habibanj and Maulavi Bajar.2 The Muslims of Karimganj even threatened
to resort to Jehad  if the  whole question would not satisfy them.3 Moreover, they held
several meetings in November, 1920 at Jakiganj Bajar, Birasri, Karimganj, Godar
Bajar, Lauta, Chiragi Iddgah, Karua Patisala and Habiganj.4 Gandhi’s emphasis on
the promotion  of  Hindu-Muslim  unity  had  an  immediate  impact  on the  masses
of  Surma  Valley.  With a view to promote fraternity between two communities
Muslim  leader Abdul  Gafoor called  upon  their  co-religionists  to  refrain  from  the
killing  of  cows  with  the  interest  of  not  hurting  Hindu  sentiments.5

Along with the Muslims the Hindus  belonging  to  both the  Brahmaputra
Valley  of  Assam played  an  active  role  in  organizing  Khilafat  meetings with
common programme of action. Leaders  like  Nabin  Chandra  Bordoloi,  Tarunram
Phukan,  Chandranath  Sarma  and  Syed  Saadulla   organized  public  meetings
where  they fought for the  cause  of  Khilafat.  In Goalpara, on 19th March, 1920 a
public meeting was organized with Abdul Mazid Zeaosshams as the Chairman and
the Muslims took resolutions expressing their discontentment at the British attitude towards
Turkey.6 In Jorhat, Sibsagar and Lakhimpur districts also people came forward to participate
by organizing various meetings. Derajuddin Ahmed, Keramat Ali and  K. K  Baruah
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addressed  in a public meeting at Jorhat.7 The leaders  also explained Jallianwala
Bagh tragedy in public meetings organized in different places of the province.8 The
leaders  of  both  the  communities not only exposed  British  atrocities but also tried
to maintain  communal  harmony.

The student community also rendered their whole hearted support to the
Khilafat and Non-Cooperation movement. M. Ali Laskar in his paper says that, ‘the
Assam Chatra Sanmilan was formed in 1916 and simultaneously a Muslim Student
Organisation called the Muslim Student’s Conference was also formed in Assam’.9

These two organization made common programme action against the British
Government and the relationship between the Assam Chatra Sanmilan and the Muslim
Student’s Conference remained cordial.10 At the Nagpur session of the Indian National
Congress (25th  and 26th  December, 1920) the Non-Cooperation programme was
ratified with added emphasis. It had its echo in Assam and the students set the pace by
boycotting first the Guwahati Cotton College. They organized 400 student of Cotton
College and make them ensured to boycott the institution. Prominent leaders like
Chandranath Sharma, Ambikagiri Raichoudhury,TrigunacharanBarua, Mahibuddin
Ahmed encouraged the programme of boycott of educational institutions. The  students
of  Surma  Valley  started  the  Non-Cooperation  movement  by convening a conference
in  19th -21st  September, 1920 and also  had adopted  a  resolution  of  total  boycott  of
schools  instead  of  gradual  boycott.11

On 22nd September, 1920 Bipin  Chandra  Pal  from Surma Valley delivered  a
speech in a meeting and put emphasis  on  national  education.12 From Murari Chand
College (Sylhet ; Surma Valley) three  students delegates  attended  the  All  India
Students  Conference  at  Nagpur and  by 20th  January,  1921  a large number  of
students  from  the  same  college  boycotted  classes.13 On  22nd  January, 1921  a
Government  aided  Madrassa  at  Sylhet demanding  for  the  nationalization  of  their
school called for a strike.14 The  boycott  programme gradually  spread in  places  like
Karimganj  and  Cachar.15 A Government  report  admitted  that by  22nd January, 1921
‘almost  the  whole  of  the  college  students  are  apparently  on  strike  now  and  the
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work  of  the  teaching  staff  is  at  a  standstill  at  present’.16  On 15th  February, 1921,
a large number of students from Dhubri Town organized a meeting in the courtyard of
Dhubri Mosque.17 In Lakhimpur district too, the movement reached its high peak
under the leadership of Rudra Kanta Barua and Yusuf Ali. 18

On 29th January,  1921 a  public  meeting  was  held  at  the  Iddgah  field  at
Nagaon  under  the  President ship  of  Purna  Chandra  Sharma  who  ensures  the
presence  of  Islam  Khan  in  that  meeting  and  says  that   Islam  Khan  devoted
himself  to  the  freedom  struggle  and  fought  throughout  for  the  independence  of
undivided  India.19 In that  meeting  a  school  boy  Md.  Serif presented a speech
supporting Khilafat movement and Non-Cooperation movement. Mahbub Ali;  the
talented  youth  of  Dalgaon  (Kaliabor) who  studied  at  the  Aligarh  Muslim
University   decided  not  to  serve   the  British  and  joined  the  freedom  movement.
20 In an interview with the descendants of Mahbub Ali, it has been found that Mahbub
Ali wholeheartedly plunged himself in the freedom struggle.21 Moreover, a few  Muslim
students  like  Md.  Serif, Monaf Ali, Fahimudin  Ahmed  etc. left their  school  and
joined  the National  Congress. The Muslim students of  other  districts  of  Assam
such  as  Darrang,  Sibsagar,  Lakhimpur   also  followed   this  example.

With the formation of Assam Provincial Congress Committee (APCC) in 5th

June, 1921 the movement assumed a new dimension. At the beginning stage the APCC
decided to establish District Congress Committees (DCC) which led to the formation
of  Guwahati and Barpeta  DCC at first. In the Kamrup district, Guwahati was made
the centre and it was again sub-divided into 23-24 centers for organizational purposes.
They placed each centre under one or more leading Non-Co-operators. At the invitation
of APCC, Gandhi came to Assam on 18th August, 1921. Gandhij was assisted by
Muhammad  Ali  and  his  wife,  Azad  Shobani,  Jamanlal  Bajaj,  Jamuna  Das,
Prabhu  Das,  Abdul  Hyat,  Hiroo  and  Krishna  Das. 22

People from different parts of Assam came forward to welcome Gandhi. In a
public  meeting held  in  front  of  the  residence  of  Tarun  Ram  Phukan  of  Bharalumukh
of  Guwahati where approximately 25, 000  people  assembled  to  hear  Gandhi.
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Tarunram  Phukan  translated Gandhi’s speech into Assamese which created  great
enthusiasm  among  the  people.  In  the  evening  ceremonial  burning  of  foreign
cloths  was  gone  through and it  lasted  till  the  next  morning.

On 24th September, addressing a meeting  at  Dhubri  T. R.  Phukan    spoke
on  the  message  of  Khilafatism  and  Non-Cooperation thereby encouraged  the
Hindu-Muslim  unity. The  APCC  in  a meeting  on  27th November, 1921 decided to
form  National Volunteer Corps and supporting this decision thousands of common
people enrolled themselves as Congress volunteers.23 Even they converted National
Schools to ‘Swaraj  camps to carry out their organizational work. It is stated in
official  document that, ‘from Swaraj camps   volunteers  were  sent  out  to  every
village  in  the  districts  to  enroll  workers  and  collect  funds  for  Mr.  Gandhi’s
army  and  treasury and they carried the vow  to  overthrow  the alien  Government’.24

In Nagaon district, Md.  Serif, Mahbub Ali, Monaf Ali,  Fahimuddin  Ahmed enrolled
themselves as volunteers.

In response to Gandhi’s call, a number of young lawyers, teachers and other
Government Employees adopted the pledge of Non-Cooperation and joined in the
movement. As  Omeo  Kumar  Das  records  at  the  time  of    Gandhi’s  visit  to
Assam  in  August , 1921;  15  lawyers  boycotted  courts  and  thereafter  out  of  a
total  of  75  Assamese  Lawyers,  50  Lawyers  boycotted  the  law  Courts  and
organized  the  practice  of  settlement  of  disputes  through  arbitration  out  of
Court.25 In the Surma Valley, a number of lawyers including Muhammad Abdullah,
Abdul Hamid, Md.Yusuf, Abdul Matin Choudhury suspended their legal practices
in the wake of Gandhi’s visit.26 Gandhi appreciated the activities of   the  legal
practitioners.27 Like the legal practitioners a number of school teachers and other
Government employees too tendered their resignation. In Guwahati, Mahibuddin
Ahmed and in Lakhimpur Muhibul Hussain gave up their teacher ships and joined
the movement.28 In the Surma Valley, Abdul Musabbir gave up his teaching job.29 Sub-
Deputy Collector namely Mohammad Christi from Sibsagar resigned from his job.30
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On 23rd  August,  1921  at  a  great  rally  Mahammad  Nuruddin  Ahmed  of Nagaon
district  returned  the  ‘Khan   Bahadur’   Title  conferred  by  the  British.31

On 14th  and 15th November, 1921 the Jamiyat-ul-Ulema-i-Hind  convened its
third conference at Karimganj with Abdul Munawar as the Chairman where large
number of Ulemas took the pledge to work under the guidance of Jamiyat-ul-Ulema-
i-Hind.32 The boycott campaign also touched the tailors of Sylhet and Karimganj and
they took a resolution in a Mosque at Sylhet not to sew garments with foreign cloth
any more.33  It  is  also  mention worthy  that  the  Muslim  tailors  of  Puranigudam of
Nagaon district  in  response  to  the  call  of  Tarun  Ram  Phukan  to  the  tailors  of
Guwahati  took  a  resolution  not  to  stitch  any  cloth  other  than  Khaddar.34

Inspired  by  Gandhi’s  call  ‘to  make  Assam  free  from  opium’  the  Muslim
people  of  Nagaon  banned  opium.  Islam  khan,  Mahbub  Ali,  Fahimudin  Ahmed
etc. led  the  anti-opium  campaign  and encouraged  the  Muslim  people  of  greater
Nagaon  to  join  the National  Congress  and  fight  for  freedom  of  India. Mosaraf
Hussain, Irfan Ali, and other seized cigarettes from some of the shop and burnt all on
the road near the  Nagaon Municipal Market. 35 They also tried to educate the villagers
about the evil effects of opium consumption.36 Omeo  Kumar  Das  recorded  that, ‘as
a  result  of  the  Non-Cooperation  movement,  the  sale  of  opium  dropped  from
1800  maunds  to  900  maunds.37

Emphasizing on the propagation  of  Khadi, the Congress  workers  tried to
popularize  hand-spinning  and  weaving  among  the  masses with  a  new  spirit
realizing its necessity for socio-economic reconstruction of the society. As soon as
the  concept  of  Khadi  was  popularized  among the Assamese people, they  took  it
up  with  a  new  spirit  and  pleaded  with  congress  volunteers  for  the  supply  of
cotton  fibers  in  great  quantity. The Assam Khadi  Board  was  constituted  at  the
provincial  level  and  on  the  same  line,  District  Boards  were  formed  to  streamline
the  organizational  network.38

While this movement was going on in full swing the Government adopted
some repressive policies to suppress the movement. It ordered the arrest of the Congress
workers in different parts of the province. As a result, a number of Non-Cooperators
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from almost all districts of Assam were arrested and imprisoned. Along with their
Hindu counterparts, Muslim volunteers also suffered a lot. Among the prominent
leaders of the Surma Valley particularly from Cachar who got imprisonment for their
active participation the names of Imran Ali (Barkhala), Tobarak Ali (Silchar), Abdul
Musabir and Saukat Ambia(Karimganj), Mubarak Ali Barlaskar, Hyder Mia Barbhuiya,
Rajam Ali, Jafar Ali Barbhuiya, Md. Alim Uddin, Md. Nur Ali, Basarat Ali Majumdar,
Maulavi Umar Ali may be mentioned here.39

Like the Surma Valley, in the Brahmaputra Valley too people received the
same fate. At Guwahati, British authorities arrested prominent leader Md. Tayyebulla
in December, 1921 who always worked for Hindu-Muslim unity.40 Moreover,
Akimuddin Ahmed, Segam Ali, Seikh Bathok, Seikh Bahadur, Seikh Muhammad,
Sayed Mahammad Hanef, Jahad Ali.  In Darrang  district, Md. Sadik Ali, Siddik Ali,
Tahabar Ali, Foteka Ali, Basir Seikh, Bhakura Seikh, Matia Seikh, Maher Ali, Ramjan
Ali, Ranjit Seikh, Rajat Ali, were arrested.41 On 13th December, 1922 Mahibul Hussain,
the secretary of the Lakhimpur Congress Committee was arrested and he received
vigorous terms of imprisonment.42 In Sibsagar district, Badiruddin Ahmed, Kanjan
Ali, Maharam Maulavi, Mahammad Hussain were arrested.43 In Jorhat, Ayub Ali,
Seikh S.K. Dauladdin, Kasem Ali, Falalur Rahman got imprisonment.

Like other parts of India in Assam too, the Government declared the Congress
Volunteer Corps, Khilaphat Volunteer Corps, the Santi-Senas and the Sevak
Sampradaya as ‘unlawful association’ and also prohibited the holding of meetings
under the Prevention of Sedious Meeting Act 44 Moreover, the Government introduced
the Criminal Amendment Act, the Press Act and the Police Act etc.45  Jails were
overcrowded with political prisoners and when  in the jails space became insufficient
the authorities had to erect  prison-camps to accommodate them.46

After the violent incident of Chauri-Chara (a village in the Gorakhpur district
of U. P where the angry mob attacked the Police Station and as a result of which 22
policeman were burnt alive) Gandhi decided to suspend the Non-Cooperation
movement on 5th February, 1922. The Congress Working Committee (CWC) supporting the
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decision of Gandhi, approved it on 12th February,1922.47 Meanwhile, with the
establishment of Democratic Government in Turkey under the leadership of Mustafa
Kamal Pasha who abolished the Khaliphate (the institution of  Khalifa ) and separated
religion from politics, the Khilafat agitation also lost its relevance.

Although as a result of the sudden withdrawal of these two movements there
remained a calm in the political arena for some time but it is also true that after these
two movements the people became more determined to carry the struggle for the
noble cause of freedom. Fortunately, unlike some other provinces of India no communal
riot occurred in Assam before and after the suspension of the Non-cooperation
movement. Rather the bond of ties continued to grow stronger with the Congress
leaders showing personal examples of amity and friendship. Now in the present day
scenario in India characterized with separatist movements it has become essential to
reread, reinterpret and restate the role of the Hindus as well as Muslims of Assam in
this phase of the freedom struggle with a view to restoring a new spirit and enthusiasm
in their mind and reconstructing emotional integration among people of different
parts of the country, making them feel oneness and proud Indian with their own story
of contribution to the freedom of their country.
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Happiness may be defined as the experience of frequent positive effect,
infrequent negative affect and an overall sense of satisfaction with life as a whole
(Myers & Diener, 1995). Happiness is a mental or emotional state of well-being which
can be defined by, among others, positive or pleasant emotions ranging from
contentment to intense joy. If it is true that happiness is the activity according to
virtue, it is obvious that this is one that conforms to the most perfect virtue, that is to
say that the part of man’s highest (Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics). Happiness is one of
the great interests to many philosophers and has been a discipline from ancient time.
Human being is in search of happiness from ancient time and this search is still on.

There are three traditional happiness theory- Hedonism, Desire and Objective
list. Hedonism theory states that happiness could be achieved by maximizing pleasure
and minimizing pain (M. E. P Seligman & E. Royzman, 2003). For a happy person pleasures
are intense and many, her pains are few and far between. A happy person smiles a lot
with bright eyes. Desire theory states that happiness is a matter of getting what you
want. This theory holds that that fulfillment of a desire contributes to one’s happiness
regardless of the amount of pleasure or displeasure (M. E. P Seligman & E. Royzman,

2003). Objective List theory considers happiness as an outside feeling and searches it
into a list of valuable things in the real world (M. E. P Seligman & E. Royzman, 2003). It
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holds that happiness consists of a human life that achieves certain things from a list of
worthwhile pursuits: such a list might include career accomplishments, friendship,
freedom from disease and pain, material comforts, civic spirit, beauty, education,
love, knowledge, and good conscience.
1.1 East and West views on happiness and education

There are many thinkers in the past from both east and west who stressed on
the importance of both education and being happy in life. There are many who even
linked both the concept together. Confucius was a Chinese teacher, editor, politician,
and philosopher quoted; ‘Isn’t it a pleasure to study and practice what you have learned?
Isn’t it also great when friends visit from distant places? If one remains not annoyed
when he is not understood by people around him, isn’t he a sage?’ (The Analects, Chapter

I) Confucius observes pleasure not only in acquiring something from the education
but also need to apply it. Same way, it is not only important to learn something in
academic setting, but when an individual learn to apply that learning in everyday
situation, lead the individual to lead a happy life. Another thinker from west Aristotle
has devoted a lot of importance to happiness. He in fact conferred that happiness is
the central purpose of human life and goal in itself. He once quoted, ‘If happiness is
activity in accordance with excellence, it is reasonable that it should be in accordance
with the highest excellence’ (T. Kabadayi, 2013). Chanakya one of the greatest teachers
in India once quoted ‘Education is the best friend. An educated person is respected
everywhere. Education beats  beauty and the youth’ (Neeti Chankya n.d). Plato, another
Greek scholar regarded happiness rest on four virtues. They are wisdom, courage,
moderation and justice. Wisdom is a virtue that could be achieve by education. An
educated person can acquire knowledge by reading various books and utilize this
knowledge for greater good. Thus, search of happiness through education is not a
modern concept, it is something, that has long history and the search is still on.
1.2 Religious views on happiness and education

Every religion has its own way of defining happiness. All the major religions
including Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Jainism and Sikhism chose to spread
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their values through education. There are special holy scripts of each religion which
teaches the achievement of ultimate power. And achievement of this power is
synonymous with happiness in religion.

Prince Siddhartha, when elope from his palace to achieve ultimate knowledge,
he himself first gain education from two teachers, Alara Kalama and Udaka Ramaputta.
Buddha has given great emphases on education. The goal of Buddhist education is to
achieve ultimate wisdom. This ultimate wisdom can be achieved intrinsically, as
everybody has the potential to realize this ultimate wisdom. The aim of Buddhist
education is the all-round development of the child’s personality. The aim of Buddhist
Education is to make a free man, a wise, intelligent, moral, non-violent & secular
man. Students became judicious, humanist, logical and free from superstitious
(Maheshwari, V. K., 2012). With education of gaining wisdom one can turn suffering into
happiness.

Buddhist education has a lot to offer on happiness. In Buddhism happiness
could be achieved through eightfold path that is often divided into three categories of
wisdom (right view/understanding, right intention), ethical conduct (right speech,
right action, right livelihood) and mental cultivation (right effort, right mindfulness,
right concentration).

In 2 Chronicles 9:7 of Holy Bible it is quoted, “How happy your people must
be! How happy your officials, who continually stand before you and hear your wisdom!”
So again in Bible, happiness is connected with wisdom. Christianity also plays great
emphases on education. From the moment a child is born, certain forces are at work
influencing his development. As his inherited powers and tendencies surface and
interact with his environment and his will, he takes on the characteristics of his
adulthood. Human growth, however, does not end with physical maturity. Some faculties
of the personality are capable of expansion and refinement into old age. Education,
whether of child or adult, is the directing of this total ongoing process of development
toward specific objectives (Bjupress, 2015). According to Hinduism there are three types
of happiness (sukha)-physical, mental and spiritual. The aim of education in Hinduism is
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a means to achieve virtue, wealth, pleasure and liberation. So pleasure is one of the
aims that could be achieved through education.

In Quran also importance of acquiring knowledge is mentioned. Prophet
Mohamad said that “Seeking of knowledge is a duty of every Muslim” (Sunan Ibn e

Majah, Book of Sunnah, Hadith no 224, Classified as Sahih By Allama Albani). Prophet Mohamad
not only preaches the importance of knowledge but also promoted it. In the battle
between believer and nonbeliever, when Muslims won the battle, the prisoner of
nonbeliever could go free if they teach ten Muslim children how to read and write.

Thus, various religions in the world have shown the same path to reach the
happiness and discuss about the spreading of knowledge with education. Every religion
has its own means to spread education. Like in Hinduism, had gurukul system
previously to preach its people about various science and technologies used in those
days, Islams has madrasa education, Christianity has various forms of missionaries to
spread education.
1.3 New perspective on happiness

There are many new theories proposed in the modern times to explain the
concept of happiness and how it can be achieve. Martin Seligman, father of positive
psychology has proposed PREMA model (M.Seligman,2011) which suggests five
elements for a life of fulfillment, happiness and meaning. The five elements of PREMA
model are Positive Emotion (P), Relationships(R), Engagement (E), Meaning(M),
Accomplishments(A). The last element of accomplishment can be linked to education.
The more a person is educated the more there could be accomplishment in terms of
degrees and awards. A person with higher education can contribute more to the society
in terms of more specific knowledge the person may have and more specialization in
work. This person may contribute in a focused honour and could achieve more
accomplishment in that speciality, so more contribute to his or her happiness. Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi (2002), on his classic work on how to achieve happiness, said that
people achieve happiness with flow, a state of concentration or complete absorption
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with the activity at hand and the situation. It is a state in which people are so involved
in an activity that nothing else seems to matter.

The top ten countries in the happiness index also has high GER and the bottom
ten countries in happiness index also has lower GER ratio. Norway the happiest country
in the world according to happiness index of 2017, also has a high GER ratio of
58.5% in the year 2014 as compare to Burundi, the last country in the happiness index
of 2017 has a GER ratio of only 4.4% in 2014. Likewise countries like Guinea,
Afghanistan and Togo also has low GER of 10.8 %, 8.7% and 10.1% respectively.
Other countries from the top ten happiest countries like Finland, Sweden and Australia
has high GER of 88.7%, 62.4% and 86.6% respectively. India, the 122nd happiest
country in the happiness index of 2017 has a GER of 23.9% in 2014. If other index
such as GDP (Gross Domestic Products), Crime rates, Productions and so on to be
analyze, it could be seen that the top countries in the happiness index always
outperformed bottom countries.

From the above discussion it can be seen that there is a relationship between
education and happiness. In the present study two technical colleges have been chosen
on the basis that the environment in technical institutes is different than the colleges
with general studies. The level of stress is found to be higher in technical colleges
than in colleges with general studies. From these technical colleges the participants
chosen were from final year as they have experienced the entire course and were in
the process of completing their desired courses. So, they are in the position to express
their opinion and their level of satisfaction over the entire course. In the present
research, Oxford happiness questionnaire (P. Hills & M. Argyle, 2002) is used to measure
the participants’ happiness level in general. It includes all aspect of a person’s life.
Another questionnaire developed by researcher for the purpose of the present study is
used to measure the satisfaction of participants related to college life. This
questionnaire includes questions satisfactions regarding infrastructure, number of
friendship, teaching method used etc. This questionnaire includes only college life
and its environment. Here, life satisfaction is assumed to be under the same domain
of happiness. 97
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2.Methodology and research design
2.1Research methods

The descriptive research is used to describe characteristics of a population or
phenomenon being studied. It does not answer questions about how/ when/ why the
characteristics occurred. Thus, it is not based on causal relationships. Descriptive
method was adopted for the present study.
2.2Population of the study-The population of the study was all the final year students
of these two technical institutes in Jorhat namely, Jorhat Engineering College and
Jorhat Institute of Science and Technology.
2.3Sample of the study-The study was conducted on 100 students from two technical
institutes at Jorhat. 50 participants from each technical institute were selected through
purposive randomized sampling method.
2.4Tools to be used for the data collection of the study :
The following tools were used for the present study-
a)Oxford Happiness questionnaire developed by psychologist Michael Argyle and
Peter Hills at Oxford University.
b)Student satisfaction questionnaire will be developed by the researcher for the purpose
of the study.
2.5Procedure of data collection

For the purpose of data collection questionnaires were distributed to the
participants. While completing the questionnaire, they were asked to fill it up honestly.
2.6Hypothesis of the study

The hypothesis is the tentative statement made by the researcher as a tentative
answer for the research question. The following hypothesis are proposed for the present
study-
1.1.1Null hypothesis
a)There is no difference in the happiness experienced by students in different technical
  institutes in Jorhat.
b)There is no difference in the satisfaction level of students in different technical
  institutes in Jorhat.
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2.7 Variables of the study-
Independent variable- the independent variable is the one that is manipulated

the researcher. In the present study the natural independent group design was used as
the participants were already divided into groups according to their choice of technical
institutes. Students of various technical institutes at Jorhat dependent variable- the
dependent variable is the one whose effect is measured on the independent variable.
The dependent variables for the present study are happiness and satisfaction.
2.8 Analysis and interpretation-

After the collection of data the following statistical methods are used for the
purpose of analysis and interpretation.
a)Descriptive statistics of mean and standard deviation for each group was conducted
b)Randomized t test was calculated to determine whether there is any difference of
happiness level and satisfaction level in final year students of technical institutes in
Jorhat
Results

The present study was done on students of two technical institutes in Jorhat
namely Jorhat Engineering College (JEC) and Jorhat Institute Science and Technology
(JIST). The study was done on 100 students, 50 from JEC and 50 from JIST. Out of
these 31 participants were female and 69 were male. Out of these 31 females, 46.67%
of female participants were from JEC and 53.33% of female participants were from
JIST. Out of 69 male participants, 51.43% of male participants were from JEC and
48.57% of male participants were from JIST. The age of the participants, range from
21 to 24 years. The mean age of participants from JEC is 21.71 and mean age of
participants from JIST is 22.30.

The participants were selected randomly from all the branches of the engineering
colleges. There were 26% students from electrical engineering, 9% from computer
science, 5% from civil engineering, 4% from instrumentation and 6% from mechanical
engineering of JEC participated in the study. From JIST, 25% participants were from
Electronics & Tele-communication Engineering department and 25% from department
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of Power Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering. All of them were from seventh
semester, last year of bachelor of Engineering. 5% of the participants come from
families with income below 10 thousand per month, 39% of participants belong to
families with income between 10 to 50 thousand per month, 25% of participants
belong to families with income between 50 thousand to 1 lakhs per month and 6% of
them belong to families with income above 5 lakhs per month. 4% of participants did
not mention their family income group. 74% of participants mentioned that they could
get the stream of engineering they opted for and 21% of them mentioned that they
could not get their opted stream. 5% of participants have not mentioned any comment
on if they got their desired stream or not. In the present study, participants hailed from
either nuclear or joint families. 78% of participants hailed from nuclear family and
19% of participants hailed from joint family. 3% of participants have not mentioned
their type of family they belong to.

Participant’s happiness level was measured using Oxford Happiness
Questionnaire. The mean score of participants from JEC on Oxford Happiness
Questionnaire is 4.04 and standard deviation is 0.074. The mean score of participants
from JIST on Oxford Happiness Questionnaire is 4.13 and standard deviation is 0.078.

The participant’s satisfaction on various factors related to college and college
life was also measured. This questionnaire was developed by the researcher for the
purpose of the study. The mean score of participants from JEC on the Student
satisfaction questionnaire is 55.28 and standard deviation is 8.91. The mean score of
participants from JIST on Student satisfaction questionnaire is 54.96 and standard
deviation is 11.36. An independent t test was computed to compare the mean of
happiness and satisfaction of students in both the institutes. It can be seen from
Independent Samples Test table 1, the two tailed independent t test for happiness
level of the students of both the institutes with degree of freedom 98 is found to be -
0.871. It can observe from Independent Samples Test table 2, the two tailed independent
t test for satisfaction level of the students of both the institutes with degree of freedom
98 is found to be 0.157.
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3. Discussion
The present study examines the difference experience by students in two

technical colleges at Jorhat. The result shows there is a difference in the mean
score of happiness experience by the students studying in the two technical colleges.
But the t value for the difference in the happiness score of both the technical college
was found to be insignificant. So the null hypothesis that there is no difference in
the happiness experienced by students in different technical institutes at Jorhat is
retained. There is also no significant difference found in the satisfaction level
experience by the students in the two institutions.
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The other null hypothesis that states as there is no difference in the satisfaction
level of students in different technical institutes at Jorhat is also retained. This shows
that there is no difference in the happiness and satisfaction level of students studying
in both the technical institute. This shows that though students in general prefer one
college or institute over others, happiness and satisfaction level remain the same if
their need to enrolment to a particular course is fulfilled. This goes in line with the
desire theory. Desire theory states that happiness is a matter of getting what you want.
This theory holds that that fulfillment of a desire contributes to one’s happiness
regardless of the amount of pleasure or displeasure (M. E. P Seligman & E. Royzman,

2003). So the students in both the technical institute have no difference in both happiness
and satisfaction level because they get what they want. Their desire to get into a
particular course and getting admitted to the course in that course regardless of the
institute fulfill their desire.

Students satisfy with various factors related to college are able to enjoy their
college environment and this may have effect on more happiness in their life. Or vice
versa, happy students are more satisfy with their college utilities. This result goes in
line with the countries happiness level and their GER percentage. The top ten countries
in the 2017 happiest countries list also has high GER as compare to the countries in
the bottom of the list. Students also perform high if they are happy and satisfy with
their college environment. M. Tabbodi, (2015) found relationship between academic
performance and happiness. Scoring high academically has a lot to do factors like
good library facility, teaching methods use by teachers, teachers’ attitude and other
infrastructure facilities. The questionnaire used has taken account of these facilities.
So the students satisfy with these factors scored high on happiness. S. Lyubomirsky
et. al. (2006) in their study with retired people found to be happiness to be related to
variables such as satisfaction with one’s life right now, one’s recreational activities,
and one’s friendships. They also found that people, who are satisfied with their friends,
spend leisure time with them. So the students, who are happy with the number of
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friends they have, and the colleges have other facility to hang around with their friends
are probably happy with their life.
4. Conclusion

The null hypothesis that there is no difference in the happiness experienced
by students in different technical institutes in Jorhat is retained.The null hypothesis
that there is no difference in the satisfaction level of students in different technical
institutes in Jorhat is retained.
5. Delimitation of the study
The study has certain delimitations. The delimitation of the study is as follows-
a)The study is conducted in only two technical institutes at Jorhat district.
b)The study is carried out for the students in the final year of 2017.
6. Future suggestion

The results of this study may be of interest to educationist, psychologist,
administrators and policy makers. Determinant of happiness in higher education that
found in this study will help administrators and educationist to design the educational
courses, so that individuals in long run achieve happiness in life.

There are few research suggestions that could be taken up in future. More
determinants could be taken up in future research to determine the specific factors of
happiness in higher education. More institutes, in inter-district or inter-state could
also be taken up for comparison.
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After independence, large dams were considered as symbols of India’s national
development. All the human and ecological costs were justified in its name. It is on
this background, that people’s movements have raised several fundamental questions.
The advocates of development and conservation are virtually at the loggerheads. It
has raised several perplexing questions such as: How far justifiable this development
is, which displace the people and compel them to be refugees despite their residing at
the location from generations? What are the responsibilities of the government and
civil society towards such ecological refugees?
The Environmentalism

The struggle of the people of the Narmada valley against large dams began
when the people to be displaced by SSP began organising in 1985-86. Since then the
struggle has spread to encompass other major dams in various stages of planning and
construction chiefly Maheshwar, Narmada Sagar, Man, Goi and Jobat. Tawa and Bargi
Dams were completed in 1973 and 1989 respectively, have seen the affected people
organise after displacement to demand their rights.
        Narmada Bachao Andolan which was launched in 1985 under the leadership of
Medha Patkar and others has so far achieved considerably the following objectives:
firstly, the World Bank stopped its financing to the Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP)
project in 1993. Secondly, construction was halted during 1994-99.1 Thirdly, foreign
investors withdrew from the Maheshwar Dam project in 1999-2001.
         The movement against the SSP gained momentum in 1989 when about 50,000
people gathered in the Narmada valley at Harsud and made the pledge that they
will prefer to drown but will not move from their place.2 When this news reached
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Japan, one of the environmental groups in Japan, The Japanese Arm of Friends of the
Earth, mounted a campaign in Japan, which pressurized the Government of Japan to
withdraw 27 billion yen loan to finance SSP. The withdrawal of Japan put pressure on
the World Bank. Soon after this incident in 1990, about 6,000 people moved towards
the Gujarat border with a seven-member suicide squad. They were stopped by the
heavy presence of the Police. They were confronted, beaten and pushed back some
hundred miles back in Lories. But they went back and the suicide squad sat for the
fast until death. The media gave a big coverage to the whole incident. The international
environmental groups put pressure on Washington and the World Bank declared that
it will go for an independent review of the SSP. This was unprecedented.
              In 1991, Bradford Morse was appointed chairman of the Independent Review.
Morse and his team went for a thorough assessment of the SSP. They talked from the
higher to lower, from the ministers and bureaucrats to common people in the valley.
They assessed the command area, catchments area, impact on the wildlife,
sedimentation, the upstream environment, the downstream environment, salinity, water
logging etc. The report came in the favor of the people, which runs in 357 pages and
this report clearly says that SSP is flawed and the resettlement and rehabilitation of
all these people is not possible under the prevailing circumstances and that EIA
(Environmental Impact Assessment) was not properly done, so under such
circumstances the World Bank should decide to withdraw from the Project. However
Bank was not fully convinced by the recommendation of the Morse Committee and
after two months it sent Pamela Cox Committee to further inquire. The Committee
gave the similar recommendation, which the Morse committee had given and so in
March 1993 World Bank finally pulled out from SSP. This was a commendable victory
for the activist.

Subsistence farmers, traditional fisher folk, tribal peoples (Adivasis),
‘untouchables’ (Dalits), sweatshop workers, women’s groups and ordinary villagers
are all vociferously opposing what new coalitions of environmental and social
movements are calling the “re-colonisation” by global corporations and international
institutions such as the World Trade Organization (WTO), the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. The latest dam protest is against the privately financed
Maheshwar dam, which would submerge some 2,500 acres of land, displacing 2,200
families. Construction has been interrupted several times after thousands of villagers,
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the majority of them women, invaded the site. Major and medium irrigation projects
have consumed almost all the irrigation budget of independent India, which is over
Rs. 80,000 crores.3

Towards Problem Solving
To mitigate the conflict the participatory approach is essential, so that these

people can be involved in the decision making process. It is assumed that the advice
of these people is of no use since they are illiterate, however this is an erroneous
notion, since it has been proved that these people have very practical experience of
the indigenous knowledge system and they can have a great help even in the technical
matters like the site of a dam or channel course or locally adopted crops etc.

The participatory approach will insure optimal utilisation of the resources
and problems of the poor and displaced people can be identified and their grievance
and difficulties can be addressed in a better way. One of the interesting examples in
this regard is the Red Indians of America. These indigenous people were considered
as uncivilized and lacking any understanding or knowledge which may help for the
infrastructure development. One anthropologist of the Chicago University broke this
myth. He along with some bureaucrats and technocrats visited to these people and
asked their suggestion in the infrastructure development in that area. The Red Indians
discussed among themselves and the proposal which they gave that was the best option
from the point of view of cost-benefit and environment, and they became beneficiary
of the project rather its victim.

Development without participation will have serious consequences. The
planners who plan the project without any empirical observation must understand
that the suggestions, which these people can give, would be most tentative and best
suited. It has been observed that ‘people’s opinion about sites of the dam; size;
allocation of resources including international aid; safety designing; epidemiological
impact analysis; contracts for construction; flow of benefits for certain classes and
sectors; displacement; rehabilitation are the desirability’.4

            One of the serious challenges, which the settlers faced, is the problem to
integrate in the new ambience and its social, economic, political and cultural set up.
The tribal generally resort to autarchic and barter economy based on mutual
cooperation. When they rehabilitates in a region, where money economy, individualism
and lack of community feeling, industrialization and urbanization are the norms of the system,
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soon they realize that they have come in a totally hostile and different system, and the
very question of their survival arises. The attitude of the host communities towards
them generally also not used to be friendly, which leads to ill feelings. In a number of
cases it has been observed that the settlers were forced to leave the area. In order to
tackle this problem it is advisable to constitute a committee at the local or village
level and the prime function of this committee should be to create an ambience of
acceptability towards the host community and mediate in the issues of disputes between
settlers and host community. The committee can also facilitate the measures for dispute
settlement and to facilitate a positive and healthy ambience, which will ultimately
help the settlers to merge in the society.

There was a sharp increase in infant mortality rate in Parveta site of Sardar
Sarovar Project (SSP). In April 1999, there were sudden deaths in Rameshwarpura
site of SSP in Gujarat.5 Based upon a study in Orissa regarding the irrigation project
displaced people, Fernandes and Raj brought out a number of important observations.
The numbers of Tuberculosis cases were reported to 392 in compare to 87 before the
displacement. The Asthma cases increased to 241 compared to 61 before the
displacement.6 It appears that these displaced people joined as workers in mining and
coal based industries which resulted into such diseases.
           The report of the ‘World Commission of Dam’ points out the way the issue of
large dams has become a point of interest for the politicians, dominant government
agencies, international financing agencies and the dam building industries. How holy
this nexus is a matter of inquiry? The report laments that the people who are affected
are not taken into consideration in the decision making process.7 The World Rainforest
Movement (WRM) comments,

‘Dams have caused great damage in the region. The tropical forests are
disappearing, the number of endangered species continues to increase, the health of
the rivers is deteriorating, and poverty continues to increase and at the same time
thousands of people displaced by dam projects fight to recover their way of life.
Affected people have also seen the need to fight against dams. Their struggles are not
easy. Many people have never seen a dam and do not understand the jargon of the
industry or the process of construction of a dam. But people are learning quickly, and
those who have been affected are making their voices heard.’8
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The present Sardar Sarovar Plan is unacceptable because it entails the human,
social and economic cost of rehabilitation, a cost that has to be borne by the adivasis
in the valley. The major human cost of rehabilitation is directly related to the uprooting
it causes and the number of people who lost all or major portion of their lands, and
have to be resettled in an entirely new area. It is usual for the project affected,
necessarily from upstream areas, to be given land for rehabilitation in the downstream
command areas. They have to be given irrigated land from the same project and it has
to be acquired from the beneficiaries. If the ousters in the upstream areas and the
beneficiaries in the downstream command are bound together by ties of kith and kin
and culture, there is a favorable environment for tackling the issue, though nothing
can finally replace the organized struggle and resolve of the ousters. The less they
share, the sharper the conflict becomes.

When these boundaries coincide with the boundaries, which demarcate the
dominant and the dominated, the better off and the oppressed, the problem becomes
intractable. The rehabilitation of ousters in the downstream areas means not only an
uprooting but also their further dispersal and their being thrown into a hostile
environment. For this reason, the alternative aims of rehabilitation of the ousters lies
in the upstream area itself, in their own socio-cultural milieu and sphere. However, it
is almost impossible to do this if we consider the requirements of rehabilitation of the
present SSP plan. By bringing down the submergence and the number of people
displaced, the alternative strategy to rehabilitate them within their own socio-cultural
milieu is required to visualize. Regarding rehabilitation, Arundhati Roy is highly critical
and she emphatically declares that India has no rehabilitation policy.9

Tribal people, who constitute just eight percent of India’s total population,
constitute more than 40 percent of those displaced by dams in independent India.10

The State has to ensure that the benefits of development projects are shared in
a proportionate manner. There is a need to explore alternative ways of harnessing
water, or producing electricity where large scale displacement and resettlement is not
possible. Land used for the project becomes their (the deprived and uprooted) share
of investment in the project which entitles them to share its benefits, rather than
merely cost. Tribal people in India have suffered because their traditional rights over
natural resources, land, river, and forest have not been recognized. They are politically and
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economically a weak minority. Protective legislation pertaining to schedule areas
needs to be implemented with seriousness and with human rights consideration.

Notes and References
1In 1995, the Supreme Court of India got convinced by the arguments of Narmada Bachao Andolan
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According to E.H. Carr, ‘History is defined as a continuous process of
interaction between the historian and his facts, an unending dialogue between the
present and the past’.1 The interaction of the historian and his facts are best explained
in the form of different approaches as different historians approach the same facts
differently. The great liberal journalist C.P. Scott suggests: ‘Facts are sacred, opinion
is free.’2 We can infer from the statement of Scott that the facts are sacrosanct and
what is variable is the historian’s perspective or opinion on those facts. It is the
variability of the historians to approach the same facts, which are immutable and
unalterable, is what can be termed as the Schools of History. The different approaches
which the historians take can also be defined as the Theories of history because the
historian of a particular school is theorizing his interaction with the facts based upon
his own perspective. These Schools of history or approaches can be defined as the
Imperialist, the Nationalist, the Marxist, the Cambridge School, the Empiricist,
Feminist, etc. The most recent approach in history writing is the Subaltern Studies.
           The Subaltern Studies Group(SSG), Subaltern Studies Initiative(SSI)or the
Subaltern Studies Collective(SSC) is a well defined group of South Asian scholars
interested in the post-colonial and post-imperial societies with a particular focus on
those of South Asia, while also covering the developing world in a broader sense. The
chief founder of this approach of historical writing is the Indian historian Ranajit Guha
and the historiographical project associated with him is called the Subaltern Studies.
This took the form of twelve edited volumes of historical scholarship, mainly on the
history of colonial India, which were published between 1982 and 2005, the first six
volumes being edited by Ranajit Guha himself and the remaining six volumes by other
scholars associated with the project, many of whom he had mentored or influenced.
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The term ‘Subaltern Studies’ is sometimes also applied more broadly and others who
share many of their views. Their anti-essentialist approach is one of history from
below, focused more on what happens among the masses at the base levels of society
than among the elite. The major scholars associated with the Subaltern studies include
Eric Stokes, David Arnold, David Hardiman, Dipesh Chakrabarty, Partha Chatterjee,
Ranajit Guha, Sudipta Kaviraj, Gyanendra Pandey, Gyan Prakash, Sumit Sarkar(later
dissented), Ajay Skaria, Gayatri Spivak, Sarojini Sahoo, Gautam Bhadra, Shahid Amin,
etc.
            The term ‘Subaltern’ meaning ‘of inferior rank’ is influenced by the Marxist
philosopher Antonio Gramsci, who used it to refer primarily to industrial laborers but
in the work of the Collective the word Subaltern came to describe any group that is
wholly left out of the elite. It can be anyone with a low ranking in a social, political,
or other hierarchy. It can be someone who is marginalized or oppressed. The word
subaltern has Latin roots, where sub means ‘below’ and alternus means ‘all others’.
Thus, it is used to describe anyone who is of a lower rank (as in the military) or class
as in the caste system. Some of the terms more broadly used to describe this group
are: common people, lower classes, underprivileged, marginalized, exploited, inferiors,
weak, etc. It can also be imagined as a class of people who are often overlooked,
maltreated due to the indifferent and the apathetic attitude of the state.
            This proved to be one of the more influential currents in historical thought in
the last quarter of the twentieth century, and extremely responsive to changes in the
prevailing intellectual climate. Initially it was associated with the ‘history from below’
current and later on it also borrowed and developed insights from structuralism, post-
structuralism, and most of all post-colonial theory. Edward Said famously endorsed
the project; the postcolonial theorist Gayatri Spivak entered into a significant dialogue
with it, which many seen as having heralded a wholesale shift towards post-colonial
theory in the arsenal of Subaltern Studies. The project can also be seen as a sustained
dialogue, at times acrimonious, with the powerful and influential Marxist legacy in
South Asian historical scholarship. Many of its leading historians established their
reputations in a broadly Marxist scholarly milieu, and the project itself always claimed
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to be in some sense an internal critique of both Left scholarship and politics. So there
are clearly immense political as well as intellectual issues tied up with the development
and influence of Subaltern Studies.
          Before we take up the analysis of the historical writing, we need to under the
writer in detail and his cultural and social milieu, which might have played a crucial
role in building up his mental makeup. In this context, a few comments on Ranajit
Guha and his times are important to look into the issue. Ranajit was born on 23 May
1923, to a family of prosperous landowners in East Bengal. He moved to Calcutta for
his university education, and became caught up in the heavily left-wing student milieu
of the 1940s, during the last years of British rule. In 1947, upon the attainment of
Independence, Ranajit was sent as a student representative to Europe by the Communist
Party of India. He travelled widely in Europe and the Middle East, and also took the
Trans-Siberian railway to China shortly after the Communist revolution of 1949 in
China. He returned to India in 1953, and taught in India till 1959. From 1959 and
1980 he worked in England, first at the University of Manchester and then at the
University of Sussex. It was at Sussex, in the 1970s, that he and a group of his students
and like-minded associates would begin to have discussions about radical history that
would eventually feed into the Subaltern Studies project.
             The unique trajectory of Ranajit Guha was shaped by two processes – one
intellectual and the other political which had a profound influence on him. The
intellectual process which had its influence on him was the initiation and spread of
radical historical scholarship in Great Britain, most commonly associated with ‘history
from below’. The main figures associated with this trend were scholars like Eric
Hobsbawm, George Rude, Christopher Hill and E.P. Thompson. Here was a movement
that urged a study of poor people, principally workers and peasants, on their own terms,
and sought to understand the inner logic of their experiences of oppression and resistance
– a Marxist history that took issue with some of the dominant ideas of the Marxist
tradition.
             The second and even deeper influence came from the work of the Italian Marxist
Antonio Gramsci, who had died in a Fascist jail as a political prisoner in the 1930s. To
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understand the enormous influence Gramsci had upon Ranajit Guha and other scholars
from the ex-colonial world, it is important to note the existence and the activities of
the peasantry in the former colonies like India. Radical activists and scholars like
Guha were often drawn to Communist politics because it was seen as unique in its
commitment to the exploited, in contrast to the very obvious community of interests
between nationalist politics and big business. But the Indian Communists, who included
in their ranks some of the country’s most influential historians, struggled with the
concept of a future revolution led by the industrial working class, living as they did in
a country where the industrial proletariat was big in absolute numbers but a small
proportion of the population, which was overwhelmingly rural. Gramsci provided the
ammunition for many left-wing activists and scholars to theorize about a radical politics
that would be based not just or even principally upon workers, but which would seek
to mobilize peasants as revolutionary actors in their own right.
            Antonio Gramsci had been born into an Italy that was still an overwhelmingly
peasant society, and thus he was critical of Marx’s sole focus on the industrial working
class as the primary agents of radical social change, and his description of peasants as
‘an atomized mass of potatoes in a sack, capable only of primitive and incomplete
levels of political awareness.’3 Gramsci, who had been brought up in Piedmont-Sardinia
where there was virtually no industrial working class, insisted on the importance of a
Marxist politics that based itself not just solely upon the modern working class, but
upon the common interests of all subordinated and oppressed sections of society. The
term he used for this was ‘subaltern’, originally of course a military derivation referring
to junior officers. A ‘bloc of subaltern classes,’ rather than a unified working class,
constituted the bedrock of revolution in his thought. This allowed for a more flexible
interpretation of social oppression and resistance, one which Guha found extremely
attractive for an understanding of Indian realities, where social relations and
oppositions were far too complex to be understood solely in terms of a dominating
bourgeoisie and a resisting proletariat with advanced class consciousness. Increasingly,
from the 1970s, Guha and his intellectual associates would point to the gaps in
ostensibly radical and Marxist scholarship in India, which had largely ignored the
dynamics of peasant resistance to the state and to local relations of domination.
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          There was a set of more directly political processes which also left a decisive
impact upon Guha and similar scholars. The three decades after the Second World
War saw a political and intellectual churning on the left which forced many radicals
to rethink positions earlier taken for granted. The post-war landscape in the
industrialized West seemed to have quite successfully integrated large sections of the
organized working class into the bargaining relations of liberal-democratic capitalism.
The working class, even where formidably organized, often appeared far less likely
than before to engage in a large-scale challenge to ruling regimes and to the capitalist
system. In contrast, revolt and revolution were breaking out in large parts of the Third
World where the modern industrial working class did not have the weight it did in the
West. In China, in Vietnam, in Cuba and many other parts of Latin America, insurgent
movements were dominated by peasants and tribal groups.4 In the late 1960s, there
was a veritable cult of Mao-Tse-Tung among many radical groups, both in the West
and in other parts of the world. This often produced a quite staggeringly crude political
rhetoric, and an extremely dogmatic endorsement and even glorification of
revolutionary violence as a liberating force. At the same time, in societies where
social conditions remained characterized by extremely brutal exploitation by landlords
of peasants, by farmers of agricultural labourers, where service obligations of a feudal
type still persisted, a Maoist politics often proved extremely attractive, for it actually
meant, for all its violence, the political experience of working with the poorest of the
poor. This has been a persistent theme in contemporary Indian history, and in 1967 a
radical revolutionary movement sprang up in solidarity with villagers engaged in
armed resistance against their extremely oppressive landlords at Naxalbari, a village
in northern Bengal. The mainly student sympathizers of this struggle went on to form
revolutionary groupings in the late 1960s and 1970s against the Indian state, and tried
–unsuccessfully-to stir revolution among peasants and agricultural labourers. They
came to be known as Naxalites, or Maoists-the terms are often used interchangeably.
Armed with an extremely crude glorification of revolutionary violence and a fanatical
faith in the Chinese path, this movement nevertheless gained a foothold in large parts
of tribal and peasant India, among the poorest of the poor. In the 1970s, the Indian
state unleashed a war of terror against the Maoist insurgents, using murder and torture
on a scale infinitely greater than the rebels’ own. Since the 1970s, this has been a
recurring feature of recent Indian history: violent Maoist insurgency, usually in tribal
and forested parts of the country, met with brutal repression.5
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         Coming back to Ranajit Guha, he was in India in 1970-71 for research, and
encountered several young Maoist militants whose idealism he was deeply struck by.
As a historian, this political experience led him in the direction of peasant studies.
Agriculture had long been an interest of his, and his first book was published in 1959
as A Rule of Property for Bengal, had been a classic of its kind, a brilliant survey of
the intellectual history of land revenue arrangements in early colonial Bengal, and a
study of the evolution of the idea of private property in land as it was imposed upon
Indian conditions. Now, in the 1970s, the upsurge of peasant and tribal armed
radicalism in his country drove him to study the history of similar movements in the
past, and to try and discern some sort of inner logic to them.
         This led Guha to the investigation of peasant movements of the past, which he
felt had been used by historians only to provide picturesque detail to a historical
narrative otherwise dominated by leaders and great men. In particular, through the
1970s he carried out research on the forms of peasant protest in the nineteenth century,
as British rule established itself as undisputed on the subcontinent. This study was
published in 1983 as Elementary Aspects of Peasant Insurgency in Colonial India,
widely considered his most important work. As Guha acknowledged, the material for
such a study was sketchy and scattered. Peasants left no written traces behind
themselves; they appeared in the historical record as already interpreted – usually by
colonial state authorities, sometimes by independent observers. Guha observed,
however, that this did not make historical inquiry redundant. He suggested that there
were certain codes of official discourse and language through which the colonial
state articulated its relationship with the peasantry, and if one studied the official
historical record closely enough one could find patterns. He made an influential
suggestion: the records of the colonial state, he argued, had to be understood as an
archive of counter-insurgency. So if one paid attention to the everyday records of law
and order under colonialism, one could read them ‘against the grain’, i.e. against
their own stated intentions. What one needed to do was crack the codes through which
colonial officials interpreted acts of peasant protest.
        Thus, for instance, large-scale rebellions by peasant and forest communities in
colonial India were often preceded by sudden spikes in crime figures. Guha offered a
striking analysis of this: he suggested that the colonial state in general sought to
understand rural unrest as a law and order problem. However, as incidents of banditry
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or robbery, for instance, escalated, the state was forced at a particular point to ‘switch
the codes’ and recognize elements of political revolt. So, official accounts of crime
and social disorder could be mined by the historian to find the traces of rebellion.
Similarly, among peasants themselves forms of resistance and dissent followed certain
codes. Some kinds of rebellion involved an attack upon the material signs of state and
social power – the jail, the court-house, the revenue office, or the property of rich
landlords. Other kinds of rebellions involved an inversion of the existing social order,
as peasant rebels took over a village or district and imitated the ways of their social
superiors. Often this happened through the appropriation of religious symbols: during
tribal rebellions, for instance, tribals, who were outside the norms and rules of Hindu
caste society, often performed religious ceremonies they were forbidden in normal
times, in order to assert their power.
       Consider the title of Guha’s major work: Elementary Aspects of Peasant
Insurgency. The use of the word ‘elementary’ has a specific meaning. Peasant protest
is broken down into certain formal constituents or ‘elements’: negation, ambiguity,
solidarity, etc. Guha was suggesting a very original approach to the history of peasant
protest here, one without precedent in Indian history-writing. How could one do this?
Guha’s method was to identify and isolate particular modes of rural revolt and dissent,
and illustrate these with examples that ranged freely between different periods of
colonial rule. So the first chapter, for instance, considers the peasant’s negation – or
his reversal – of all the outward signs of social authority and submission as a key
‘element’ of peasant insurgency, and fills this out with examples from various points
in colonial history.

The following chapters follow a similar pattern, each identifying a particular
‘code’ of peasant resistance over the decades and trying to decipher it. A substantially
new picture of colonialism itself emerged from this. In contrast to earlier stereotypes
about a passive peasantry, easily manipulated by elites, Guha offered a colonial state
perpetually struggling with and limited by the real and potential force of peasant
insurgency. What all this amounted to was nothing less than a very ambitious
reinterpretation of the colonial period, seen through the lens of the persistent patterns
of rural social conflict.
          Ranajit Guha was the central figure in the emergence of an alternative account of
popular protest in colonial India. But he was far from being the only figure. In 1977,
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the group of scholars who would come to constitute the Subaltern Studies Collective
started meeting and over the period of next three years there was intense discussion
and deliberation among them, mainly in Sussex, London and Oxford. The group
consisted of Ranajit Guha at the centre, several of his students, and several independent
historians with similar concerns, also influenced by encounters with Gramsci,
Thompson, and ‘history from below’. By the early 1980s, some elements of a common
perspective had been sketched out, a perspective we might call ‘subalternist’. What
were these elements?
         First, the historiography of Indian nationalism is for a long time dominated by
elitism, colonialist elitism and bourgeois-nationalist elitism. Both originated as the
ideological product of British rule in India, but have survived the transfer of power
and been assimilated to neo-colonialist and neo-nationalist forms of discourse in Britain
and India respectively. Both these varieties of elitism believed that the development
of consciousness-nationalism, were exclusively or predominantly elite achievements….
these achievements are credit to British colonial rulers, administrators, policies,
institutions and culture.6

The colonialist elites define Indian nationalism primarily as a function of
stimulus and response. It defines nationalism as the sum of the activities and ideas by
which the Indian elite responded to the institutions, opportunities, resources, etc.
generated by colonialism. The Indian elite go through this process, not for any lofty
idealism but simply as the expectation of rewards in the form of a share in the wealth,
power and prestige created by and associated with the colonial rule; it was the drive
for such rewards with all its concomitant play of collaboration and competition between
the ruling power and the native elite as well as between various elements among the
latter themselves, which was what constituted Indian nationalism.7

          The Subaltern studies scholars argued that there were two separate domains of
politics in colonial India: ‘elite’ and ‘subaltern’.  One of the important features of this
politics related to the aspect of mobilization. This concept has been generally overlooked
in the elitist historiography. ‘Mobilization in the domain of elite politics was achieved
vertically whereas in that of subaltern politics this was achieved horizontally.’8 The
first domain was characterized by forms of activity that were recognized as ‘political’:
it consisted of an engagement by educated elites with the structures of power established
by the colonial state. So elite interacted with the state through the petition, public
meeting, journalism, lobbying, etc. The other domain that of the ‘subaltern’, was very
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different in its composition. It was generally regarded by historians as ‘pre-political’,
since it articulated no clear demands and seemed not to follow the established rules
of politics. Very often, the violent protests of peasants and tribals were ascribed to
purely economic motives: agrarian distress, it was argued, accounted for unrest. Thus,
elite mobilization tended to be relatively more legalistic and constitutionalist in
orientation, subaltern mobilization relatively more violent. The elite were on the whole
more cautious and controlled, the latter more spontaneous. Popular mobilization in
the colonial period was realized in its most comprehensive form in peasant uprisings.9

             Peasants, tribes and forest-dwellers did not rebel out of primordial urges, nor
purely out of hunger; did their movement stake very specific claims against colonial
authority, and the authority of landlords and moneylenders. This was frequently
expressed in a religious idiom, and organized along community lines such as caste or
tribe. So, for instance, peasants frequently claimed to have been inspired by a local
god who ordered them to rebel against the authority. Earlier historians would have
dismissed this as mere superstition, but the Subaltern Studies scholars, on the contrary,
mined deep into popular beliefs, folklore, and rumours to explain the political logic
of such religious assertions.
            The general orientation of the bourgeois-nationalist elitist historiography is
‘to represent Indian nationalism as primarily an idealist venture in which the indigenous
elite led the people from subjugation to freedom.’10 Dominant explanations of the
nationalist movement focused either on the interest-group politics of educated Indian
elites who sought a greater share of political power in late colonial India, or on the
skilful political leadership of figures like Gandhi and Nehru and the role they played
in ‘inspiring’ the masses. The modalities common to all the writings were to uphold
Indian nationalism as a phenomenal expression of the goodness of the native elite
with the antagonistic aspect of their relation to the colonial regime made, against all
evidence, to look larger than its collaborationist aspect, their role as promoters of the
cause of the people than that as exploiters and oppressors, their altruism and self-
abnegation than their scramble for the modicum of power and privilege granted by the
rulers in order to make sure of their support for the Raj. The Subaltern Studies scholars
reversed this explanation. Nationalism, they argued, was in its origins a middle-class
affair, which was however constantly driven beyond its chosen limits by the persistence
of popular participation. Subaltern groups were constantly engaged in resistance both to
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the authority exercised by the colonial state and to the local oppressions of landlords,
moneylenders and capitalists  many of whom were closely associated with the
nationalist movement. The leadership of the nationalist movement was often pushed
in radical directions by the strength of mass mobilization, and so nationalism needed
to be understood both as a movement by Indians against colonialism and as a political
project on the part of Indian elites to keep subaltern militancy in check. The history of
Indian nationalism was written by nationalist elite historians as ‘a sort of spiritual
biography of the Indian elite,’11 which needs a reversal by the Subaltern studies
Collective.
                  Two outstanding instances of early subalternist scholarship are; An early
volume of Subaltern Studies contained an essay by Shahid Amin named ‘Gandhi as
Mahatma’.12 This is an essay that is widely acknowledged to have broken new ground
in the analysis of the relationship between Gandhian nationalism and the insurgency
of local subaltern groups. Amin studies an area in north India which saw an
efflorescence of self-styled Gandhian protest in the early 1920s. Gandhi visited this
district for one day as part of an ongoing mass campaign, and made a speech, to
which thousands of villagers and townsfolk flocked. Amin researched the rumours
that circulated around the figure of Gandhi – some ascribing magical properties to
him, others seeing him as a herald of an overthrow of existing social relations, and
still others using his injunctions to enforce specific kinds of moral regulation upon
deviant practices in local society. Amin’s essay is a classic instance of research that
shows how the figure of a major nationalist leader like Gandhi, once subjected to
popular appropriation, contained all sorts of political charges and possibilities that
went well beyond the control or the comfort of the nationalist leadership. In this case,
the appropriation of Gandhian messages and their reinterpretation eventually led local
subaltern groups to acts of anti-colonial violence, upon which Gandhi was forced to
call off the campaign.
               Another instance is the work carried out by David Hardiman, on a movement
of tribal assertion in western India, again in the early 1920s. This pitted tribals against
liquor dealers who had been given monopoly rights over the supply of alcohol. The
movement, as Hardiman shows, was closely connected with popular religion: a local
goddess was supposed to have taken possession of spirit mediums and instructed the
tribals to give up alcohol, abjure witchcraft, and obey Gandhi. Once again, we see an
interlacing of the codes of subaltern protest with a deep substratum of popular
ideologies, which earlier generations of scholars would simply have dismissed as
archaic and superstitious.
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Subsequently, by the mid-1980s, Subaltern Studies Collective had established
itself as a compelling, if controversial, new set of voices in the field of Indian history.
It received a divided response. In India, it proved influential among younger scholars,
but also provoked a lot of criticism – nationalists attacked it for downplaying the
heroism of the national movement; Marxists attacked it for neglecting the structures
of class and the economy. In Britain, the reaction was initially strongly negative –
British studies of Indian history were at this time heavily dominated by a group of
scholars popularly known as the Cambridge School, which focused on the interest-
group politics and patron-client networks in order to explain Indian nationalism. In
North America, however, matters were very different. Here, by the mid-1980s, post-
colonial studies, inspired originally by the work of Edward Said, had established a
strong presence in the academy. Edward Said himself wrote in immensely laudatory
terms about the Subaltern Studies project.
               Even more influential was the response of the post-structuralist and post-
colonial theorist Gayatri Spivak, whose essay ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’13 is widely
regarded as one of the foundational texts of postcolonial theory. Spivak strongly
endorsed the project, but had some serious criticisms to make. First, she criticized
what she saw as a simplistic celebration of popular resistance by the historians
associated with the project. In their justified search for popular subaltern consciousness,
she argued, these historians had assumed that all forms of resistance and popular
action had an emancipatory potential. Drawing upon a broadly Foucauldian notion
that the traditional leftist notion of emancipation – as the act through which the
oppressed seize power from the oppressors – was mistaken and incomplete, she
criticized what she saw as an unjustified optimism about the struggles of the past.
Second, and this is what made her critique famous and controversial, Spivak argued
that the historian’s attempt to represent subaltern resistance was itself an act of
discursive power – what was made visible in this effort was not the actual experience
of the oppressed, but the subaltern historian’s assumption of the right to speak ‘for’ the
oppressed. Third, and perhaps more productively, Spivak pointed to the male bias of
subalternist collective: the leading members of the collective were all men, who often ignored
the life experiences of subaltern women, while celebrating the often macho exploits of male
peasant rebels. Finally, at the Subaltern Studies conference at Calcutta in 1986, Spivak argued
that historians needed to pay much more attention to the ways in which subaltern groups
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had been understood – and ‘constructed’ in the discourses of social and political
elites. This was a plea for a more post-structuralist scholarship, attentive to the textual
construction of power, and the discourses of domination.
               In one sense, these interventions marked an Indian version of a wider shift
in radical academia. Broadly Marxist, class-based forms of social analysis were, in
the 1980s, rapidly displaced by a more varied and diffuse notion of social power. This
was a notion that acknowledged the centrality of gender and race (and, in the Indian
context, caste). This, as many radical historians acknowledged, was a welcome
widening of focus, and recognition of the multilayered and difficult nature of social
power and resistance. At the same time, Spivak’s interventions also marked the growing
ascendancy of post-structuralist and post-colonial theory in radical academic circles.
This was to be both influential and controversial. Ranajit Guha himself took Spivak’s
criticisms on board, and wrote a dazzling essay called ‘Chandra’s Death’,14 which
focused on the death of an obscure lower-caste peasant Bengali woman in the mid-
nineteenth century. Guha, in contrast to his earlier celebrations of public mass resistance
by peasants, now focused on the ways in which caste and gender combined to render
women’s solidarity invisible. This is a particularly interesting text because it can be
argued that it marks the bridge between the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ Subaltern Studies.
From this point on, the collective’s earlier preoccupation with peasant resistance and
subaltern insurgency was slowly transformed into something else.
               In the later 1980s, and throughout the 1990s, it has been argued by many
left-wing scholars that the Subaltern Studies seemed to have moved away from its
original remit – the reconstruction of the worlds of subaltern experience – to a
deconstruction of the ways of colonial power. It can also be argued that it was this shift
which gave Subaltern Studies its global reach and influence in the 1980s and 1990s,
decades when post-colonial studies acquired a new centrality in academic discourse in
various parts of the world. At the heart of this was the analysis of ‘colonial discourse’ –
the politics of the colonizer as expressed through linguistic codes and practices, the
exercise of political domination through cultural means, the silencing of other voices
and practices, which did not conform to the norms set by colonial culture. In Indian
studies, for instance, some elements of this post-colonial approach became absolutely
hegemonic among younger, radically-minded scholars. Two other elements emerged
parallel to this in the scholarship of the later Subaltern Studies. First, historians like
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Partha Chatterjee and Gyan Pandey argued for a new understanding of subaltern history,
as something other than a unified process of subordination and resistance which could
be comprehended through the lens of universal categories like class struggle or
capitalist development. In other words, the experience of subaltern groups needed to
be understood as a series of self-enclosed ‘fragments’ which possessed their own
integrity and needed to be understood on their own terms, without having to place
them within larger historical narratives and processes.
                 In all of this, Subaltern Studies continued to be extremely influential –
though the project itself increasingly flowed into separate streams, and the earlier
sense of cohesion was lost. Acrimonious arguments developed around the new turns
Subaltern Studies had taken. A leading member of the original collective, Sumit Sarkar,
left the group because he felt it had moved too far from its original commitment to a
non-dogmatic Marxism and ‘history from below’. Criticisms and controversy abounded
through the 1990s.
              The post-colonial turn in Subaltern Studies, it has been argued, marked in
one sense a giving up of the effort to strenuously reconstruct the life-worlds and
experiences of the poor and oppressed, substituting for it an overriding concern with
what the state and elites did and said. However critical the approach to elite discourse,
this can be seen as marking a ‘history from above’.
              In place of a complex picture of many-sided social tension and conflict in
colonial-era India, the Subalternists from the late 1980s onwards tended to view history
through a neat colonizer/colonized binary. This was in its turn seen as basically
unchanging: the study of the categories through which colonial power was constructed
allowed no place for change and process in social relations under colonialism. So, in
the case of India, Subaltern Studies had originally paid much attention to the nuances
of local social relations, and the divisions between elite and subaltern groups within
Indian society. The displacement of this by a focus on a unified ‘colonial discourse of
power’ served to obscure the real dynamics of social relations. At the same time, it
tended to deny any agency to subaltern groups to radically transform their existence
and challenge their oppression.
           Subaltern Studies is today known as perhaps the most famous branch of post-
colonial studies. However, this can mean very different things in different contexts. In
Western academic settings where the problem of colonial power has traditionally been
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marginalized in history-writing, post-colonialism could produce a new and radical
challenge to the academic Establishment, forcing it to take empire and its forms of
oppression on board. However, in India, the original home of Subaltern Studies, the
effects could often be very different. Here a focus on colonial authority had long been
a staple of historical scholarship, well before the advent of post-colonialism. Subaltern
Studies had originated as a move against a view of history that saw the colonial state
as the creator of history and subaltern Indians as merely reactive to it. However, the
new focus on colonial discourse could, ironically, reinforce the centrality of Europe
and of the colonizer.
            Nevertheless, it is impossible to deny that Subaltern Studies was perhaps the
first sustained academic project from the Third World to attain global influence, and
in doing so it helped crack the structures of academic orthodoxy wide open. Here was
a major historical initiative that did not emerge from the study of either European or
American history, but rather from the heart of what had once been Empire. Subaltern
Studies thus became a way for ex-colonial and currently exploited parts of the world
to assert their own historical integrity: subalternist scholarship, for instance, has come
to be influential in some Middle Eastern studies, and quite strongly in Latin American
scholarship. As such, it is perhaps best comprehended as a powerful challenge to
existing models of historical research. Earlier historical approaches fail to
acknowledge, far less interpret, the contribution made by the people on their own,
that is independently of the elite to the making and development of this nationalism.15

What clearly is left out of this un-historical historiography is the politics of the people.
For parallel to the domain of elite politics there existed throughout the colonial period
another domain of Indian politics in which the principal actors were not the dominant
groups of the indigenous society or the colonial authorities but the subaltern classes
and groups constituting the mass of the labouring population and the intermediate
strata in town and country-that is the people. This was an autonomous domain; for it
neither originated from elite politics not did its existence depend on the latter. The
people (ordinary man) were thus the leitmotif of the Subaltern Studies.

.
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Tribal Resistance in Colonial Assam
The role of Sambudhan Phonglo

Ritu Thaosen
Department of History

Cotton State University, Guwahati

The colonial rule brought a profound change in almost all sectors of the Indian
society. The new system brought the tribal within the network of new policy and
administration. British rule and its accompanying commercialization strengthened
the tendencies towards penetration of tribal areas by outsiders from plains like the
money lenders, traders, land-grabbers and contractors. The political autonomy and
control over land resources of the tribal population were hence threatened by the
establishment of British rule and the advent of its non-tribal agents.1 The colonial
administration had brought dissatisfaction and discontentment among the people
throughout the country. The interest of the British in the affairs of the state in the
North east frontier was induced partly by the question of defence and partly for their
potentialities. After signing the Treaty of Yandabo (1826) with the Burmese, the British
not only occupied the plains of Assam, but gradually started their expansion in the
hills too. Pursuing the well-known policy of ‘ divide and rule’ the British administrators
did not encourage social and cultural integration of either amongst the  people
themselves of the hills or that of the people of the hills and that of plains.

 The introduction of the colonial administration was looked upon as an alien
system that brought untold sufferings to the people. It was felt that the colonial rulers
were interfering in their age old customs and traditions and hence they had no alternative
but to resist them which broke out as occasional violent outbursts. Tribal revolts occurred
in many parts of the country; but they remained disjointed or isolated and localised
movements. Tribal Movements were basically anti-colonial, directed against the policy,
system and personnel of the colonial administration. Such movements have
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been described as defensive because the tribal rose in revolt only when they were
driven to the wall. The rebellions began at a point when the tribal felt so oppressed
that they found there was no alternative but to fight. This took the form of spontaneous
attacks on outsiders, and expelling them from their villages. It resulted in clashes
with the colonial government. When such situation occurred the tribal people began
to move towards armed resistance and elementary organisation.2 British administrative
system also created mistrust and suspicion among the people such as the Dimasas,
and the simmering discontent that was visible soon found expression in the resistance
of Sambudhan Phonglo and his supporters in 1882 in the North Cachar Hills  (presently
Dima Hasao district of Assam).This paper thus attempts to look at the role of
Sambudhan Phonglo in the resistance movement in the colonial period.

Like in the rest of India, the people in Assam also went through a traumatic
experience of being placed under the British administration and the consequent opening
up of the region to the process of modernization that touched every facet of tribal life
, be it political, social, economic or cultural.3 Some of the more important changes
brought about by British administration were; the subjection of the tribes to an external
political authority for the first time in their history, the introduction of an alien
administrative and judicial system and the imposition of an entirely new principles of
authority, the introduction of money economy and consumer goods which undermined
the largely self-sufficient economies of the tribes and created new concepts of wealth.
The imposition of laws seriously affected traditional institutions.4 The unsophisticated
tribes to whom no motive was as strong as the preservation of their rights on lands
and forests were adversely affected.5 In 1874, Assam was constituted into a Chief
Commissioner’s province. One of the main purposes of this measure was to invest
the local authority with power to pursue a more vigorous policy than what they had
done earlier and to bring the hills to submission.6

  The North Cachar Hills too with the occupation of the territory, the British
introduced their administrative system following which, the people very soon began
to feel dissatisfied with their administration and gradually it created suspicion and
mistrust among them.7 It was with the assassination of the last ruler of the Dimasa
kingdom of Cachar in 1830 that provided the British authorities with the opportunity
to annex South Cachar in the plains in 1832.The British annexed a  portion  of North
Cachar Hills  in 1834 and by 1854, the entire tract was included within the British
territories.8
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The introduction of the British rule brought discontentment among the people as they
had not reconciled to the intrusion of the outsiders into their territory.

The tradition bound Dimasa could not get accustomed to the new colonial
rule.  The people felt that their culture and tradition were being defiled. In the pre-
British period, most of the tribes were not conscious of their ethno-tribal identities
and their world was confined to their family, clan, khel and village.9 Some of the
Dimasa folk songs even reflect people’s fear of the British rule after Asalu was
established as the sub- divisional headquarter in North Cachar Hills.10 The new set of
rules, oppressive regulations had turned the Dimasas into a discontented lot in the
late nineteenth century.

In fact throughout the country, the post-1857 period saw a greater awareness
of colonial policies, laws and institutions among both tribal and non tribal and also a
rise in movements, many of which were also revivalist movements.11 An important
factor in the formation of such movements, was the mobilization of the tribe as a
whole under the leadership of one of its own members, who was not necessarily a
chief. The nature of resistance, its extent, intensity and the methods by which it was
articulated  must be sought in the structure of the tribal society ,its leadership  and the
level of its economic and political development.12 Such feature is noticed in the
movement of Sambudhan  Phonglo.

Born in a small village of Longkhor near Maibang in North Cachar Hills in
1850, Sambudhan Phonglo, spent his childhood in his own village, but  before long
he was moving from place to place and came in contact with many people.13 It is said
that even after his marriage to Nasadi, instead of leading a life of a householder, he
spent more time in meditation in lonely places as he claimed himself to be a devotee
of Lord Shiva .However, the people adored him as he  showed  concern  for  their
sufferings, and he felt that they were leading a  life  of  oppressions  under the British
rule.14

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Dimasas under Sambudhan
Phonglo in North Cachar were ready to challenge the British authority and aimed at
restoring the former Dimasa kingdom. He made extensive tours in the villages to inspire
the people and secure mass support to organise them against the British. He was of the
opinion  that the colonial rulers had not only robbed them of their freedom but also
defiled their culture and tradition.15 Sambudhan hence undertook the task of recruiting
a large number of youths to form revolutionary forces and two amongst them were
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Man Singh and Molonghthon who were appointed as his Principal Adviser and
Subordinate Commander. He established his training camp at Maibang, which had
been the capital of the earlier Dimasa kingdom, where batch by batch the youths were
trained up and were sent back to villages.16

People from the villages also came to render their services voluntarily.
Sambudhan was perhaps successful in receiving the support of the people as they
believed him to have prophetic powers which induced assurance to his followers that
he would bring back the good old days, the proverbial Golden Age, secure justice for
them and drive away the oppressors.17 The millennial ideas such as divine inspiration
for movements seemed to have been derived mainly from Hinduism. He claimed
himself to be a directly inspired agent of God and a devotee of Lord Shiva. He seemed
to have some knowledge about the medicinal plants and prescribed some herbs to the
people which miraculously worked in curing ailments. Such miraculous deeds earned
him name and fame and people travelled long distances and sought him for medicines
and brought buffaloes, goat and fowls with them to voluntarily give him.18

In many of the peasant and tribal rebellion in nineteenth century India, it is
found that the leaders belonged to the same cultural world of the peasants and tribal.
The mobilisation took place along community lines, and religion in many cases
provided the bond of unity and the leaders were the holy men who promised a new
millennium to be achieved through supernatural means.19 Such holy leaders referred
to the loss of a moral world and expressed the anxieties of the people in terms of
religion. In fact, religion provided an ideology for rebellion and also provided
legitimacy to their movements. The charismatic leaders were thus thought to be
endowed with magical powers. Filled with hope and confidence, the tribal masses
tended to follow these leaders to the very end.20

The British records, however suggests that, when Sambudhan realised that his
reputation was on the wane, he resorted to the means of professing himself to be
inspired by the Gods.21 Many Dimasas believe that Sambudhan was a Pathri ( a person
who performs oracles among the Dimasa) who gets transformed into a trance like
situation in accompaniment to the traditional musical instruments helping him to
gain divine power.22 People believed in the magical powers of Sambudhan  and he
was known better  for bringing miraculous cure and the belief of the people partly
facilitated in forming the basis of his authority.
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The increasing activities of  Sambudhan with the support of his people was
becoming a matter of concern to the British. Meanwhile the British were also facing
inconvenience and difficulty and could not make much headway in the mountainous
terrain of the North Cachar Hills in their administration.23 Sambudhan’s mobilization
of the people and his activities seemed to pose a further hindrance to their rule. It was
in order to deal with the threat of the rising of the local people under Sambudhan that
the British brought a major reorganisation in their administration in 1880. The Sub-
divisional officer of Gunjung, C.A. Soppit was advised by the authorities to charge
him of revolting against the legally established government.24 Soppit got the opportunity
and issued summons to Sambudhan to appear before his court on the receipt of a
complaint lodged by a man on the grounds of assaulting him. The police officer with
his small contingent of six armed officers failed to execute the order as he was not
well equipped.25 In fact, he was said to be alarmed at the size and strength of
Sambhudan’s followers. This indicates that Sambhudan by this time had been
successful in gathering a large following. A letter dictated by Sambudhan was given
to them and they were ordered to leave Maibang immediately. In the letter, the British
authorities were warned to desist from meddling in the affairs of the people. No
official process could be carried forth because of his immense influence on the people.
Even the arrest warrant that was sent was a failure.26 The British records however,
project him as a dreaded person against whom no one dared to neither complain nor
serve any summons. In fact during the colonial rule, most of the local rulers like the
petty rajas, Nawabs and the rebel leaders were projected as unpopular amongst their
own people to facilitate their administration. In fact, even Govindachandra, the last
Dimasa king was called a tyrannical ruler and portrayed as being unpopular for violating
the social norms.27 Hence, after his death, the colonial rulers had grabbed the
opportunity to annex his kingdom.

Meanwhile, Soppit sensed the undercurrents brewing up and hence informed
Major Boyd, the Deputy Commissioner of Cachar about the developments in North
Cachar Hills. They decided to deal with the movement with a firm hand. It has been
said that Sambudhan had already been planning to organise a movement against the
British, with his band of supporters.28 On 15th January, 1882 he launched an attack in the
sub-divisional headquarters at Gunjung by burning and destroying the administrative
houses constructed there. Two officials and a policeman were killed in the incident.
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But the Dimasas neither plundered the treasury containing cash nor did they carry off
the police rifles left by the Company sepoys.29 After this, Sambudhan and his followers
returned back to Maibang on the same night. This success seemed to have emboldened
the people as they did not suffer any loss and they were convinced of the truth of
Sambudhan’s statement.30

      On the same day Major Boyd accompanied by one European officer and some
25(twenty-five) policemen marched to Maibang, but they found Sambudhan’s camp
deserted. It is said that Sambudhan had already informed the people beforehand that
in the event of any force visiting Maibang they should all remain indoors because he
would be invoking the Gods to rain down stones.31 Major Boyd along with his troop
encamped there for the night unaware of what had occurred in Gunjung. The police
were disorganised to send any news of the disaster to Major Boyd though Maibang
was near to Gunjung. It was after dawn on the 16th of January that they were awakened
by the shouts and beating of drums by Sambhudan’s band of armed supporters. They
had been lying in wait for the enemies the whole night and emerged from the jungles
with their traditional arms like daos and struck at them.32 The Dimasas were at the
same time emboldened believing that Sambudhan’s spell had made them invulnerable
to bullets, and that hailstorms would fall from heaven and overwhelm their opponents.
Hence they did not seek any cover and rushed forward to fight the enemies. But when
the firing commenced, they soon realised that such comments of Sambudhan was
proving to be false and hence they fled.33 It is said that Sambudhan himself did not
lead his men but remained hiding in the jungles and only gave instructions. In the
encounter however, seven people lost their lives and four bodies were later found in
the jungle. Many more might have been wounded but their subsequent faith was
unknown.  Major Boyd was also severely wounded who later succumbed to his
injuries.34

          Sambhudan could not be captured immediately and evaded arrest for some time
but nevertheless, he continued with his struggle. He organised similar movements in
the plains of Cachar and visited several places like Hawarma, Darmikhal and finally
established his camp in the Bhuban hills.35 He was known to be so strong that he
could slaughter two horses at one go. His increasing activities were a constant threat
to the British authorities. It was after about a year that the police received  information
about his hideout. It is said that the British officials bribed a woman to befriend Sambhudan’s
wife .This woman while visiting his house secretly took away his machete in his absence
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as had been ordered to do so by the officials and Sambudhan had to use a rusty machete
in the event of crisis.36 The British cordoned off his hideout in 1883 and in the encounter
that followed, Sambhudan was wounded when a Gorkha policeman threw a khukri at
him. It resulted in a deep cut on his right leg which led to profuse bleeding and
ultimately to his death on 12th February, 1883. He died at a small and unknown place
near Igraleeng in the Khaspur locality in Cachar.37

Man Singh his principal adviser is said to have organised the movement after
Sambhudan’s death. He led a group of about 500 volunteers who came down from the
Tripura hills and in collaboration with the local people burned up all the ferry boats at
Badarpur and Rangpur. But very soon all his close associates were arrested and Man
Singh was also arrested in Tripura; he was tried and sentenced to transportation for
life.38 Thus ended the attempt of Sambhudan and his supporters to re-establish the
rights and customs of the Dimasa by resisting the oppressive colonial rule. According
to Soppit, some section of the Dimasas later acknowledged that Sambhudan was a
deceiver and was not deputed by the Gods to wage war against the British. There
were many amongst the Dimasa who had doubted his ability to cope with the
Government, and there were many others who waited anxiously to see with whom
victory would lie. They were ready to support him if he gained the mastery of Maibang
by any chance.39

The British officials branded Sambhudan as a fanatic and the official reports
described him as the leader of an ‘insane and murderous revolt’.40 Such opinions
were put forth by the officials perhaps on account of their failure on many occasions
to apprehend or arrest him. In fact the British while also referring to the Khasi struggle
(1829-33) under Tirot Singh described them as savages and the ‘atrocious conspiracy,
diabolical cruelty of these misguided and infuriated savages’.41 The British in almost
all their references whether official or non-official would portray a particular perception
by their belief that they had the right to rule and their racist views on the subject
people. The British officials are thus found to describe the Dimasas as ‘a race famed
for clannishness’ who were ever ready to support each other.42 Hence when the police
found themselves practically helpless in apprehending any offenders including
Sambhudan, the official did not hesitate in portraying a particular perception of the
people.
        In the Annual Report of the British government, his movement is recorded as
contemptible in its origin but lamentable in its conclusion.43 No doubt, the British
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looked at such movements with contempt as they felt that it created disturbances and
seemed to be a stumbling block in the functioning of their administration. In 1880 the
British had raised a 100 strong Kuki militia as a protection against the raids of the
Angami Nagas, and a European officer was also stationed in the hills to control the
different tribes. But this Kuki militia failed to give any information beforehand of the
probability of the uprising of Sambudhan Phonglo. They were also found of no use in
hunting down the rebels or of collecting evidence against them. The militia was
accordingly disbanded by the orders of the Chief Commissioner.44

On the other hand, many of Sambudhan’s followers believed that, it was his
magical spells which had rendered them invulnerable to the bullets of the opponents.
Sambudhan’s movement like many of the movements of the tribal people in the 19th

century India had messianic and millenarian overtones. All these messianic movements
had leaders invested with divine and prophetic attributes and believed to possess
supernatural powers. They all looked forward towards an imminent golden age and a
state of righteousness and justice in which their enemies would be removed or
defeated.45 Messianic leaders like Sambudhan  thus sent large numbers of their
followers to death against British arms by assuring them that magic spells would
dissolve the bullets.46

In conclusion, it can be said that though the revolt of Sambudhan was short-
lived in nature yet it cannot be considered to be in vain. Whatever the character and
impact of Sambudhan’s resistance movement may have been, it established that the
people living in the hills of North Cachar were apprehensive of the loss of their identity
and culture due to the contact with the outsiders. Sambudhan and his compatriots
played their heroic role without the slightest fear of death to lead the people to freedom
from the colonial rule .Sambudhan is a legendary name today among the Dimasa and
his movement is looked upon as a kind of mission that tried to revive the local
institutions and liberate the people from the oppressions of the British rulers. The
stories of his valour are still current among the Dimasa elders in the villages. The
legend of Sambudhan has also grown over the years. It has found expression in several
forms, like in short biographies, film, artist impressions of painting and statue. His
memory has also been commemorated in several ways with glowing tributes paid to
him on his death anniversary (12th February) every year by different organisations.
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The primary necessities of man are threefold-food, clothing and shelter. The
most essential need of man is food. The food primarily comes from plants in the
forms of cereals (e.g., rice wheat, oat, barley and rye), millets (e.g., sorghum, pearl
millet, finger millet etc.), pulses, vegetables and fruits. For clothing again plants are
indispensable. The plants that yield fibers are second only to food plants. From the
times immemorial the man needed some form of clothing, and this need was fulfilled
only by fibre-yielding plants. In this respect cotton occupies an all important position,
supplemented by jute and some other fibers for coarse clothing. From the times
immemorial shelter from the weather inclemency and as a protection against natural
enemy has been felt too much. In this respect the forest products have been of service
to mankind from the very beginning of history. The most familiar and most important,
of these products is wood, which is used in all types of construction work. Other
products like bamboo, reed, cane, thatch grass, etc. are of equal value for house
making. With the advancement of civilization the need of man is also on the increase.
To meet his requirements he has tried to tap plants as sources for his comforts and
varied use by exploiting his scientific knowledge and has been successful in this
direction to a great extent. The more important food plants have been grouped in
several important categories:-
Cereals and Millets

The cereals are the most important sources of plant food for man. They
constitute the most important group in the food plants of India. The cereals are the
members of family Gramineae (Poaeceae). There are six true cereals rice, wheat,
maize, barley, oat and rye. Millets are also known as small grains. They are considered
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to have been cultivated in India from Pre-historic times. Some of the commonly grown
millets in India are sorghum, pearl-millet and finger-millet.
Legumes and Nuts

The legumes or pulses are next in importance to cereals as sources of food;
they belong to the family Leguminosae. They contain more protein material than any
other vegetable product. Carbohydrates and fats are also present in the legumes. The
pulses form an important item in India where the majority of the population consists
of vegetarians. The important Indian pulses are gram, black gram, green gram, pea,
pigeon pea, lentil etc.1

 O.C.P. Cultur e
In the year of 1949, B.B. Lal had excavated the Bisauli site in Badayun district

and Rajpur Parasu site in Bijanaur district of Uttar-Pradesh, from where he found
certain sherds of ochre colour pots and gave name ochre colour pottery, depending
upon the colour of it.2 This pot tradition is seen from Punjab, Haryana, Northern
Rajasthan and Western Uttar-Pradesh. From Uttar Pradesh in Hastinapur, Atranjikhera
(Etah district), Saipai (Etawa district), Sringaverapur (Allahabad
district),Kaushambi(Kaushambi district), Ahichhatra (Bareilly district), Pinvitanisarif
(Sravasti and Bahraich district),Charda (Bahraich district), Madanapur and Saunphari
(Shahjahanpur district),  Radhan (Kanpur district), Lalquila (Bulandsahar district)
etc.; from Uttarakhand in Bahadarabad (Haridwar district); from Rajasthan in
Bharatapura and Noh; and Jalandhar of Punjab, this culture is found. So like this
most of the density of archaeological sites related to O.C.P. tradition, is found in
Upper Gangetic Plain.3

Archaeologists have different opinions about time period and consumers of
this pottery tradition. After the excavation of Hastinapur, Mr. B.B. Lal decided the
date of O.C.P. culture before 1200 B.C.4 Similarly, with the help of stratigraphy, the
date of O.C.P. culture from Noh, Atranjikhera, Ahichhatra and Sringaverapur can be
decided as 13th -12th century B.C.5

Till now no C14 date is found of the O.C.P. tradition, but Dr. Hustable of Oxford
Archaeological Laboratory has decided the Thermoluminescence dates of some
archaeological sites related with O.C.P. culture in Uttar Pradesh, which are as follows:-6
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However, all the scholars are not unanimous with the serial of dates got from
the archaeological sites and with the date of Rigveda (1500 B.C.), the O.C.P culture
also presents the first example about the village life in Upper Gangetic Plain7 and on
this basis we can link with this serial of dates with the starting of historical period
(Rigvedic Period), its decided points and the works of 1550 B.C. 8 Various pots of
the O.C.P. Culture are wheel made, which shows that the makers of this pots were
not living transmissible or nomadic life, but lived permanently.
Food Economy during O.C.P. Cultur e

By the excavation of various archaeological sites in Upper Gangetic Plain,
the evidences of cereals, pulses, oils, millets, fruits and wild plants species are found.In
the table given below, there is comparative study shown between the food plants of
O.C.P. culture and food grains mentioned in Rigveda:-
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Atarajikhera – 1690 B.C.
Jhinjhana- 2079 B.C.
Nasirpur – 1340 B.C.
Lalquila – 1800 B.C.

 

+10%
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It has been fully proved by the excavation of the various archaeological sites
in Upper Gangetic Plain, that the living being of O.C.P. culture developed agriculture
for growth of their food economy. The pots of O.C.P. culture are wheel made, which
is a successful evidence to prove that its consumers consisted permanent life.9 The
seeds and grains, which came into light by the various excavation, show the ancient
evidences of agriculture in the Upper Gangetic Plain.

Similarly, the main occupation of Rigvedic Aryans was animal husbandry
but also they done agriculture. Rigvedic culture was rural culture.10 Narayan Chandra
Bandhopadhyay has said that the words Krishi (agriculture) and Charsani (itinerant)
are used in plural for Rigvedic Aryans. Agriculture was the main occupation of
Rigvedic Aryans, so they prayed a lot for the rain and also prayed to rivers for increase
the fertility of land.11

In Rigveda, there is mentioned only Jau (Barley) and Dhanya (Paddy). Most
scholars understand the meaning of Dhanya as grains; however, without pounding
the paddy is also called dhanya. Parched Barley was prepared by grinding barley on
quern & pestle (Silbatta) and was mixed with curd to make Karambha. In Rigveda
there is a reference of Khir, cooked in milk.12

If the meaning of Dhanya, which are mentioned in Rigveda, put as grains,
then it becomes clear that the people during Rigvedic period put various cereals,
millets, pulses, oil seeds etc. in the class of grains, which are found by excavation of
various sites in Upper Gangetic Plain, related with O.C.P. culture. Other find, the
quern & pestle (Silbatta)13 recovered through excavations prove that the people used
it to grinding the seeds of various plants and prepared many type of dishes, like the
eatable named Karambha was mixing grinded barley in curd.

Description of three type of fields is found in Rigveda-unfertile (Artan),fertile
(Apnswati), most fertile (Urvara).14 Other than this, the description of worship of
Indra (who was the god of rain) for the rain, clears that the people did vast agriculture
at that time.The evidences of rice is found in excavation of various archaeological
sites in the Upper Gangetic Plain, which shows that there was a good production of
rice and it was the main grain of food for the people , who lived there. Hordeum
vulgare Linn. Emend. Bowden, Species of barley are found by excavations.15

Barley used as food by the people during O.C.P. culture. Description of barley
is found clearly in Rigveda and it can be say that barley grinded on quern & pestle
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(Silbatta) for preparing various dishes. It is mentioned in first Mandal of Rigveda,
that god Ashwini Kumar taught Manu to plugging and to grow up barley.16 Wheat was
also included as the food of people in that period. There are mainly two kinds of
wheat found by excavations, these are:-17

1. Dwarf wheat (Triticum sphaerococcum Perc.).
2. Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum Linn.).

There are some evidences of pulses found in the excavation of various
archaeological sites in Upper Gangetic Plain from O.C.P. layers, which were used by
the people for their food. They are mainly – Lentil (Lens culinaris Medik), Grass pea
(Lathyrus sativus Linn.), field pea, Pigeon pea, Chick pea (Cicer arietinum Linn.),
Moth bean, Green gram (Vigna radiata Linn. emmend.Wilczek), Black gram (Vigna
mungo Linn. emmend. Hepper) and horse gram (dolichos biflorus Linn.).18 Sesame
was used as a food article. Sesamum indicum is recovered from Sringaverpur but
sesamum oil is not mentioned in the Rigveda. Flowering and fruit bearing plants are
mentioned in Rigveda.19 It is clear from the descriptions of all the edible materials
that people who lived in Upper Gangetic Plain at that time, had good food economy,
which included many type of cereals and pulses, etc.

In Rigveda we get references of Jau and Dhanya (barley and paddy) only, but
in the excavations of various Upper Gangetic sites evidences of rice, barley, wheat
and various types of pulses viz. grass pea (Lathyrus sativus Linn.), field pea (Pisum
arvense Linn. emmend. Poir), green gram (Vigna radiata Linn. emmend. Wilczek),
black gram (Vigna mungo Linn. emend. Hepper), horse gram (Dolichos biflorus Linn)
has been found, which shows their development in O.C.P. culture. These field crops
have been grown in the O.C.P. culture and were used in food and fodder.
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Travels have always played an important role in the lives of human being
since from the very ancient period. It was due to the travels undertaken by man from
time to time which helped him to understand the environment around him in a better
way and at the same time develop better relations with his near and dear ones. Thus,
the role of travel paths had an important role in the development of human civilization
and culture. During the ancient times man used to travel to different places in search
of the fulfillment of his needs and necessities. This migration of human being from
one place to another place facilitated fostering better social and cultural relations
between different communities. With the passage of time these paths on which men
travelled from one place to another became the permanent travel paths. It generally
happens there is no specific change in mountain paths as due to difficult terrains men
prefer to take routes in plain areas for travel purpose.

Since the prehistoric period details of well organized travel routes and their
system can be found. The travel routes of the towns during the Harappan civilization
were extremely well developed. In Rigveda the importance of travel routes have
been well accepted and desire to establish broad and pebble free routes was expressed.

According to Aitreya Brahman1 ‘The person who does not undertake journey
has no happiness in his life. While living in the society, a man generally becomes a
sinner. God Indra is the friend of travelers. Therefore, travel without hassle’. During
the ancient times appropriate arrangements for travelers and for the development of
travel routes were made. An effort was made to discover different travel routes for the
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benefit of mankind. The descriptions of route system during the Mauryan period can be
found in Kautilya’s Arthasastra,2 in Greek descriptions and from the various inscriptions
of Ashoka. The national routes of this period have been mentioned both by Kautilya3

and Arean.4

The Northward Routes
 The northern borders of ancient South Kosala extended beyond Amarkantaka,

the origin place of Narmada to reach Mekal Mountains and included the districts of
Raipur, Bilaspur, Raigarh and Sarguja. Description of several routes leading to north
side from South Kosala has been mentioned in several Puranas and literary sources.
According to the Puranas, it was Sage Agastya5 who first crossed the Vindhya Mountain
ranges to propagate the Aryan culture in south India. The hermitage of Sage Shringi was
in Sihawa Mountain, Sage Angirasa’s hermitage in Ratwa, Muchukunda’s in Mechaka
and that of Sage Valmiki was in Turturiya.6 According to Mahabharata,7 King Nala after
exiting from Naishadh along with his wife informs about routes leading to different
directions. One of these routes led towards south after crossing the Riksha and Avanti
mountains. Another route led towards Vidarbha and the third one led towards South
Kosala. This route directly led to South Kosala from Naishadha and crossed Jhansi,
Sagar, Damoh, Jabalpur before reaching South Kosala.

The Hathigumpha Inscription8 of Kalinga ruler Kharavela describes Ashoka to
be belonging to the Chedi dynasty. On the basis of this it can be assumed that the
ancestors of Kharvela were the inhabitants of Chedi or Bundelakhanda and they first
came to South Kosala and thereafter shifted to Kalinga. This description informs about
the existence of a route which moved from Bundelakhanda to Kalinga via South Kosala.
The description of Udayana who belonged to the royal dynasty of Pandavas during the
post Gupta period is found in one of the Stone Inscription of Kalinjar9 which says that
the Pandava dynasty actually came from Kalinjar to South Kosala via Amarkantak. The
king of South Kosala named Harshagupta was married to the daughter of Magadha
ruler Suryavarma named Vasta, who was the mother of Mahashiva Gupta Balarjuna.

The Tripuris of Kalachuris shared cordial relation with the Rashtrakutas of South
India and had also established marriage alliances with them. The Kalachuri ruler Kokalla
married his daughter with Sriharsha, who was a Rashtrakuta king. Kokalla’s son
Shankargana II had also sent his army to help the Rashtrakuta king Krishna II in his
fight against Chalukya ruler Vinayaditya. But later on the relations between the
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Kalachuris and Rashtrakutas became hostile and Rashtrakuta king Krishna III attacked
the Kalachuris to conquer Dahala. In spite of the fact that his mother and father had
cordial ties with the Kalchuris, Krishna III defeated Sahasrarjuna which had been
confirmed by Karhaad Inscription.10 This Kalachuri- Rashtrakuta ties also informs
about the travel path well established between Tripuri- Manyakhet which passed across
South Kosala.11

Vallabhacharya, the founder of Pushtimarga was a resident of Kankarwad
situated on the bank of river Godavari. Sometime before the birth of Vallabhacharya
his father Laxmana Bhatta with his family shifted to Kashi in northern India. But later
on out of the fear of attack of the Muslims in Kashi they shifted back to their native
place. When Laxman Bhatta reached Champaran (Bihar) his wife Ilamma gave birth
to a boy who later on became famous as Vallabhacharya. When the fear of Muslim
attacked waned away they again moved to Kashi. The father of Vallabhacharya along
with his troop perhaps followed the route from Varanasi to Mirzapur, Rewa, Shahdol,
Amarkantaka and reached Bilaspur. Thereafter, the group crossed Shivarinarayana to
reach Rajim while following the coastal routes of Mahanadi.12

According to Porjitor,13 Lord Rama crossed Narmada which lied between
Suhagpur and Narsinghpur. However, according to L.S. Nigam,Lord Rama left
Chitrakoot and entered Dandakaranya while crossing Satna, Shahdol, Amarkantaka
and Bilaspur. The ancestors of Kharvela also took the same path to reach Kosala from
Chedi.14 There is difference of opinion between the scholars regarding the route
undertaken by Samudragupta in his victory sojourn. According to some scholars, if
Samudagupta had started his victory sojourn from Pataliputra, the route must have
been different. And if he had started the same from the Prayag-Kaushambi region, the
route must have been used by Rama. According to R.K. Mukerjee15 after crossing the
Yamuna valley, Samudragupta would have travelled to South Kosala after crossing
Rewa, Jabalpur region.

One of the other route in north India went towards Magadha and according to
Davis16 it was the route which might have been used by Samudragupta in his battle
sojourn towards South India. This route started from Pataliputra and after crossing
Chhotanagpur and Vindhyas reached South Kosala. According to Parmanand Acharya17

the route went to Bilaspur after crossing Palmau and Sarguja. Whereas Mithila Sharan
Pandey18 believed that the army of Samudragupta entered Tamralipti from Pataliputra
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and took turn from the point where Tamralipti and Mahanadi would merge with each
other. One of the routes also led towards Orissa from Kharagpur and another one
connected Raipur-Bilaspur which would have been another route to be followed by
Samudragupta.

Apart from this one another route went to Bilaspur via Ranchi, Gangpur,
Raigarh and Bilaspur. There was another route which went to Tripuri from South
Kosala and which helped in establishing several place in north India with South Kosala.
As a result of the interaction with the Tripuri and Ratanpur branch of the Kalachuris
several other routes also came into existence in the region of South Kosala. The route
which connected South Kosala with Amarkantak was under the control of the
Kalachuris of Tripuri. Thus, there must have been a route from Amarkantaka to Dindori,
Shahpur and Jabalpur. Along with this there was another connecting route to Chilpighat
as the route from Jabalpur to Mandala would have been divided into two parts. Another
route led to Bilaspur via Pandariya and Mungeli whereas the second route went to
Raipur via Kawardha and Bemetara of Chhattisgarh.
The Southwards Routes

The southern part of present Bastar district situated in the southward direction
of ancient South Kosala and majority of Koraput district which was related to Andhra
region formed the southern part of South Kosala. According to the popular beliefs
prevalent in South India it was Sage Agastya who established mutual relation with
south and north India. He, along with his wife, pupils and some of the Aryan farmers
came to South India and settled at Podiyal Mountain situated within the borders of
Madurai- Tirunalavelli districts.19 Later on with the passage of time it was Lord Rama
who established relation between south and north India. Mahabharata describes
Sahadeva as the the conqueror of southern states like Chola, Pandya, Chera etc. Apart
from this, according to one popular belief in South India it was Pandya ruler who
arranged for food and artillery during the battle of Mahabharata.20

The Aihole Inscription21 of Chalukya ruler Pulkeshin II describes him as the
conqueror of Kosala and Kalinga along with other states. At the same time it also
describes the victory of the regions of Mahi, Narmada and Mahanadi and defeating
the kings of Malwa, Kosala and Kalinga by Kirtivarman II. It also informs the attack
by Chalukya king Someshvara I over Kosala and Kalinga kingdom to conquer them.
The close friendly and marriage ties between the Tripuris of Kalachuri and Rashtrakutas
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clearly indicate the existence of established routes between Manyakhet and Tripuri
which must have passed through the middle of South Kosala. It is mentioned that
Chola ruler Rajendra I in 1023-24 A.D. sent his army to bring the holy water from the
Ganges which passed across the Madurai Mandala, Namanainakkonam, Panchapalli,
Adi Nagar etc and proceeded towards Dandabhukti. This army reached Sakkarkottam
which has been recognized as Chakrakota22 in present Bastar district after starting
from South India.

The historical sources inform that one route led to southward direction which
passed through Bastar. The Chinese traveller Hiuen-Tsang had reached the capital
city of Sripura from Kalinga and later on moved towards south direct to reach
Dhanyacuttack after passing Andhra which was 355 miles away. In his journey Hiuen-
Tsang reached Dhanyacuttack following the coastal regions from Sirpur to Mahanadi
and went across Kankera, Jagadalpur, Bhadrachalam etc. This has also been proved
by several other travelogues and historical descriptions. The way leading to Bastar
from South Kosala crossed Kankera, Keshkal valley which has been confirmed by
the facts related to the struggle between the Kalachuris and Chakrakota along with
the Rajim Stone Inscription23 of Jagapala belonging to the Prithvideva period. The
main route to connect north and south region went through South Kosala and went
pass near Rajim during the 15th century.
The Eastward Routes

 Modern Orissa was known as Kalinga, Odra, Utkala, Tosala or Tosali24 and
the western part of it came under the eastern part of South Kosala. However, according
to the Puranas the description of Tosala and Kosala districts have been mentioned by
Vindhyapristha. D.C. Sarkar25 identifies Tosali with Dhauli near Bhuvenshwar and
Kosala with South Kosala. According to the Puranic evidences the close relation
between Tosali, Odra and Kalinga with South Kosala have been established which is
also confirmed by the inscriptional evidences. In Vishnu Purana26 it is said that
Devarakshita extended his patronship beyond Kosala, Odra, Tamralipta and around
the coastal areas.

The description of routes leading towards eastern direction from South Kosala
can be found in several sources. According to one of the separate Kalinga Inscription27

it was Kumar Tosali of Ujjayini who used to undertake frequent journeys. He used to
travel to Chhattisgarh after paying visit to central India and followed the routes which
were already in use. According to the Hathigumpha Inscription28 of Kharvela, it was
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Kharvela, who had reached South Kosala following the well established routes between
South Kosala and Kalinga. Later on he moved towards Vidarbha. During the period
of Kalachuris also there was connection between South Kosala and Orissa. According
to the Bilhari Inscription29 of Yuvrajdeva II the Kalachuri ruler Laxmanraj of Tripuri
had defeated the king of Kosala and conquered Odra and after acquiring the golden
idol of Kaliya Naag he offered it to Lord Somnatha.

The Ratanpura Stone Inscription30 of Jajalladeva I provide information about
the routes leading towards the Ganjaam and Bengal. Similarly the inscriptions of
Ganga dynasty of Orissa and the Kalachuris provide information about the struggle
between them along with the information about the well established routes between
Ratanpur and Sonepur. According to Parmanand Acharya31 the route between South
Kosala and Orissa popularized during the Ashoka period would have been followed
by Kharvela and Samudragupta.

According to Brahma Purana,32 when king Indradyumn of Orissa wished to
build a temple in Jagannathapuri he made arrangements to bring stones to the banks
of Mahanadi from Vindhya and thereafter the stones were brought to Puri through
waterway. This also gives information about the waterway existent during the period.
The Raghuvamsa33 of Kalidasa says that when king of Vidarbha threw dining ceremony
on the occasion of his daughter’s swayamavara, it was attended by king Hemangada
who was the ruler of Kalinga and has been described as the owner of mountain
Mahendra and the mighty ocean.

According to a local popular belief the journey to Jagannathapuri remains
incomplete without paying visit to Rajim and Shivrinarayana. This has also been
confirmed by Cunningham.34  According to him, thousands of devotees travelling to
Jagannathapuri also travel to Rajivlochana temple. Parmanand Acharya says that it
was possible to reach Raipur- Bilaspur region from east central India after crossing
Narmada River. Thereafter one could reach Sonepur via Onga valley by following the
flow of river Mahanadi. This route has been used by Kalinga king Kharvela.

It was during the victory period of South Kosala by Samudragupta that the
route towards east from South Kosala was divided into two parts. One of the routes
reached Baudha via Phaljhar in Raipur district and Onga valley in Balangir district of
Orissa. Thereafter it reached Ganjaam via Kalingaghat in Phoolbani district and
Barhampur of Orissa. The second route led to Ganjam from Mohan Girighat via the
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eastern part of Kalahandi district from Raipur region and the western part of Balangir
district of Orissa.

During the seventh century the Chinese traveler named Hiuen-Tsang came to
South Kosala from Kalinga. According to Mahapatra35 the route adopted by Hiuen-
Tsang to reach South Kosala passed through Ganjaam and Baliguda and crossed Mohan
Girighat and reached Raipur via Tusor, Dhanaura, Kansit, Sonepure and Sambalpur.
But according to L.S. Nigam36 the Chinese traveler probably used the route started
from Mukhalingam which was the capital of Kalinga and passed across Parvatipuram,
Vissamakaaka, Bhavanipatna, Khariyar, Mahasamunda to reach Sirpur which is
identified as the route described by Hiuentsang.

It is quite possible that the Kalachuris on their way to attack Orissa might
have followed the route starting from Ratanpur and thereafter reaching Saraipali via
Bilaspur, Shivrinarayana and Bhatgaon. From there it is possible to reach Sonepur
from Suhela via Barpali and Onga valley. Further one could also reach Cuttack via
Baudha. Apart from this Parmananda Acharya37 had suggested one more route which
followed the flow of Mahanadi river to reach Sambalpur and Bonai, Keojhar and
Khiching ahead of Sambalpur. The narratives of the Soma king Singhraj of Kankera
inform that there was a route between Jagannathapuri and Kankera which perhaps
reached Jagannathapuri from Kankera, Kundai, Devbhoga and Sonepur.

Among the ancient routes suggested by Begler38 the first route reached Cuttack
from Sonepur via Haranpaap pilgrimage. The second route directly led to Ganjaam
and third one led to Ganjaam via Sonepur. According to Cousins,39 one route was
divided into two parts after reaching Gurur from Bhandak. One of this divided parts
let to Jaugarh via Sankera and Sihawa and the other route reached Cuttack from
Gurur via Dhamatari, Rajim and Shivarinaryana. According to L.S. Nigam40 the
travelers undertaking journey on foot from Rajim to Jagannathapur used the route
which started from Sonepur and reached Puri via Baudha, Phoolbani and Cuttack.
Travellers starting their journey from Rajim reached Patnagarh via Gariyaband,
Devebhoga and Bhawanipatna in Orissa. These travelers reached Sonepur via Navapara
in Kalahandi. The travelers reached Sonepur after coming across Paikamal, Padampur,
Dublapahad and Onga valley.
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The Westward Routes
The western part of South Kosala is mainly comprised of Vidarbha in

Maharashtra and Balaghat district of Madhya Pradesh. From ancient times information
on people travelling to western region from South Kosala and Vidarbha region can be
found. The Dhauli Inscription41 of Ashoka informs that Kumar Tosali of Ujjayani
situated in the west side of South Kosala frequently visited Dhauli (Tosali) in Orissa.
In this route the people first visited South Kosala and then proceeded to Dhauli. The
Hathigumpha Inscription42of Kharvela informs that during the second year of reign
Kharvela sent his mighty army against Satavahanas in the west direction which had
reached Kanhvena river. The description of journey of Megha from Ramgiri (Ramteka)
to Amrakoot (Amarkantaka) can be found from Meghadoot43 and his further journey
to Dashpur (Mandsaur) via Vidisha and Avanti.

According to a description in Mahabharata, Sahadeva reached South Kosala
from Bhojakatakpura which established relations of Bhoja with Barar and Chammak.
These regions are situated at a distance of four miles towards south-east of Alichpur
in Amravati district. According to L.S. Nigam Sahadeva undertook a journey from
Ujjayini in south east direction and would have crossed Narmada river to reach
Amaravati. Thereafter he would have used the route to cross Ujjain, Indore, Khandwa,
Akota, Amaravati to reach Raipur via Nagpur, Bhandara and Rajnandgaon. A small
route went to Kalinga from Ujjayani via Ujjain, Harda, Devas, Betul, Nagpur etc. and
thereafter merged with national highway 6 to reach Kosala. According to Motichandra44

one route travelled from Jabalpur parallel to the Naramada valley to reach Mahishmati
via Vidisha, Itarasi, Khandwa etc. which probably had been used by Megha and Kalinga
ruler Kharvela. The Ratanpur Inscription of Kalachuris inform about the victory of
Bhandara. The Kalachuris may have used this route to travel with the above purpose
in mind.

Another route leading towards western direction from South Kosala went
towards Bhandak. There is mention of Bairagar in Ratanpur Stone Inscription of
Jajalladeva II which is at present is situated in the Chanda district of Maharashtra.
This route connected Bairagarh, Panabaras, Baloda, Dhamatari, Rajim, Aarang and
Sirpur with Bhandak and this route must have been in existence during the ancient
times. Cousins45 had suggested one another route which went through Devtek, Palagarh,
Banjari, Ambagarh Chauki, Balod etc. to reach Gurur. This route further got bifurcated
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into two parts. The first part of the route reached Ganjaam after passing through
Kankera and Sihawa and the other part followed the flow of Mahanadi to reach Cuttack
via Shivrinarayana.

The probability of a third route leading towards western side from the side of
Balaghat has also been discussed. The Ragholi described in the Ragholi Copper Plate
Inscription of Shail dynasty is situated in the present Rajnandgaon and is attached to
the border of Balaghat. Similarly, the Ratanpura Rock Stone Inscription of Jajalladeva
mention the victory of Lanjika which presently the Lanji village in Balaghat district.
The route leading towards Lanji probably has passed Khairagarh and Pandadaah.
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The Renaissance (1453)1, Enlightenment, Humanism, Scientific thinking,
Industrial revolution and Socio-Political revolution, transformed the medieval Europe
into modern Europe. Indian society during the same period was, however still living
in its old ways. So, there was political, economic and social stagnation. India had to
pay the price of stagnation when it failed to resist the onslaught of British Imperialism
in 18th and 19th century.2 The British conquest had many important consequences for
Indian society because of its impact on economic, social and political system of the
country. Due to the spread of modern education and growing public activities, it
developed social awakening in India.3 The Indian peoples under the impact of British
rule and as a reaction to, it started movement for the reform and modernization of
Indian society, as well as for putting an end to the foreign rule.
Cultural and social reform movement

The social system of Hindus was predominantly based on the caste system
which had arisen in ancient time. The caste system was one of the most important
causes of disunity. There were hundreds of caste and sub-caste in the country which
led to the fragmentation of society. The sense of belonging to a caste or sub-caste was
strong. A large part of population was considered by higher castes as untouchable.
The life of the Hindus, in theory was governed by Dharma Shastras which prescribed
different rights and duties for different castes. But there were several evil customs and practices
such as-Sati, Infanticide, Child marriage, Polygamy, Killing of female child, Caste system,
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Thugee, Superstitions etc. had become a part of the Hindu social system. The most
distressing was the position of women’s. The birth of a girl was unwelcomed, her
marriage a burden and her widowhood inauspicious.4

Initially the East India Company followed the policy of non-intervention in
the social and cultural matters of Indians. In the background of modern western
development, after the end of Hasting’s tenure there was a gradual move towards
cautious intervention in the Indian social institutions due to the several ideological
influences in Britain such as- Evangelicalism, Utilitarianism and free trade thinking.5

The new message flowing in from such personalities like Locke, Bacon, Voltaire,
Adam Smith and Bentham was strong enough to create a new world. According to the
concept of progress, nothing could remain static and all societies would change with
time. With the spread of western education and the consequent rise of a new middle
class there developed a new urge to assess European culture and to reassess the various
spheres of indigenous tradition and culture including religious practices. The
awakenings were felt intentionally in the social, religious, cultural and political
domains. It was made possible due to the spread of western education and ideas,
emergence of a number of pioneering individuals strongly imbued with the ideas of
reforms, spread of Christianity and the proliferation of newspapers and literary
magazines.

The religious Hindus was very harshly criticized by the Christian missionaries
and British historians but at the same time, researches carried out by orientalist scholars
revealed to the world, the glorious tradition of the Hindu religion. The discovery of
the ‘glory that was India’ was possible with the help of British scholar-administrator
like Sir William Jones, Sir Edwin Ronald, Max Muller, Sir John Marshal and many
others. Now Indian came to know about great Indus valley civilization, Ancient
Republics, Chandragupta Maurya, Ashoka the great, Vikramaditya, The golden age
of Gupta, The Vedas, The Upnishadas, Gita etc. In the above background Indian
reformers came out strongly against the Evangelicals propaganda that the native Indian
population was only half civilized, barbarous and unorganized and, therefore, unable
to rule over themselves and that it was Whiteman’s burden to civilize the ‘Brown
aboriginals’. The ‘popular Hinduism’ with its thousands of Gods and Goddesses, the ideal
worship, the caste system, the sati, the untouchability etc. which is attacked by the Christian
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missionaries is not the real Hinduism. The real Hinduism was the classical Hinduism,
purer and more complete even than the Christianity.

The 19th century socio-cultural reforms have been given different names such
as- Hindu Renaissance, Indian Renaissance, Bengal Renaissance etc. Raja Rammohan
Roy, Devendranath Tagore, Keshavchandra Sen, Henry-Vivian Derozio, Ishwarchandra
Vidyasagar, Mahadev Govind Ranade, Gopal Hari Deshmukh, Swami Dayanand,
Jyotiba Phule, Syed Ahmed Khan, Muhammad Qasim Wanotavi, Rashid Ahmed,
Mahmud-ul-Hasan, Narozi Furdonji, Dadabhai Naroji, K.R. Cama, Ramakrishna,
Swami Vivekananda etc. were important protagonists of the above movements.
Ramakrishna Paramhamsa

The didactic nationalism of the Brahmo Samaj6 appealed more to the
intellectual elite in Bengal, while the average Bengali found more emotional
satisfaction in the cult of bhakti and yoga. The teachings of Ramakrishna are based on
ancient traditional concepts amidst increasing Westernization and Modernization.
Gadadhar Chattopadhyaya, who was known in later life as Ramakrishna Paramhamsa,
was born on 18- Feb- 1836 in a poor orthodox Brahman family in a small village
called Kamarpukur in the district of Hoogly in the present day West Bengal. Since his
childhood he was extremely devoted to God being religious and contemplative by
nature he is said to be frequently going into trance since the early age of six during
sessions of devotional prayers. While describing such spiritual states, Romain Rolland7

observed that if Ramakrishna were in Europe his condition would have been very bad.
Taking him to be a mental case he would have been put in a lunatic asylum. Ramakrishna’s
father Khudiram Chattopadhyaya died when he was just seven years old. His early
boyhood was spent in the village and his formal education did not proceed much further
beyond elementary stage as he had no liking for school. He enjoyed far more the society
of the sadhus or ascetics who passed through the village.8 At the age of about seventeen
he came to Calcutta and three or four years later (1856), he adopted the vocation of a
priest in the temple of Goddess Kali. This temple was founded a short while ago by an
aristocratic lady Rasmani, at Dakshineshvar, on the bank of River Ganga about five
miles to the north of Calcutta.9 This was the turning point in the life of Ramakrishna.
While serving as priest he was gradually seized with the ideas that the Goddess Kali,
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whose idol he worshipped, was not an image of clay, but the Goddess herself,
personified. He looked upon Kali as a visible deity who should talk with him and
share his joys and sorrows. This ides became an obsession with him. He could not
follow the normal procedure of worship but became God-intoxicated and yearned
with his whole soul for the realization of God or ultimate reality. In this, he is believed
to have succeeded. In 1859, Gadadhar’s relatives attempted to turn him away from
his preoccupation with personal religion by arranging his marriage with Sri Sarada
Devi. This strategy failed to change the young man’s behavior.10

During his stay at Dakshineshvar  Gadadhar met many important saints. In
1860’s he studied with Bhairavi Brahmani, a wondering female ascetic who instructed
him in the Tantras. Finally he met Totapuri11 who initiated Gadadhar into Sanyas, and
gave him the name Ramakrishna. Ramakrishna’s thinking was rooted deeply in Indian
thought and culture, all though he recognised truth in all religions. He considered and
emphasized that Krishna, Hari, Rama, Christ, Allah are different names for the same
God. Ramakrishna studied Sufism and played the role of a Muslim in his dress, prayers
and total behavior. Using similar techniques, he explored Christianity with the result
that he had visions of both Christ and Maddona. Ramakrishna put his emphasis on
essential spirit, not the symbols or Rituals. He stood for selfless devotion to God with
a view to the ultimate absorption in him. This spirituality and compassion for suffering
humanity inspired those who listened to him. It is said that he realized God even
through the paths prescribed by Islam and Christianity. Ramakrishna ardently believed
that the different religions of the world are only different ways to reach the one and
the same God. Thus, Ramakrishna Paramhamsa highlighted the essential unity of
religions, sincere devotion to God, service to mankind and the need to lead a spiritual
life. By 1871, Ramakrishna appears to have achieved a degree of inner peace. His
young wife, Sarada Devi, joined him and in 1872 appeared into a spiritual partnership.12

While residing in Dakshineshvar he took a pilgrimage to many places like
Vaidyanath(presently in Jharkhand), Varanasi, Prayag(Allahabad) and Vrindavan all
in Uttar Pradesh. His name and fame as a great saint, who possessed wonderful spiritual
powers and realize God, spread in all directions and attracted pious devotees. By the
early 1870’s, Ramakrishna was beginning to attract a small group of disciples, mainly
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young man, who found in him nurturant, non-judgmental teacher. Many of them came
from growing number of English-educated. He provided a refuge from the strains,
both cultural and psychological, generated from this educational experience.
Ramakrishna and his disciples engaged in serious discussion. Two themes, however,
ran through his discussions, the universality of all religions- all were true and led to
God, and a corresponding logical conclusion that beliefs and rituals of Hinduism
should be preserved. If all religions were true there existed no reason for criticism or
conversion.13 Without any formal education this great saint attained supreme realization
by yogic disciplines and meditation and by unbounded faith and devotion. Ramakrishna
was thoroughly imbued with the spirit of Vedanta philosophy and lucidly expounded
its abstruse teachings. The teachings of Ramakrishna were popularised by Keshab
Chandra Sen after 1875, when the two met for the first time. In 1882 one of the
disciples, Mahendranath Gupta begin to record his teacher’s conversation. Many, who
attained to fame in later life, visited him, the greatest of them being a young Bengali
graduate, Narendra-nath Datta, better known as Swami Vivekananda, who gave an
interpretation to the teachings of Ramakrishna and rendered them in an easily
understandable language to the modern man. As a practical application of Vedanta,
Ramakrishna realized divinity in humanity and emphasized the service of mankind
as a means to salvation. The theme of all his discourses was the realization of God as
the highest human ideal, attainable only by development high spiritual life. This was
only possible by discarding desire for material prosperity (vishaya-vasana) and lure
for gold and women (kamini-kanchana), and turning all thoughts and actions towards
God. In the fag end of his life he was attacked by cancer. On 16-Aug-1886, he left this
mortal frame and entered the final Samadhi (trance) from which there is no return to
earthly life.14

Swami Vivekananda and Ramakrishna Mission
The process of Indian renaissance started with Brahma Samaj of Raja Rammohan

Roy and it was further developed by the Arya Samaj of Swami Dayanand, the Prarthana
Samaj and the Satyashodhak Samaj of Jyotiba Phule. Sri Ramakrishna mission founded
by Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902) played a key role in renaissance and reformation
of Hindu society. There was a new interpretation of Vedanta philosophy. Swami
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Vivekananda and Sri Aurobindo Ghosh were two major interpreters of Neo-Vedanta
philosophy. They were of the opinion that Neo-Vedanta philosophy would increase
cultural strength of Hinduism and pave the way for the growth of nationalism in
modern India. They interpreted Indian nationalism in the context of reformation and
rejuvenation of Hinduism. Ramdhari Singh Dinkar remarked, ‘Ramakrishna and
Vivekananda are two aspects of the same life, two forms of one truth. Ramakrishna
was the concept and Vivekananda appears as the explanation. Ramakrishna was the
Ganges of Hindu religion, Vivekananda was its Bhagiratha’. Vivekananda was born
on 12 January 1863 in Calcutta. Along with the works of Indian philosophy, he studies
intensely the works of Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer, Shelley, Hegel and Wordsworth.
He was deeply influenced by the French Revolution. The life of Napoleon and the life
of Jesus Christ also influenced him much. He had the opportunity to meet the religious
and intellectual leaders of the period. In November 1880, he met Ramakrishna and
soon became his disciple. After all, Ramakrishna was the only person who had replied
in the affirmative when asked by Vivekananda if he had seen God. In 1884 when his
guru Ramakrishna was talking about Vaishnava tenet then he said this religion enjoins
upon its followers the practice of three things- delight in the name of God, compassion
of all living creatures, and service to the devotees of Vishnu. Then he fell into trance.
Then in a semi-conscious mood he said to himself ‘compassion for creatures!
Compassion for creatures! Thou fool! Compassion to others... service to man, as the
manifestation of God!’. All heard this but Vivekananda (Narendra Dutt) understood
its implication.15 In 1891, Vivekananda travelled all alone across the country and
witnessed galling poverty, misery and suffering of the common people. The travel
also acquainted him with the extent and diversity of India besides urging him to ponder
over its myriad problems. In 1893 he attended the Parliament of Religion in Chicago.
His success in the parliament was immediate and absolute. His unusual form of greeting
the audience as ‘sisters and brothers of America’, in his opening address was received
with tremendous applause and won him the love and respects of the Americans which
he never lost. The Swami spoke before the parliament proper no less than five
times, and also a number of times before the scientific section of the parliament.
In the opening address he spoke of the catholicity of Hinduism in whose
dictionary the word ‘Intolerance’ never found a place. His most significant
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address was his paper on Hinduism which he read on 19th September, 1893. Before
reading the paper he made a few remarks which created great sensation in American
press. As they are not to be found in the official proceedings of the parliament or in his
Biographies, but throw light on the trend of his political thoughts. It was related to the
prosperity of European Christian nations. It was further said that Christianity wins its
prosperity by cutting the throats of its fellowmen… Blood and sword are not for the
Hindus, whose religion is based on the laws of love.16

The reputation won by Vivekananda through the parliament of Religions made
him a world figure and raised the prestige of India and Hinduism very high. He
undertook a whirlwind lecture tour, from America to Europe sowing the seeds of
Indian spirituality and establishing several centers, on a permanent basis for study of
Vedanta. Early in January 1897, Swami Vivekananda returned to India and was received
with tremendous ovation everywhere. He went literally from Cape Comorin to the
Himalayas. His grateful country man offered him homage of respect and reverence
for what he had done to raise, almost overnight his country and its culture in the
estimation of the western world. Swami ji knew that the real work lay before him. It
was a tremendous work to uplift the masses by removing poverty and ignorance, in
fusing new vigor by invoking the spirit of Equality, Freedom, Work and Energy from
the west, but without determent to the religious culture and instincts, the spiritual
heritage of the Hindus. Some of his ideas are best expressed in his own words: ‘Nations,
like individuals, must help themselves’. ‘Every nation, every man and every woman
must work out their own salvation. Give them ideas- that is the only help they require-
and then the rest will follow as the effect’.17

To propagate the ideas of his guru and works suggested by him, Vivekananda
established the Ramakrishna Mission after the name of his master. Through his speeches
and writing, he also brought out the essence of the Hindu culture and religion. In a
remarkable feat, he instilled among the Indian masses a feeling of pride about India’s
brilliant past. He urged the people not to be superstitious and fanatical about religion.
In his messages, he emphasized on the meeting of the East and the West. The negative
campaign of Christian missionaries was not to his liking. He believed in the spirit of
Vedanta and the essential unity and the equality of all religions. Vivekananda’s concern
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for the society was deep. He emphasized unequivocally on social service and respect
for woman while severely opposing untouchability. Vivekananda in his indomitable
way nurtured India’s nascent nationalism. He instilled confidence among his fellow
countrymen, regarded weakness as sin and motivated them for the worship of Shakti.
He insisted on the abandonment of worship of all vain gods and goddesses and initiated
the people into the worship of Mother India for the country’s regeneration. His clarion
call to the youth of the country was: ‘Arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached’.

He strongly criticized the tendency of blindly aping the west. Vivekananda’s
disciples, Sister Nivedita even helped many revolutionaries and social reformers from
Bengal directly. Vivekananda attributed to spiritualism and religion the highest place
in his scheme of things on the basis of his understanding of the Vedanta. He considered
religious regeneration to be more important than political resurgence and social reform.
He firmly believed that the spirit of India resides in its religion and spirituality. In his
opinion if Hindu is not spiritual than he is not a true Hindu. Vivekananda considered
spiritualism as the backbone of the nation. He believed that Indians should not lose
their grip on spiritualism, which has been there invaluable heritage and has been handed
down to them since time immemorial. In his opinion, any religion should be valued on
the basis of its inherent philosophy and experiential validity. In the consideration of
Vivekananda, spiritual consciousness and social progress were interlinked. Therefore,
he laid stress on the removal of religious superstitions, obscurantism and hollow social
customs. He tried to read the society of caste rigidities, untouchability and other evil
social practiced. Besides, he motivated people, to respect woman while himself working
for woman’s upliftment and education. In the field of social reform Vivekananda
attached primary importance to the removal of ignorance among the people, helping
orphans and mitigating the difficulties of the poor. In his perception serving the
downtrodden is the greatest service to the mankind. He addressed the educated Indian
thus: ‘So long as millions live in hunger and ignorance, I hold every man a traitor, who,
having been educate at their expense, pays no heed to them’. Vivekananda’s ideas had a
great impact on the people around the world. In America, he became famous as the ‘Stormy
Hindu’. Subhash Chandra Bose regarded him as the founder of Modern India, who possessed
the heart of Buddha and the intellect of Shankaracharya. In Mahatma Gandhi’s view,
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Vivekananda did not need any introduction as his name itself was a source of
inspiration. Rabindranath Tagore (the first Indian Nobel Laureate), regarded him as
‘Genius of Creation’. The great son of India passed away on 4 July, 1902. Physically
he is no more among us but his works and ideas are always guiding the Indian masses.
To the Hindus, Swami ji has been a savior and a reformer. The Ramakrishna mission
based at Belur and its branches spread all over the world deserve great credit for
placing Hinduism on a high pedestial and resisting the onslaughts of Christianity and
Islam. Undoubtedly, Vivekananda played a unique role in the 19th century Indian
Renaissance.
Conclusion

Among the reformist organization the Brahmo Samaj in Bengal which was
more modernist in its approach, was weakened after the 1870’s by internal dissent
and divisions. This was followed by the emergence of the Ramakrishna-Vivekananda
movement in the 1880’s. While Brahmo Samaj’s appeal was to intellect, that of
Ramakrishna mission, was to the mind and emotion. Completely untouched by western
nationalist education, Ramakrishna offered simple interpretation of Hinduism which
became immensely popular among the western educated Indians. Ramakrishna’s
teaching offered the possibility of an escape into an inner world of bhakti, despite the
binding discipline of alien jobs. His teachings openly rejected the values imposed by
western education.18 According to Partha Chatterje Ramakrishna, the uneducated saint
of Dakshineshvar appropriated, sanitized and classicized the popular traditions into a
national religious discourse for the educated middle class in the 19th century.19 The
ideas of Ramakrishna were propagated by his greatest disciple Swami Vivekananda
through the philanthropic organization of Ramakrishna mission by claiming the
superiority of Hinduism over all other religions.20 The discourse of Ramakrishna was
given a missionary zeal by Swami Vivekananda. He condemned the other reform
movement as elitist and invoked the ideal of social service. The best way to serve
God, he emphasized was to serve the poor people. He drew inspiration from the
teachings of his guru and the Vedantic tradition. His evocation of Hindu glory mixed
with patriotism had a tremendous impact on the popular mind of Indian masses. He
also condemned the evils of Hinduism. His visionary approach is reflected during the
Chicago Parliament of Religions (1893), when he asked the religions to give up their claim to
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1With the fall of Constantinople (The Eastern capital of Roman Empire), The Renaissance
 (Revival or Rebirth), started in Italy.
2After the battle of Plassey(1757) and battle of Buxar(1764) the DIwani and NIzamat of Bangal
 came into the hands of East India Company. By 1818 almost all Indian strong political forces
 were taken over by East India Company.
3On the recommendation of Wood’s dispatch three Universities such as Bombay, Calcutta and
 Madras were setup on the model of London University in 1857 onwards.
4Bipin Chandra, India’s Struggle for Independence, Penguin book, New Delhi, p.84.
5Shekhar Bandopadhyay, From Plassey to Partition and After, Orient Blackswan, New Delhi.
6It was founded by Raja Rammohan Roy on 20th August, 1828.
7Raomain Rolland was a French dramatist, novelist, essayist, art historian and mystic who was
 awarded Nobel Prize for Literature in 1915.
8R.C. Majumadar, British Paramountcy and Indian Renaissance, Bhartiya Vidya Bhawan, Bombay,
 p.116.
9ibid., p 117.
10Kenneth W.Jones, The New Cambridge History of India, III.1, Cambridge University press,
 Cambridge 1989, p.41.
11Totapuri was a devotee of Shankaracharya and a Hindu yogi and saint who was the spiritual
  guru of Ramakrishna.
12Farquhar, Modern Religious Movement, pp. 188-94; Swami Gambhirananda, History of the
   Ramakrishna Math and Mission, Advaita Ashram, Calcutta, 1957, pp. 8-12.

exclusive salvation. He wanted every religion to inscribe on its banner: ‘Help and not
fight’, ‘Assimilation and not destruction’, ‘Harmony and peace and not dissention’.
This noble concept, which was propounded in the Vedas, the Upanishads and the
Bhagavad Gita, was ably demonstrated by his master, Sri Ramakrishna, who was the
only prophet in recorded history to practice the disciplines of Hinduism, Christianity
and Islam and to realize that all of them, through their different rituals and beliefs,
brought out the potential divinity of human nature21. Through his works Vivekananda
became the ‘patron prophet’ for a whole generation of extremist leaders and militant
revolutionaries, dreaming the resurrection of a glorious Hindu India. This contributed
to the surge of social and cultural awakening amongst ordinary Indians leading to the
growth of a nationalist consciousness, which culminated in the country’s freedom
struggle. In this way he gave a new social purpose to Hinduism.
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The Naga way of Ar t
Abantika Parashar

District Museum Officer
District Museum, Jorhat, Assam

This is land of handsome people
Blessings are for the people of this land.

People rejoiced, people are blessed
People will rejoice, be rejoice people.

(Free translation of a Naga song, sung in the honor of their homeland).

According to the traditional Indian concept there is no clear cut distinction
between art and craft. According to the Oxford dictionary, art is the expression or
application of human creative skill and imagination, typically in a visual form such
as sculpture and painting, producing work to be appreciated primarily for their beauty
of emotional power is. On the other hand the same source defines craft as the activity
involving skill in making things by hand. The Sanskrit term Shilpa includes both as
both are said to be governed by the originality of expression and aesthetic
consciousness.

Naga art and craft, which is actually inseparable, is closely associated with
socio-religious rituals, customs and practices. Much of the ‘Naga Art Tradition’ is
associated with customary practices like the traditional ritualistic believes and practices
such as head hunting and stone  worship,1 cultivation based practices etc. actually
artistic pleasure, whether as an everyday activity or as a creative passion, is universally
felt by all the Nagas. Although the ideal of beauty differs from tribe to tribe,2 the
general character of enjoyment is of the same order everywhere. Even the poorest
family produces work that has elements of aesthetic pleasure and minute
craftsmanship.

Amongst the varieties of Naga art and craft, there are there is a distinguished
division, each being the monopoly of the either sex. While the man’s style are solely
expressed  in the art of wood carving, painting, basketry and other derivatives, the
women dominate the art of weaving, embroidery and pottery making. However to
understand as well as to appreciate the traditional Naga art, one has to understand the
hardships and difficulties, under which the artisan had to work and struggle in the past.
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The book Naga Arts and Crafts of Nagaland published by Naga Institute of Culture,
Government of Nagaland, Kohima, describes this point in this way ‘security of the
village against enemy attack was one of the main concern of every Naga Village.
Though inside the same village head hunting was not practiced, it was a common
practice between the villages of the same tribe. In the midst of uncertainties of Naga
life, it was, therefore, difficult for the artist, to devote much of his time purely in a
work of aesthetic pleasure, which didn’t give him any material gain…. In addition to
this, the villages by thick jungles and deep rivers could not maintain regular contact
and trade and as a result the artisans never thought of producing large quantity of
handicrafts for commercial purpose. In most of the tribes, the head of the family even
today3 is the basket maker; his wife is the weaver for the members of the household,
thus keeping every household self sufficient…lack of material was also a
difficulty……the practice of burying or hanging to decay on the tomb of possessions
of a dead man along with his body is another destructive feature of the traditional
art…the tradition is practiced by non- Christian everywhere in Nagaland.4 But what
is commendable is that, in spite of all these hurdles, including constant threat of
death, craftsmanship was practiced in Nagalnd, which is not provide visual satisfaction,
but also a documentation of the rich ethnographic intangible heritage of the different
Naga tribes, which are no longer in practice.
Textile, the skill of spinning and weaving

The raw material of Naga textile, which is known for its vibrant color, aesthetic
beauty as well as warmth, is cotton. Initially, Cotton on small scale was grown in
many areas, but the Lothas, the Rengmas and the Aos were great cotton growers and
even used to sell to the neighboring tribes. In recent years, mill made yarn is readily
available in the market at lower cost, so production of cotton and the indigenous
spinning is fast losing in the face of bazaar competition. In contrast, weaving is
becoming more popular than before with new varieties and designs due to availability
of material as well as equipments and renaissance of identity.
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Figure -1: Two Naga weavers with hand loom and necessary equipment.

Spinning and weaving is the exclusive monopoly of women. Traditionally it
could be started as soon as the first fruits of the new harvest had been eaten. The
design is mostly done by using different colors of warp at different stages or by the
weft weaving method.1 Traditional Naga textile includes lower garment for male
and upper as well as lower garment for female, shawls etc. One of the common
features of Naga shawl is that three pieces are woven separately and later on stitched
together. In case of children’s shawl and women skirts, the pieces are reduced to
two.

One of the most interesting Naga textiles is the Naga Shawl.  Different tribes
of Nagas have different shawls of their own unique patterns and within the same
tribe nobody is allowed to wear a shawl according to their choice. They vary from
very simple white cloth to elaborate n complex designs and it is very interesting to
know the taboos associated with this piece of cloth. The Naga tribes have their own
social boundaries and these shawls help in identifying those boundary lines. The
common people are not allowed to wear a shawl meant for the head hunters or the
rich who have sacrificed Mithun in Feast of Merit,5 disobeying of which is believed
to have unpleasant outcome. For example Ao warrior shawl Tsungkotpsu is only for
those who is either head hunter or has performed feast of merit. In case of the Angami
cowry shawls, three lines of cowries indicate the wearer is a warrior and four lines
stood for a renowned veteran and these are to be sewn by the owner himself .
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Rongkhim, one of the most attractive Yimchunger shawls can be worn only
by a man who has taken heads in war. In ancient times, only a reputed warrior could
wear such shawls   having 96 designs and other warriors wore that with 64 designs.
Id this cloth is worn by any other men, who is not a warrior, he was believed to die in
leprosy. Kechinger Rongkhim is another warrior shawl, which is entitled to a warrior
who has taken the right hand of the slain enemy.  Amerthre Khim, with red designs,
is another attractive shawl of the same, which can be worn by a man who has killed
a tiger. The patterns woven in the shawl is said to be copied from the strips of the
tiger’s skin. In fact, when the wearer of such shawl dies, a rough outline of a tiger is
made with spitted bamboo, which is covered by this shawl and placed in the grave.

The reoccurring motives of Naga textiles, especially shawls are some
geometric patterns and some everyday objects like Mithun, elephant, tiger, human
head, weapons etc. Mithun symbolizes wealth of the owner, elephant and tigers
indicate valour of the man, and human heads indicate success in head hunting wars.
Again, in a Naga society, cowries are symbols of martial achievements and no ordinary
man is allowed to use it in their attire. On the other hand, according to Dr. Verrier
Elwin,6 the zigzag patterns of Naga shawl symbolize the winding path, which a head
hunter follows to attack an enemy village along with natural expression of an
aggressive forceful temperament.

The importance of a Naga Shawl as a social identity and the intangible
elements surrounding it can easily be understood if one comes across the taboos and
traditions associated with the manufacture of Teri Phiketsu, a warrior shawl of the
Rengma tribe. This is woven specially for successful head hunters, who had brought
trophies of human head to the village and in ‘The Art and Craft of Nagaland’, there is a
detailed description of the event ‘…according to the believes, it is held that, when the warrior

Figure-2: Cowry shawl.
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comes home with the trophies he is to stay in the Morung7 for three day….on
competition of ceremonies, that is after fifteen days, the wife of the warrior starts to
weave this cloth while the smartest man in the village is sent to collect sap and other
materials necessary for panting the white medium band in the cloth. As a matter of
fact, the whole history of the war is painted on the cloth. The prominent paintings on
the white band symbolize the soldier. Three or four inconspicuous heads are painted
at intervals to distinguish the leaders or captains from the soldiers. The three lines of
black thread about 5cms long on either side of the white band is the symbol of the ear-
rings of the victors. The two lines at the bottom on either side of each of the soldiers
and leaders indicate the arrows. The figures in the middle of each soldier represent
the spoon. A warrior is taboo to eat with his hand, but should use a wooden spoon
while eating so that the blood of the enemy is not washed away. The belief, in this
practice is to remain the mana of the victim, for, by washing away the blood of the
enemy, he is believed to become coward in life thereafter. Also by allowing the blood
to remain in his hands, he is supposed to be strong and grow more beards. Just below
the representation of the spoon, there is a straight line in each of the painting to
denote the bridge which a warrior use to come across into the area of the enemy after
the enemy shut the gate and come out over the same bridge with his trophy. The
zigzag panting on the lower side of the median white band is the symbolic
representation of the sentry posts on which the soldiers kept gourd….such a cloth
(original) is very rare to find nowadays.  In this regard, J.P. Mills8 has written ‘…The
pattern of this band is traditional and is regarded representing decapitated men
interspersed with the men who have taken their heads. These bands used to be made
in both Tseminyu and Tesophenyu, but the old craftsman in the former village is dead
and no one has arisen to take his place, the work being regarded in some vague way as
derogatory. In Tesophenyu, on the other hand, the tradition is vigorously alive and
one Achukha is striking out on a line of his own and introducing a second band. On a
cloth which I obtained in 1931, the lower band by his was decorated as follows taking
the objects from left to right: a warrior’s tail, tiger’s eyes, a cow elephant, a bull
elephant, tiger’s eyes, a tiger, a domestic Mithun, a bear, a Sambhur, tiger’s eyes wild
Mithun, tiger’s eyes, a warrior’s ‘tail’, a very band man whose head has been cut
off and underneath, a python swallowing a barking deer. On another cloth I
have seen a pictorial record of the rescue of a man from a tiger by the warrior’.
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Jewelry
The traditional ornaments of Nagaland are multi colored with simple designs

and are very beautiful a necklace made of colored beads is generally worn by Naga
people around the neck. ‘The beads are made from variety of paraphernalia like stone,
bone or shells. They also wear armlets made of ivory and brass. The most common
ornaments used by the Nagas are necklaces, earrings, armlets and bracelets. The Naga
ornaments are usually designed from ordinary semi precious stones, ivory; metals,
boar’s teeth etc are a hallmark of the high degree of creativity and dexterity of art and
crafts of Nagaland’.9  The Naga warrior’s pendants used by Konyak tribe are designed
in the form of miniature trophy masks in order to symbolize their bravery and courage
and colorful glass beads are generally stung on chords and tightened by coins.
Wood carving and bamboo works

Although, the head-hunting is no longer in practice and but it framed on the
basis of the cultural and religious life of the Nagas of the bygone days. The art of
wood carving is no difference and is mostly associated with head hunting and the
Morung practices. Morung pillars are commonly adorned with carvings of human
beings, tigers, elephants, hornbills, python and Mithun heads, which are carved in
high relief. The working tools are of primitive types consisting Dao, axe, daze and
chisel. More often figures are carved out of wood. The great Indian Hornbill is a very
recurring motif, which break and feathers are believed to have magical powers and
signifies courage and splendor in a Naga society. A head hunter can wear the feather
of this bird in accordance to the number of heads he had taken. What is interesting in
its depiction in carving is that, very often the perfection of the body is neglected the
feathers and the head being the prime attention. That’s why one can identify accurate
depiction of a hornbill head and feathers, the body of which seems to be highly un-
proportionate to it. In the same way, in terms of animals like elephants, very often the
head portion is realistic, but the legs are more or less conventional. On the other
hand, tigers, which symbolizes valor, are well depicted in comparison with strips and
a round head. In some Konyak Morungs, there are numbers of erotic motifs including
men and women and even animals like dogs engaged in intercourse, dancing couples
placing hands on each other’s thighs etc.
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Figure-5: A log drum.

Very often the body of the drum is decorated with different carvings for added
glorification. In the same way, rice pounding tables are also decorated with different
motifs like domestic animals, serpents etc, for which material other than wood
including ivory is sometimes used. Furniture like chairs are very often carved out
with aesthetic visualization and while doing so different materials including ivory,
metals and even sometimes coconut shells are used.

Naga carving of sculptures, depicting both the sexes is very interesting. It’s
very rare when human faces are showed with any kind of emotional expression.
Mathematical proportion of the human body is not strictly maintained. It is important
that human figures are generally shown without clothes and the sexual organs are
very clearly visible along with facial tattoos and different kind of jewelry. Sometimes
the carved figures intend to showcase a storyline, where as in other times they are
carved as a single identity.

In recent time, the practice of carving of decorative items of wood, metal and
ivory has emerged. Here the artisans manufacture different components of Naga society
like houses, miniature log drums and rice pounding tables, human and animal figures,
everyday objects etc for different purposes.

Figure – 6: Miniature model of rice pounding table.
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Bamboo is an integral part of a Naga society. In fact the vicious circle of Naga
life is confines to, being start in a bamboo cradle and ending in a bamboo coffin.
Actually with a grove of bamboo a Naga is always a rich man. However, tradition of
bamboo basketry is assumed to be started in remote past. The making of baskets and
mats, is a task reserved exclusively for men and boys. They are no professional basket
makers, but every man produces baskets for his own domestic use. For living in a
land full of bamboo and canes, they are naturally expert basket makers, which is a
domestic tradition than runs from generation to generation. These baskets have their
multiple uses with different shape and size from the rough little container made in
few minutes into which a chicken is rammed for a journey, to the carefully woven
baskets in which rice is carried up from the hills. Very often these baskets are decorated
with carved wooden artifacts and sometime even with monkey skulls.

Figure- 7: A basket.
Pottery

Pottery is not a widely practiced crafts of Nagaland. It is restricted to women
only revolving wheel not used, instead of which they had developed their own unique
method of pottery making with hands.  Usually the techniques vary from tribe to
tribe as well as geographical area they inhabit.11 The most peculiar feature of Naga
pottery is that the designs and motifs have been inspired by the designs of the textile.
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 It is a fact that the epicenter of Naga art and craft is some forbidden a well as
forgotten traditions of ancient time. Traditions like Head hunting are no way acceptable
in present scenario, but in the same time it also can’t be denied that conversions the
old practices and traditions have weaken gradually with the associate craftsmanship.
On the other hand, the modern approaches like high quality raw material, modern
equipments, marketing, international markets etc have transformed these household
practices into a commercial one. Off late the artistic charm of aboriginal art has become
popular in terms of fashion and creativity and Naga craftsmanship is one of them.
Such initiatives have broaden up the scope of Naga art and have successfully introduced
Nagaland not as a state of turbulence, naked people and aggression, but as a state of
color, life and vibrant traditions in the global platform.

In conclusion, it is worth mentioning here the remark of Dr. V. Elwin,12 ‘…with
the growth of the material prosperity, there will be a cultural and spiritual renaissance.
Naga dancing is famous and as the people will dance more will revive in their hearts
old memories and joy. The Nagas have excellent taste, a perfect sense of color and
there are welcoming signs that they will not permit a so called modernism to banish
color from their lives and depress them into the drab uniformity of the dress and
ornamentation of today’.

Notes & References

1The stone dragging ceremony in which two stones are dragged home.
2At present there are all total 17 different Naga tribes in Nagaland.
3The book was published in the year 1968.
4For extra weft weaving, the warp yarns are lifted by a stick like knitting stick or by
 porcupine quill with the fingers of the left hand while by the right hand the thread is
 passed through the shed so formed as per the designs.
5These feasts consist of a series of ceremonies, in a rising scale of importance, leading
 finally to the sacrifice of the mithun, a domestic animal. In each of the feasts, the villagers
 are entertained with wine, rice and meat. The feasts bring the donor honor and he can
 henceforth wear special clothes and ornaments, can decorate his house in special way and
 thus obtain a high status in social life. Only a married man is authorized to give these feasts.
6The Art of North-east frontier agency, 1959.
7The Rengma Nagas, Google Book, 1937.
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8Bachelor Dormitory.
9Nagaland society and culture available at www.mapsodindia.com/Nagaland/society-and culture/
arts-crafts.html viewed on 23.5.14.
10A huge musical instrument made of a single tree and it is played with more than one man with
  gongs.
11Website of  Indira Gandhi national Centre for the Arts, http://ignca.nic.in/.
12Verrier Elwin, Renowned Anthropologist.
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In the administrative and military affairs the Nayaks rules were assisted by
the Dalavay, the pradhani (secretary). They can also be called the governor general
or principal policing office, the finance office and the administrative office
respectively. The principal officer combined in civil and military powers.
Maintenances of internal peace and conduct of diplomatic relations with other
countries were the duties of the Dalavay. He did both the duties of a mantra (chief
minister) and a Senathipati (commander-in chief). The fusion of these two functions
civil and military in the hands of a single officer became the chief factor of the day.
As chief officer of the state he enjoyed supervisor powers over various departments
of the state.1

The next important officer of the Nayak kingdom was the dawn or finance
minister, popular a known in Sanskrit as Pradhani meaning the important. This
appointment was in tune with the position of the Pradhani in the Vijayanagar Empire.
It seems Kumarakampana was assisted by a Pradhani, SomappaUdaiyar. This office,
in charge of fringes prepared the budget or the state and administrative records forever
fiscal transaction. It seems this officer was assisted a gradation of lower officials and
writers. As an officer of the exchequer, he had been highly respected and he exerted
much in fluency on the kings.2 In brief, he had great in flounce in the administration of the
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state. In the absence of the palaver, he acted as supreme offices of the state. Generally,
very reliable and confident men were raised or appointed to this high test rank.

       The chief administrative officer or the chief secretary of the secretariat was
generally called Rayasam. A few of the secretaries were well versed in ancient
literature. According to T.V.Mahalingam the term Ryazan is a popular form of Ryazan
literally means the profession of writing. He seems to have kept records relating to
Temple and other official transition. These officials issued the temples. He also
exercised much in flounce on the kings and authority over administrative affairs. The
three officers the Dalavay, the Pradhani and the Rayasam formed the ‘trio of the
kings’ council when the ruler was a minor, or on leave or ill, these officers ruled the
country in the name of the minor or the king. It is to note that there was much jealousy
among these high officials. The former was in charge of the audit department and the
latter was the foreign secretary. They maintained subordinate staff to carry on the
work of their departments. They had been given free hand in the appointment and
administrable of their assistance and clerical staff. Thus a spirit of responsibility seems
to have prevailed in administration. In addition to salaries, rewinds were also given to
these officials by the king.3

Military Organization
          The Nayaks maintained a long standing hence their country was regarded military
states. As the Nayaks were the descendants of the Telugu in Tamil Nadu, they could
maintain peace and order only by policing the state. These Nayak kingdom were
surrounded by enemies on all sides the scoriae’s in the North West, the kraits in the
southwest the north, the Nisei in Hyderabad, the Deccan sultan the central and lower
central India. Often and always these neighbouring states intruded into the main-land of
the Nayakdom and there atoned, plundered and Poligars. The Europeans on the
Coromandal coast also, particularly the Portuguese and the Dutch, French and the Danes,
sought to transfer the allegiance of the people to their respective rules.4There were
also court conspiracies leading to dethronement and enthronements. The Nayakdoms
were unfriendly towards their kings. If Madurai fell out from the Vijayanagar
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camp, Thanjavur rules took to their heels and immediately the Empire. If Tirumalai
instigated the sultan to the Vijayanagar Empire, Raghunatha of Thanjavurinduced
another sultan to invasion of Madurai. In all these circumstances, even the most
powerful, talented and beloved Nayaks in no way over his enemies by keeping loyal
and subservient army, if there was the absence of a common goal.5

       Therefore, there is no wonder the Nayaks maintained a standing army and the
spies, as the principal sources are strength and protection in the Nayaks administrative
machinery. They kept the traditional fourfold division of the army and the infantry,
cavalry, elephant corps and the camels to transport materials from place to place. We
are not sure of the artillery forming part of their military system. The Vijayanagar
ruler’s maintained for both warfare and commerce. But our idea of the Nayaks keeping
warships is a question of dispute. They seem to have her bored friendship with any of
the foreign powers. They carried with them different weapons of winnings, long spears,
medicinal herbs poison and match locks. They purchased elephant mostly from the
Portuguese and have from the Arabs. The Portuguese imported elephants from Ceylon
and the Arabs from Arabia, where they have abundance of war houses.6

          As a rule the Poligars were required to help the Nayaks by all means, as least a
few Poligars of Tamil Nadu. Though they maintained a large number of long standing
army, the merit of the soldiers was in no ways superior to the other enemy forces. As
the Nayaks had some fear over the recruitment of pure Tamil they seem to have
recruited the Telugus who were also given highest ranks. It is understand that the
Nayaks depended more on the military system. The kings were very watchful over
the ringleaders of the army and they know everything in the state. Through very efficient
spies who disguised themselves as sages or dancing and singing women and roamed
ever. Suspected persons were sentenced to deportation. It is known from missionary
letter that at dimes, the army men spoiled the morale of the land by drinking too much
and immersing themselves in worldly pleasures. These soldiers were paid regular salary
from the state treasury and presents were also offered to them for meritorious service. If they
were not punctually paid, they dies lurked the peace of the state by plunders, raids and lootings.
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Frequent, war visitation of calamities, frequent default of the payment of salaries,
and frequent transfer of their services greatly affected the merit of the soldiers.7

Provincial Administration
            The provinces were under provincial governors. In between the king and the
prolonger the governors were vested with great executive authority. From this it is
inferred that the kingdom was divided into a few large provinces. The chief executive
of a province was the governor. The governors of the provinces were the connecting
agents between the central government and the local administration. Their powers
varied conidia with their distance to the capital a distant provincial ruler had greater
freedom and contra over his provincial. The governors should supervise the
administration of the Palayam some powerful Palayagars were under the control of
the governor. The provincial governors had the judicial powers. He was one among
the jury of the trial conducted by the Pradhani. It was he who intimated the witnesses
and compelled them to depose according to his wishes.
Palayam System

The Poligars represented a powerful institution in the history of Tamil Nadu
during the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. The Nayaks period witnessed the rise of a
political order called Palayam system which had a cheered existence in the history of
the Tamil country.8 Palayam system was another form of Nayaks system originally
introduced by Vijayanagar, Visvanatha was credited to have introduced the Palayam
system. Visvanatha Ariyanatha divided area into 72 Palayams according to frication.
The Poligar was in charge of the Palayams. He was not transferred from one Palayam
to the other. Because he is the chantry local officer above the village. He raised and
maintained army, administered and maintained peace, collected tax remolded one
third as the share of the central government at Madurai. Spend one third for
administrative purposes and retained the balance for him own use. He kept an army
with which he helmet the king limes of war. This system became very effective on
two ways it gave effective government at local level and can tribute military strength
to the king. About all the polio gars remained seas the second line of defense.9
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Village Administration
Vijayanagar rules wiped out from the Tamil country. The old system of local

self-government is introduced the new Ayagar system at village level. Under the Nayaks
the Palayam was divided into Makkana or seemai. The village was known by different
names as Grama, Mangalam, Samudram, Kudioor, Puram, Kurichi and Patti etc.
According to R.Sathianathaiyar the village enjoyed copious me sure of local to
authority. There were two in port and officers in the village. Join view cuff considered
there village officers as judges, the village officers were in charge of revenue survey,
registration, police and justice. They maintained registers and accounts.10

        The village appears to have enjoyed a large measure of local autonomy. It is a
common belief among the Tamils that the Nayaks failed to encourage the independent
functioning of the village and to grant the tradition autonomous status. In course of
time, these villages lost their significance in self-rule. A. Krishna swami’s opinion
that the Nayak’s were responsible for undoing the edifice of village autonomy, a salient
feature under the Cholas and Pandyas. Instead they attached much importance to the
Palayagari system which encroached upon the rights of the villages. Frequent
interference in the smooth working of unit administration seems to have been another
reason for the liquidation of many self-governing institutions.11

Revenue System
           Revenue formed the source of strength of the state. Revenue administration
was organized well for easy collection and prompt renitence. The incidence of iteration
was very high. The villages’ offices Maniyam or Ambalakarar collected tax. He remitted
the tax collected by the Mahanam a superior officer. From it in systematic transmission
it reached the treasury contorted by the Pradhani. Administrative expense was not
much there was fewer burdens to the central government for the up keep of the army
as it was maintained and supplied by the Poligars. On the administrative side also
high officials were granted land. The ordinary expense like payment to officials, police
and judicial department was not from the public evinces. Public works and public
charities were the chief of expediter the Nayaks.
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Out of these three mentioned, the principal income of the government was the
land tax. The state had monopoly over the income of the crown lands. The tribute
from the Poligars was not a requiem source of income. Regular payment of tribute by
the Poligars depended on their temple and the conditions of the times. Since the
coastal region was under the custody of the foreign powers like the Dutch and the
Portuguese, lion’s share of the revenue from pearl and chunk fisheries want to them
inscriptions contain references of some minor taxes like lava, Pandaravadai, Jodi and
Virada, taxes on looms, weavers and those on export and imports. Some of these
taxes were frequently more over to temples and public charities.12

          This kind of taxation was referent to in the inscriptions. Some state officers
and charitable institutions were exempted from payment of land tax. These lands
were called ‘Sarvamayam’. The revenue administration was in such a way that the
collection of revenue.  According to the Jesuit writers half of the produce of the land
was collected as land revenue. Payment of revenue in cash was accepted. From this it
is in ferret that sufficient currency was in circulation. The expenditure of Nayaks was
not in proportion to their income. The ordinary expenses of government such as the
salaries of officials, the army, the police and judicial departments, did not constitute
a serious drain on the public revenues. The army cannot have required up keep since
the Poligars were bound to supply the number of troops fixed by the original agreement
with them. Occasionally professional soldiers and mercenaries were employed and
paid. The chief items of expenditure were public works and charities. All the Nayaks
rulers without exception spent large amount of their revenue on construction of temple
and their maintenance.13

       This could not be avoided by a Hindu king if he wanted to gain popular support.
Similarly the upkeep of public charity was deemed as essential function of the state.
They squandered away the public money in observing pomp and show, in keeping a
large heron in setting out for pilgrimage in maintaining dignity by granting many tax-
free lands to temples in allowing the Brahmins to enjoy the fruits of many endowments
and Brahmmadeyas. In efficient Nayaks at time bought peace from an invader by
providing him with huge amounts. People were despoiled of their wealth by plundering
raids, loots and frequent march of forces, through their lands. Irrigation works also
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consumed much of the revenue of the kingdom. Thus, thought there was not much
regular expenditure, on-recurring expenses of heavy character were a marked feature
of the Nayaks finances. Every year there was huge surplus which went on
accumulating.14These surpluses would be kept in reserve to meet the unforeseen and
unexpected expenses.
Justice
       Judicial administration was life mostly in the hands of lower officer. In the village,
the village officials were in char acter of it. The Poligar was in charge of the judicial
administration in the Palayam. There was main then an organized Judicial none a
separate then rarely of Judicial offices. The Pradhani was in charge of judicial
administration. There was public examination and hawing with nesses according to
prone, in the administration to the Srinillipathus inscription of 1557. Hence, under
the Nayaks, there was an organized system of public trails. Clear-cut laws and codes
were not observed by the Nayaks. Customs and conventions had a say in deciding
cases.15

          The central government did not maintain an elaborate judicial establishment.
Arbitration was largely in vogue, petty disputes like seniority among the brothers
were settled by arbitrators. The king and his officials would hear disputes of important
nature in solving social and religious rights. The trial was conducted in his presence.
The examinations of withes was open, the proceedings of the trial were communicated
to the king who issued the judgment. The judgment issued by the king was finals.
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Hardoi district is a district of Lucknow Commissionaire in Uttar Pradesh
Province of India. It is situated in between 26-53 to 27-46 North  Latitude and 79-41
to 80-46 East Longitude. Its North border touches Shahjahanpur & Lakhimpur Kheri
districts, Lucknow (Capital of U.P) & Unnao are situated at south border, West borders
touches Kanpur (Industrial City of U.P) & Farrukhabad and on eastern border Gomati
river (A tributary of Sai river is also present) separates the district from Sitapur.
Nemisharayan the Pilgrim of Dwapar age is just 45 km away from district headquarter.

 The length of this district from northwest to southeast is 125.529 km and width
from east to west is 74.83 km. District Hardoi comprises of 5 tehsils ( Hardoi, Shahabad,
Bilgram, Sandila & Sawayajpur), 19 blocks, 191 Nyay Panchayat, 1101 Gram Sabha &
1901 habited revenue villages. It also has 7 Nagar Palika Parishads & 6 Nagar Panchayats .
Geographical area is 5947 sq. km.

According to general conventions Hardoi district is related with
‘Hirnakashyap’ its present name Hardoi is a distorted version of its earlier name
‘Haridrohi’. In view of some people this district was colonized by Hardevbaksh and
just because of this reason there is an old locality Hardevganj exists in the city.
Mallawa, Bilgram, Pihani, Shahabad, Sandila & Ruiyaa are the places of historical
significance. According to some historians Mallawa was colonized by Buddhists
while some believed that Sayyed Salar Masood Gazi came here. Earlier this area
Mallawa was district headquarter. The ancient name of Bilgram is ‘Srinagar’ its present
name Bilgram was given by some associates of Mahmood gajnavi. Pihani is derived
by Persian word Pinhani (place of shelter), it is believed that king of Moughal dynasty
Humayun took shelter in the forest of Pihani when he was defeated by Shershah suri.
Pihani is also related with the minister Sadarejahan of Emperor Akbar. His tomb and
paintings are still here.
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2.Ahmadi

Lat. 27°31’10" N.Long. 80°11’45"

The village Ahmadi is located in the Sadar tehsil of Hordoi district. The site is
also located near a small Tal in the south west corner of village settlement of Ahmadi.
There is a temple north of the village in a mango arched. The area of the mound is
about 7500 sq.m. and its height is about 8 km surrounding ground surface. During
surface exploration potsherds in red ware represented by bowls, basin, troughs button
knobbed lid, of medieval period ware found. The bowls are wheel turned having
flaring sides and featureless rim in medium fabric. Some of it has knife edged rim but
all are devoid of any surface treatment. The fragments of basins and troughs are
found in coarse fabric, fired at medium temperature. The rope mark designs are
executed on the exterior surface of troughs. It is treated with red slip on exterior also.
The spouts and button knobbed lids are also treated with five and thin red slip vases
found has collared rim, and exterior surface treated with red slip which is being peeled
off. Few Kushana bricks are also found on the site. The major portion of the mound
has been occupied by present village settlement of Ahmadi there is a temple of Aghor
panthis having a Shiva linga of marble stone in its Garbhagarh.

Figure No. 2.
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Figure No. 3.

3.Hariawan

Lat. 27°32’5" N.Long. 80°10’15" E

It is located in Sadar tehsil of Hardoi district on the left bank of Bhainsta
River a tributary of Sai, which lies in west of Hariwan market. Four temples out of
which two are in the market and the third is in the north end of the market at the
bank of a Tal and fourth is located southern eastern corner of the present settlement.
The area of mound is about 7000 square meter and it is approximately  four meter
high from the surrounding ground level.

The mound is presently occupied by a hospital and Naya punchayat bhavan.
The builders had dug deep trenches on the mound and sections about 3m. thickness
are open. The potsherds in red ware and black ware represented by bowls with knife
edge rim, button knobbed rim, basin, carrinated handies, Vases, Jars and troughs
bearing decorative motifs with incised lines of early medieval and medieval period
were found. Terracotta aricanut shaped beads, terracotta bangle; spouted vessels
and brick bats were also found, littered on the mound. A bowl with in covered rim with
a deep depression below rim in interior was also found indicating Kushana habitation
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on the site. There are five temples three of it belongs to Shiva is dedicated to Goddess
Katayani and fifth to the Hanuman.

The temple of Katyayani is deemed to be very ancient but villagers are renovating it.
It has a female Goddesh in Sthanaka Mudra bearing Mundamala in neck and having khadga
in right raised hand while left is broken. Four lady attendants two in each side are depicted
standing position. It is made in local style of art and can be dated a creation of medieval
period. Some others mutilated sculptures of Bhairava and are also kept in the nitche of temple.
There is another temple of Shiva with Shikhar in nagar style having a Shivalinga in its
garbhagriha.
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Figure No. 4

4.Purabahadur

Lat. 27°27’24" N.Long.80°9’ 25-30" E

It is located in the Sadar tehsil of Hardoi district at the distance of about 8 km.
north of the Tehsil head quarter. It is in the south of Pura bahadur and the west of Geo
village settlement. The mound is located near a seasonal Tal are made on the top of it.
The area of mound is 17,679 sq.m. Sai and an Asram of Data saint is built on the top of
it, which is a branch of Data Asram of Sanchankot. A grave of a saint in erected on the
top of mound. The height of mound is 5 m. from the surrounding ground level. During
the surface exploration on the mound pot sheds in red ware of medieval period of
bowls with knife edged rim in thin fabric and devoid of any surface treatment, basin
with flaring side featureless rim, having a deep depression on exterior below rim
followed by a ridge in thick fabric, miniature pots, Vases and Handi. The Kushana
pottery including vases with high neck treated with bright red slip over it, nail headed
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bowls of Gupta period terracotta discs and bowls in black slipped ware in fine fabric
are also found, which indicates about an ancient settlement of Early Medieval to
Northern Black Polished Ware Period.
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5.Nayagaon Habibpur/Phokhri

Lat. 27°26’1.9"N.Long.80°8’40-50"E

Site is located in the Sadar tehsil of Hordoi district, which lies about 5 km
north from the district headquarter. It is in the west of Sai River and north to Pokhri
drain. The mound is on the left/west side of a lake and its area is about 31429 square
meter and its height is about 12 feet from the surrounding ground surface. The mound
is surrounded by a pocket of waste land. Presently it is being used for making dung
cake cowdungs by the villagers. Few fragmentary parts of medieval sculpture were
found kept on a platform on the mound. It yielded red ware in the shapes of bowls,
Vases, troughs, basin and carrinated handies of excluding Glazed ware the earlier
pottery consisted of black slipped ware, black and red ware, orange red slipped Ware.
Button knobbed lid and nail headed bowls represents the habitation of Gupta period.
The floors and remain of a house made with mud walls of last phase of occupation
are clearly seen on the top of the mound. It seems habitation of northern black polished
ware period to medieval times.

Figure No. 5.
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7.Umrauli

Lat. 27° 25’3.3"N. Long. 80°8’59.3" E

The village Umrauli is located in the Sadar tehsil of Hardoi district on Hardoi-
Pihani Road. The mound lies in right side of road in an open area.  The area of the
mound is about 7000 sq.m. with height of about 1m. The site is located at the left
bank of Pokhri drain. It is 3 km. north to Hardoi district headquarters. Only Red ware
of late Medieval Period is found on the mound. It was also reported that the villagers
fought with British people and threw their weapons in to a well on the mound late
Medieval and British period. The height of mound is 1m.

8.Tari

Lat. 27°28’N.Long.80°12’10" E

The site is located on the right bank of Sai at the distance of 1.5 km. east
to it. There is a small Tal in between the present village settlement and the
mound which is surrounded by trees and shrubs.

9.Dharmapurwa

Lat. 27°22’20" N.Long 80°10’35" E

The site is located in the Sadar tehsil of Hardoi district at the distance of 4
km. south east from district headquarters as crow flies. The site is located on the
bank of a small Tal in open scrub 3 chemistries exist in its suburban. A drain passes

Figure No. 8.
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in the west of the mound. The potsherds in red ware of medieval period are found on
the surface of the mound.

10.Dilawarnagar

Lat. 27°22’20" N.Long 80°10’35" E

The mound is located in Sandila tehsil of Hordoi district. It is approachable
by a melted road by furcating from Lucknow Hardoi state highway from Sarai Marufpur
and leading to the Gausganj. It is about 5 km from Sarai Marufpur. The mound is very
clearly visible from the road. The mound is located in the west of a Horse-shoe lake
which is shallow at its both ends and deeper in the center. At present the village of
Dilawarnagar is located on the most part of the mound. Only the eastern portion is
lying vacant and it is covered with shrubs and grasses. The height of the mound is 3
m. During the surface exploration of the mound the pot sherds in Red ware, comprising
dishes with incurved rim in medium fabric. Bowls with incurved rim in medium
fabric, basins with thickened top rim, nail headed basins, spouted vessels, fragment
of orange red and dishes in black slipped ware, fooled bowls black slipped ware,
terracotta dishes and pila were also found from the mound, vases with collared rim,
Jars, and button knobbed lids were found. Thus it is clear that the mound has the
remains of an old settlement of N.B.P.W. period in its womb.

The details of some other important sites are as follows.
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The descriptions of the periods (based on archaeological material) received
at the above places consisted of Red Ware, Northern Black Polished Ware, Kushana
Period and Medieval Period.

Notes and References

1https://hardoi.nic.in/history.
2Indian archaeology-A review, Archaeological survey of India, New Delhi.
3Ancient India, Bulletin of the Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi.
4Man and Environment, Journal of the Indian Society for Pre-historic and
 Quarantines Studies,  Pune.
5Pragdhara, An Annual Journal of Directorate of Archaeology, Uttar Pradesh.
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History of Indian Resistance: A Study

Dr. Jyoti Rani Jaiswal
Assistant Professor

Department of Ancient History
Arya Kanya Degree College, Allahabad

Indian culture and civilization is very ancient, cherish ding their spiritual
appearance till date. There are many reasons in the background that resistance is an
important factor. Indian political and cultural immunity causes the prevailing tendency
to assimilate. Even after the invasion of Muslims on India and the establishment of
their power in this country, the invasion of those Muslim rulers continued against
India. By reflecting on this resistance, it is evident that the Muslim conquest of India
was not academic, but it was the result of the relentless hard work and struggle of
nearly sixth centuries. Due to systematic resistance in India, Muslim had to struggle
more here in comparison of any other country. In a critical period the tremendous
resistance to outside attacks is a meaningful and successful attempt to mark Indian
power.

In foreign invasions in ancient India which includes Macedonia, Shak, Pahlav,
Kushaan, Hun (Hyun) invasions is not permanent. The Greek who came in contact
with Indian invaders from these invasions influenced Indians in the field of astrology
and art of making coins. Shak (Sakya) merged into the Gupta Empire. In the Kushaan
empire, there was an unlimited increase in the trade of India during Kanishka’s rule.
Business relations of Rome were established from India. Clothing ornaments and
cosmetic were exported from India and gold’s being imported by Rome, in exchange.
Hun (Hyun) was barbarous; however these attacks brought political cultural social
impact. All these foreign powers merged into Indian culture.

In this way Arab invaders who fought without warfare in Iraq, within 10 years
Iran, in less than 75 years, Egypt, Eritrea, Somaliland, Libia (Libyan), Tunis and Algeria
including entire country of North Africa, in entire 10 years, Portugal and Spain and
half of the southern part in six years were conquered. In, a short-time of a century, due
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to the strong Indian resistance to the Arab invaders who spread their victory mark in
Spain to the border in France in front of the French front, only the victory of the Sindh
Province was only for the 350 years in the India state of Sindh Province it was the
only achievement. It took almost 75 years for the establishment of power in Sindh
Province, when the new young Mohammed Bin Qasim was entrusted with the
responsibility of the Arab invasion, he was not only stepping on the steps for the
government for five years in the Sindh province, but also facing the resistance of
local Hindus and Buddhist population. The Arab success of the Arab invasion, which
began from 636 A.D. was the sole success of Sindh province till 715 A.D. And it
continued to invade for many centuries after it failed to make any increase in the land
which was won by Muhammad-Bin-Qasim. The spread of Arabs out of Sindh province,
the Gujjar Pratihara rulers who ruled the West India had stopped and it is the highest
importance of the dynasty.

The second name of the Muslim invaders on India is the Turkic Ghaznavi
rulers. Apart, from the Sindh province Muslims attacked on Zabul (Jabul) and Kabul.
In these territories also they faced Indian resistance in some form for almost two
centuries.

Under the leadership of Subuktigin, Mahmood and his successors, the period
of Ghazni attack on this country continued for about 200 years. The achievement of
the Ghazni invaders in these two centuries has expanded from Kabul to the West of
river Ravi. Turks located on the border along with Hindu royal rulers done the
commendable job to protect the Indian land from Arab and Ghaznavi invaders alone
for almost three centuries.

In the chapter of the glorious achievements of the Muslim writers who were
synonymous with panic for the Indians and the defeat of the Sultan Mahmud Ghaznavi,
the two failures in the Kashmir and the failure of his intention against Chandel ruler
Vidyadhar twice is the furnished page. Under, the leadership of Jaipal, Anand Pal and
Trilochan Pal, Hindus faced aggressiveness fiercely. On, the way to Somnath temple,
about 50000 slaughter of Hindus in front of the temple, after listening to the
organization of the Hindus under the leadership of Paramdev, Mahmud Ghaznavi
changed the original part and chose the difficult one to follow, when Mahmud Ghaznavi
was tortured by the “Jats” of Sindh while returning from Somnath, it is proof that
Mahmood Ghaznai had to also suffer the bitter feeling of resistance here.
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In the Muslim invaders who attacked northern India, the third name is
Gauravanshi. The expansion of the Muslim Empire under the leadership of Mohammad
Gauri and his generals come to the valley of Brahmaputra from the coast of Raabi
(Ravi). At, the place called Kayadra in Gujrat in 1178, the first defeat of Mohammed
Gori by King Bal Mulraj has changed his purpose. Mohammed Gauri the successful
founder of the Muslim empire, who expanded the Muslim empire from the coast of
Ravi (Raabi) to the valley of the Brahmputra, had to face the shameful defeat in first
Tarain War (1191 A.D.) after the war in same injured situation however he managed
to reach. Even, after these two co-incidental defeats, in the middle of the conquest of
North India, the Muslim invaders had to face strong Indian resistance at places like
Tarain, Delhi, Meerut, Baran (Bulandshahar), Koal (Aligarh), Chandwar, Bayana,
Gwalior, Gujrat, Kalinjar, Badayun. In Ajmer, Hindu revival revolves against Muslim
rule and it clarify that Hindus were not easily tolerate the Muslim gumbling Ajmer’s
Mer rebellion, Haasi Jatwaan rebellion and Kol local cast rebellions was the proof of
the fact that public actively taking part in opposing Muslim invasions. Not only that
the country’s conquering North West border, the rebellious Kholchoro, converted his
final victory journey into a mortal journey and founder of Muslim empire in India,
Muizzhudin has been killed. Thus, the period of the Muslim invasion started from
636 A.D. ended in 1206 A.D., the resistance of the rulers of Delhi by Indians against
their spread ideology, the Muslim invasion of the said centuries, but the Hindu-Muslim
rule was established in Northern India but this is not, it should be understood that the
establishment of an independent Muslim State in India in 1206 A.D. ended the Hindu
rule in Northern India. There were still many Hindu states in Northern India who
constantly opposed the spread of the Muslim rulers of Delhi.

Thus, the intensity of the invasions and resistance of the Indians was the reason
that Muslim invaders took almost 500 years in the victory of North India. The Muslim
conquest of Indian land was not academic but Muslim invaders had the reward of
relentless hard work and struggle of about 6 centuries. Due, to its strong resistance,
Muslim had to struggle far more in India than any other country.
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ø¬ıù´ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ¸˜‘X fl¡1±Ó¬ ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±
’±Úµ ˙˝◊fl¡œ˚˛±

õ∂øÓ¬á¬±¬Ûfl¡ ’Ò…é¬
ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛

ø˙À1±Ú±˜±Ó¬ ø¬ı¯∏˚˛ÀÈ¬± Î¬◊O±¬ÛÚ fl¡1±1 ’±·ÀÓ¬ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ¸—:± ¸•Ûfl«¡Ó¬ ‰¬˜≈Õfl¡ Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˜±Ú fl¡Ô±
Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1±1 õ∂˚˛±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√±º ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸fl¡ ¸˜±Ê√ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ø¬ÛÓ‘¬¶§1+¬Û ’±‡…± ø√˚˛± ˝√√˚˛º ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ˝√√í˘ -
√˙«Ú, 1±Ê√ÚœøÓ¬, ’Ô«ÚœøÓ¬ ’±Úøfl¡ fl¡˘±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ Ò˜«À1± ˝◊√√ ˝√√í˘ Œˆ¬øÈ¬º Œ¸À˚˛À˝√√, ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ¸•Û”Ì«
ø˙é¬± ’±˝√√1Ì1 Œé¬SÓ¬ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ’ø¬ıÀ26√√… ’eº ¢∂œfl¡ ̂ ¬±¯∏±1 ëø˝√√©Üø1˚˛±í ̇ s1 ¬Û1± ø˝√√©Üø1 ̇ sÀÈ¬± ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√,
˚±1 ’Ô« ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Ó¬Ô… ’±1n∏ ¸Ó¬… ’Ài§¯∏Ì fl¡1±º

˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ¸—:± ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡˘ ¤øÓ¬˚˛±› ¸¬ı«¸ijÓ¬ ø¸X±ôLÕ˘ ’±ø˝√√¬ı ¬Û1± Ú±˝◊√√º ø¬ıø˙©Ü
˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ø¬ı√ E.H. Carr 1 ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ̧ —:± øÚÒ«±1Ì fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√√√À1 - History is an unending
dialogue between the present and the past. ’Ô«±» ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ̋ √√í˘ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ’±1n∏ ’Ó¬œÓ¬1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ øÚ1ôL1 fl¡ÀÔ±¬Ûfl¡ÔÚº ’Ó¬œÓ¬1 :±Ú1 ’ø¬ı˝√√ÀÚ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ’ª¶ö±Ó¬ ˆ¬øª¯∏…Ó¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı ˜±Úª ¸˜±Ê√
Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±› ’±&ª±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1, Œ¸˝◊√√ fl¡Ô± Œfl¡±ª± ¬ı±U˘… ˜±ÀÔ±Úº ø¬ıù´ fl¡ø¬ı 1¬ıœfÚ±Ô Í¬±fl≈¡À1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1
¸—:± ̧ •§Àg ∆fl¡ÀÂ√, ëThere is only one History - The History of Maní ’Ô«±» Œfl¡ª˘
¤‡Ú ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ’±ÀÂ√ - Œ¸˝◊√√‡Ú ˝√√í˘ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸º ¬ÛøGÓ¬ Ê√ª±˝√√1˘±˘ ŒÚ˝√√1n∏Àª ˜±Ú≈À˝√√ ˚≈À· ˚≈À·
õ∂fl‘¡øÓ¬1 ø¬ı1+ÀX, ¬ıÚ1œ˚˛± Ê√œª-Ê√c1 ø¬ı1+ÀX, ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ø˚¸fl¡À˘ øÚÊ√1 ¸≈ø¬ıÒ±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸˜±Ê√fl¡ ’Ú… ¤È¬±
Œ|Ìœfl¡ √˜Ú fl¡ø1 Œ˙±¯∏Ì fl¡À1 Œ¸˝◊√√ø¬ı˘±fl¡1 ø¬ı1+ÀX fl¡1± ¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡ ¸—¢∂±À˜˝◊√√ ˝√√í˘ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸º

1¬ıœfÚ±Ô Í¬±fl≈¡À1 ø˚ ̃ ±Úª ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 fl¡Ô± ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ ’±1n∏ ¬ÛøGÓ¬ Ê√ª±˝√√1˘±˘ ŒÚ˝√√1n∏Àª ø˚ ̧ —¢∂±˜1
˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 fl¡Ô± ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ¸˚˛±˝◊√√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ’±˜±1 Ò±1Ì±˜ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıù´ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸º ’±˜±1 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ¸•§Àg
¤È¬± Ò±1Ì± Œ˚ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ˜±ÀÚ 1Ê√± ˜˝√√±1Ê√±1 ˚≈XÊ√˚˛1 fl¡±ø˝√√Úœº ’±øÊ√1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ¬ı≈ø˘À˘ ¸¬ı«¸±Ò±1Ì
1±˝◊√√Ê√1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸º ¸≈Ò±fl¡F Î¬0 ˆ¬”À¬ÛÚ ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ ¸µˆ¬«Ó¬ ·œÓ¬1 ˜±Ò…À˜À1 ∆fl¡ÀÂ√, ë’Ó¬œÓ¬1 ¬ı≈1?œ
ø˘‡Àfl¡ ø˘ø‡øÂ√˘ 1Ê√± ˜˝√√±1Ê√±1 fl¡Ô±, ’±øÊ√1 ¬ı≈1?œ ø˘‡Àfl¡ ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜≈fl≈¡øÓ¬1 fl¡Ô±ºí

¸¬ı«¸±Ò±1Ì 1±˝◊√√Ê√1 ˜≈fl≈¡øÓ¬1 fl¡Ô± ¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡›“ÀÓ¬ 1±©Ü™1 ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ’=˘1 ¸¬ı«¸±Ò±1Ì 1±˝◊√√Ê√1
¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ õ∂Ì˚˛Ú fl¡1±1 fl¡Ô± ¬ı≈Ê√±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º Ù¬˘ ¶§1+À¬Û Œ¸˝◊√√ø¬ı˘±fl¡ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±À¸ ø¬ıù´1 ¸±˜ø¢∂fl¡
˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ·ˆ¬œ1 õ∂ˆ¬±ª Œ¬Û˘±¬ıº õ∂¸eSêÀ˜ ’¸˜1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Í¬±˝◊√√1 ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ õ∂Ì˚˛Ú fl¡1±1
fl¡Ô±Àfl¡ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±ø1ÀÂ√±º Ê√Ú±˜ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜Ó¬ 26 ˝√√±Ê√±1‡Ú ·±“› ’±ÀÂ√, Œ¸˝◊√√√À1 ’¸˜Ó¬ ¸1n∏-¬ı1
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ˆ¬±À˘¸—‡…fl¡ Ú·1-‰¬˝√√À1± ’±ÀÂ√º ¸¬ı«¸±Ò±1Ì 1±˝◊√√Ê√1 ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ø√˙ ¸±˜ø1 ’¸˜1 ·±“›-Ú·1,
‰¬˝√√1ø¬ı˘±fl¡1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ˚ø√ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ˝√√˚˛, ’¸˜1 ‹øÓ¬˝√√±ø¸fl¡ Œ‰¬À˝√√1±˝◊√√ ¸˘øÚ ˝√√í¬ıº
’ªÀ˙… ¤˝◊√√Àé¬SÓ¬ ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 Œ˚ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ‰¬‰«¬± Œ˝√√±ª± Ú±˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ÀÈ¬±› Ú˝√√˚˛º øfl¡c ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú øÊ√˘±, ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú
‹øÓ¬˝√√…˜øGÓ¬ Í¬±˝◊√√1 ¬Û”Ì«±e ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ¸—‡…± ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 Ú·Ú…º

’±øÊ√fl¡±ø˘ õ∂±À ˛̊̋ ◊√√ ’±ø˜ ø˚Àfl¡±ÀÚ± ø¬ı ∏̄̊ ˛ ø¬ıù´ √1¬ı±1Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬á¬± fl¡1±1 fl¡Ô± fl¡›“º õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıù´√1¬ı±1
¬ı≈ø˘ fl¡íÀÓ¬± ¤‡Ú Í¬±˝◊√√ Ú±˝◊√√º ë√1¬ı±1í Œ¬ı±˘± ’øˆ¬Ò±ÀÈ¬±1 ’øˆ¬Ò±øÚfl¡ ’Ô« ˝√√í˘ - 1±Ê√¸ˆ¬± ¬ı± Î¬◊2‰¬¬Û√¶ö
ø¬ı¯∏˚˛±1 Œ˜˘º ø¬ıù´ √1¬ı±1 ˜±ÀÚ ø¬ıù´1 Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ˜˝√√˘º ø¬ıù´1 Ê√±fl¡Ó¬ øÊ√ø˘fl¡± Ú·1-‰¬˝√√1Ó¬ ø¬ıU √˘ ∆· ø¬ıU
õ∂√˙«Ú fl¡ø1À˘, ø¬ıù´1 Œfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú˜±Ú õ∂ø¸X Ú·1-‰¬˝√√1 Œ˚ÀÚ, ˘GÚ, ª±øù´—È¬Ú, ˜À¶®± ’±ø√ ‰¬˝√√1ø¬ı˘±fl¡Ó¬
’¸˜ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¸ˆ¬±1 ˙±‡± ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬… ¸ˆ¬±, ’¸˜ ¸S ˜˝√√±¸ˆ¬±1 Î¬◊À√…±·Ó¬ ø¬ıù´1 ’íÓ¬-Ó¬íÓ¬ Œfl¡˝◊√√È¬±˜±Ú
Ú±˜‚1 ¶ö±¬ÛÚ fl¡ø1À˘˝◊√√ ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ê√±øÓ¬ ø¬ıù´ √1¬ı±1Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬á¬± Ú˝√√˚˛º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¡Z±1± ’¸˜1 ¸±˜ø˚˛fl¡ˆ¬±Àª
õ∂‰¬±1À˝√√ ˝√√í¬ıº øfl¡c ¶ö±˚˛œ ’±¸Ú ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ Ê√±øÓ¬ÀÈ¬±1 Ó‘¬Ì˜”˘ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ¬Û1± ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ˆ¬±¯∏±-¸—¶‘®øÓ¬,
¢∂±˜… ¸˜±Ê√ ¬ı…ª¶ö±, Ê√±øÓ¬ÀÈ¬±1 ø¬ıøˆ¬iß Œ·±á¬œ1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ Ôfl¡± ¸—‚±Ó¬ ’±ø√1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ õ∂Ì±˘œ¬ıX ¬ıdøÚá¬
·Àª¯∏Ì±1 Œˆ¬øÈ¬ ø¬ıù´1 Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ˜˝√√˘1 ’±·Ó¬ Ó≈¬ø˘ Òø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº õ∂¸eSêÀ˜ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡À1“±, Ó‘¬Ì˜”˘ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1
˜±ÀÚ ·“±›, Ú·1, ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±‡Ú õ∂ø¸X Í¬±˝◊√√1 ¬Û”Ì«±e ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸º ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 Ó‘¬Ì˜”˘ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ¬Û”Ì«±e
˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ø¬ı˘±Àfl¡À˝√√ ’¸˜1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ¸˜‘X fl¡ø1¬ı ’±1n∏ ø¬ıù´ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±À¸ ¶ö±Ú ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıº
’¸˜1 Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ˜˝√√˘1 ‘√ø©Ü ’±fl¡¯∏«Ì fl¡ø1¬ıº

’¸˜1 ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’Ó¬œÓ¬fl¡ ∆˘ Œ·Ã1ª fl¡À1 øfl¡c ’Ó¬œÓ¬ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ’Ò…˚˛Ú fl¡ø1 ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¸≈Ù¬˘ø¬ı˘±fl¡
’±ø˜ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú1 fl¡±˜Ó¬ Ú‡Ó¬±›º 1+¬ÛÀfl“¡±ª1 ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±À√ ’Ó¬œÓ¬ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸fl¡ ’gˆ¬±Àª ’Ú≈fl¡1Ì fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘›
Œfl¡±ª± Ú±˝◊√√º ŒÓ¬À‡ÀÓ¬ ’Ó¬œÓ¬1 ‹øÓ¬˝√√…1 ›¬Û1Ó¬À˝√√ &1n∏Q ø√¬ıÕ˘ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√º ’Ó¬œÓ¬1 fl≈¡¸—¶®±1, ’gø¬ıù´±¸
¬Ûø1˝√√±1 fl¡ø1 ’Ó¬œÓ¬1 ‹øÓ¬˝√√…1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ ¸—·øÓ¬ 1±ø‡ ø¬ı:±Ú˜Ú¶® ø‰¬ôL± ¸˜±Ê√Ó¬ õ∂‰¬±1 ’±1n∏ õ∂¸±1 ‚È¬±¬ı
˘±ø·¬ıº ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¤‰¬±˜ Œ˘±fl¡ ’±ÀÂ√ ø˚ ’Ó¬œÓ¬ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸fl¡ Œfl¡±ÀÚ± &1n∏Q˝◊√√ ø√¬ı ŒÚ±À‡±ÀÊ√º ¤˝◊√√‰¬±˜ Œ˘±Àfl¡
Ú±Ê√±ÀÚ øfl¡•§± Ê√±øÚ¬ıÕ˘› ˝◊√√26√± Úfl¡À1 - ’±ø˜ Œ˚ ’±øÊ√ ø˚ ˝◊√√∞I◊±1ÀÚÈ¬1 ˚≈·Ó¬ ¬ı±¸ fl¡ø1ÀÂ“√± Œ¸˝◊√√ ˚≈·
’±fl¡±˙1 ¬Û1± ̧ ø1 ¬Û1± Ú±˝◊√√º ø¬ı:±Ú ̧ ±ÒÚ±1 ø˚ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ Œ¸˝◊√√ ̧ ±ÒÚ±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬À˝√√ ̃ ±Úª ̧ ˆ¬…Ó¬± Î¬◊2‰¬ø˙‡1Õ˘
·øÓ¬ fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1ÀÂ√º

˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ’Ò…˚˛Úø¬ı˜≈ø‡Ó¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı Î¬◊øÍ¬ ’˝√√± ‰¬±˜ Â√±S-Â√±SœÀ˚˛˝◊√√ √±˚˛œ Ú˝√√˚˛, ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡
ø˙é¬± ¬ı…ª¶ö±› √±˚˛œº ¤È¬± Ê√±øÓ¬1 ¬ı±À¬ı ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬”À·±˘1 ’Ò…˚˛Ú øfl¡˜±Ú ’±ª˙…fl¡ Œ¸˝◊√√ ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛
¬ı…±‡…± fl¡1±1 Ê√±ÀÚ± øfl¡¬ı± õ∂À˚̨±Ê√Ú ’±ÀÂ√º ’±øÊ√1 ¬Û1± 40 ¬ıÂ√11 ’±·ÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ Î¬◊Mê√ ø¬ı ∏̊̄  ̨ ≈√È¬± ’¸˜ Î¬◊2‰¬
˜±Ò…ø˜fl¡ ø˙é¬± ¬Ûø1 ∏̄√ [Œ‰¬¬ı±] ◊̋√√ ¬Û±Í¬…Sê˜1 ¬ı±Ò…Ó¬± ”̆̃ fl¡ ø¬ı ∏̊̄ 1̨ ¬Ûø1ªÀÓ«¬ ‹ø26√fl¡ ø¬ı ∏̊̄  ̨fl¡ø1À˘º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ Â√±S-
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Â√±Sœfl¡ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ’±1n∏ ˆ¬”À·±˘1 :±Ú1 õ∂øÓ¬ ’±¢∂˝√√ fl¡˜±˝◊√√ ø√˚˛± ˝√√í˘º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ø¬Û‰¬Ó¬ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ‰¬‰«¬±1 ›¬Û1Ó¬
Œ˜±é¬˜ ’±‚±Ó¬ ’±øÚ ø√ÀÂ√ ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ˙±¸fl¡ √À˘º ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ˙±¸fl¡√À˘˝◊√√ Ú˝√√˚˛, ¬Û”¬ı«1 ˙±¸fl¡ √À˘› ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú
õ∂ªÓ«¬Ú fl¡ø1 ¸˜¢∂ ø¬ıù´‡ÚÀfl¡ ¤‡Ú ·“±ªÕ˘ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ ˝√√í¬ı ¬ı≈ø˘ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√º ˝◊√√˚˛±1 Ù¬˘¶§1+À¬Û ¤Ù¬±À˘
Œ˚ÀÚ√À1 Ê√±øÓ¬ 1±©Ü™1 Ó¬Qfl¡ ’¶§œfl¡±1 fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√, ŒÓ¬ÀÚÒ1ÀÌ ø¬ıù´1 õ∂±˚˛ ¬Û“±‰¬˙È¬±Ó¬Õfl¡ ’øÒfl¡ ¸1n∏
¸1n∏ Ê√ÚÀ·±á¬œ1 ˜≈‡1 ˆ¬±¯∏± ø‰¬1ø√ÚÕ˘ ˘≈5 Œ˝√√±ª±1 ’±˙—fl¡± fl¡1±1 ¬Ûø1Àª˙ ¸‘ø©Ü fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ’±ø˜
¸fl¡À˘±Àª˝◊√√ Ê√±ÀÚ± ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯∏« ¤‡Ú ŒÙ¬Î¬±À1˘ ˚≈Mê√1±©Ü™º øfl¡c ¬ıÓ«¬˜±Ú ˙±¸fl¡√À˘ Œ˚±ª± ‰¬±ø1È¬±
¬ıÂ√1Ó¬ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯∏«fl¡ ¤‡Ú ¤fl¡Àfl¡øffl¡ 1±©Ü™Õ˘ ¬Ûø1ÌÓ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√º ¤fl¡Àfl¡øffl¡ 1±©Ü™ ̃ ±ÀÚ ¤fl¡ Ê√±øÓ¬, ¤fl¡
ˆ¬±¯∏±, ¤fl¡ Ò˜«, ¤fl¡ ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¤fl¡ ’øÓ¬Àfl¡øffl¡ ‰¬1fl¡±1º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ˙±¸fl¡ √˘1 ¤ÀÚ õ∂øSê˚˛±1
Ù¬˘Ó¬ ¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ’=˘1 ˆ¬±¯∏±, ¸—¶‘®øÓ¬, ’Ô«ÚœøÓ¬, ¸˜±Ê√ÚœøÓ¬, ø¬ı:±Ú1 ‹øÓ¬˝√√… ¬ı˝√√Ú fl¡1±
˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ø¬ı˘±fl¡ ˘≈5 ˝√√í¬ı øfl¡•§± ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ õ∂Ì˚˛Ú1 Ò±1±ÀÈ¬±Àª˝◊√√ ¬ıg ∆˝√√ ˚±˚˛º ’±˜±1 ’øô¶Q, ’±˜±1
¶§±øˆ¬˜±Ú ¤Àfl¡¬ı±À1 Œ˘±¬Û ¬Û±¬ıº ’±·ÀÓ¬ Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú ˝√√í˘ - ’±À˜ø1fl¡±Ú ¸±•⁄±Ê√…¬ı±À√
õ∂ªÓ«¬Ú fl¡1± ¬Û≈“øÊ√¬ı±√œ ø¬ıù´±˚˛Úº ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ø¬ıù´±˚˛Úfl¡ õ∂øÓ¬˝√√Ó¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ Ê√Ú¸±Ò±1Ì1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬
˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± Ó‘¬Ì˜”˘ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ¬Û1± ¬ı‘øX fl¡ø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº ’±ø˜ ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú1 fl¡Ô± fl¡äÚ±
fl¡À1“± ø˚‡Ú Œ·±˘fl¡œfl¡1Ì ·“±ªÓ¬, ’±˜±1 ’‡…±Ó¬ ·“±›‡Ú øfl¡•§± ’±˜±1 ¸1n∏ Ú·1‡Ú1 ∆¸˝◊√√‡Ú
Œ·±˘fl¡œfl¡1Ì ·“±ªÓ¬ ’±˜±1 ̧ ±˜±Ú…Ó¬˜ 1+¬ÛÓ¬ ø‰¬Ú±øfl¡ ¤È¬± Ô±øfl¡ ̊ ±˚˛º Œfl¡±ª± ¬ı±U˘… ø¬ıù´Ó¬ ̧ ±•xøÓ¬fl¡
fl¡±˘Ó¬ ≈√È¬± ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú õ∂fl¡È¬ ∆˝√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬ÀÂ√ - ¤È¬± ˝√√í˘ ¬Û≈“øÊ√¬ı±√œ ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú, ’±ÚÀÈ¬± ˝√√í˘ ø¬ıù´1 ¸fl¡À˘±
Ê√±øÓ¬-Î¬◊¬ÛÊ√±øÓ¬fl¡ ∆˘ ¸˜±Ê√¬ı±√œ ø¬ıù´±˚˛Úº øÚÊ√1 ’øô¶Q 1é¬± fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ ¸˜±Ê√¬ı±√œ ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú1
’—˙œ√±1 Œ˝√√±ª±ÀÈ¬± ¸˜˚˛ ¸˜±·Ó¬º Œfl¡±ª± ¬ı±U˘…, ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ’—˙œ√±1 ˝√√í¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√íÀ˘ ’±ø˜ ’±˜±1 øÚÊ√1
øÚÊ√1 ’=˘1 ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ¸˜‘X fl¡ø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº ø¬ıø˙©Ü ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ø¬ı√ øÙ¬Î¬◊√1 fl¡À1±øˆ¬Ú1 ¤øÈ¬ ¸±1n∏ª±
˜ôL¬ı…À1 ̧ ±˜1øÌ ̃ ±ø1ÀÂ“√± - ëõ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ Í¬± ◊̋√√1 ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸, õ∂ÀÓ¬…fl¡ Œ√̇ 1 ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸ ’±‰¬˘ÀÓ¬ ø¬ıù´ ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸À1 ◊̋√√
¤Àfl¡± ¤Àfl¡±È¬± ’—˙ ˜±ÀÔ±Ú, ¸˜¢∂ ¬Û‘øÔªœ1 ˜±Úª ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1 ’—˙ºí
¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ¸˝√√±˚˛fl¡ ¢∂Lö¬Û?œ
1E.H.Carr, What is History, New Worth, Macmillan, p.196.
2R.G.Collingwood,  The Idea of History, London, Oxford University Press, p.195º
3 S.K.Kochhar, Teaching of History, Revised and Enlarged Edition, Sterling Publishers Pvt. Ltd.
4ø¬ı¬Û≈˘ fl≈¡˜±1 √M√√, ø¬ıù´±˚˛Ú, √œ‚, ¬ı±Ìœ ’±1n∏ √1 ô¶1, ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙, 2003º
5Î¬0Œ·±ø¬ıµ ‰¬f ¬ı1±, ˚≈· õ∂¬ı±˝√√Ó¬ ¬ı1‡eœ˚˛±, 2008º ø¬ı.^.– ÚÀ1Ú ¬ı1±1 ¡Z±1± Œ˘‡± õ∂ªg ë˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ‰¬‰«¬±1 õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úœ˚˛Ó¬±í1 ¸˝√√±˚˛ Œ˘±ª± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º
6Î¬0 ˆ¬”À¬ÛÚ ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±, ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬ fl¡fl¡±˝◊√√À√Î¬◊, 2010º
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7˚≈·¬ı±Ó«¬±, ø¡ZÓ¬œ˚˛ ¬ı¯∏«, Ó‘¬Ó¬œ˚˛ ¸—‡…±Ó¬ õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬ Œ˘‡fl¡1 õ∂ªg ë˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ø˙é¬fl¡1 ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 õ∂À˚˛±Ê√Úœ˚˛Ó¬±í ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ õ∂fl¡±˙Ú,
 ø‰¬Ú±˜1±, Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬-8 √º
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Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL – √øé¬Ì Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬1 ¤fl¡  ’ø¢üfl¡F
Î¬0 ’?Ú ˙˝◊√√fl¡œ˚˛±

’Ò…é¬
ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛, ø‰¬Ú±˜1±

fl¡ø¬ıÀ˚˛ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ
ëëŒÓ¬±˜±1 ˘≈Ìœ˚˛± Œ√˝√√±Ó¬ |˜1
≈1ôL ¶§±é¬1
’Ô‰¬ Ó≈¬ø˜ Œfl¡øÓ¬˚˛±› ¬ı±Ó¬ø11
ø˙À1±Ú±˜ ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª±
”√1√˙«Ú1 ¬Û«√±ÀÓ¬± ˆ¬≈˜≈øfl¡
Ú±˜±À1 ŒÓ¬±˜±1 ø¬ıù´ô¶ ˜≈À‡
’Ô‰¬ Ó≈¬ø˜ ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ¬ıÈ¬¬ı‘é¬
¤fl¡ Ê√±¢∂Ó¬ õ∂øÓ¬¬ı±√....íí

’¸˜1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ø¬ıø˙©Ü ø‰¬ôL±˙œ˘ Œ˘‡fl¡ ̇ …±˜˘ ø¬ıù´±À¸ ¤¬ı±1 ¤fl¡ õ∂¸—·Ó¬ ø˘ø‡øÂ√̆  Œ˚ õ∂øÓ¬À¬ı˙œ
¬ı± ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ¬ı± ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ø¬ıø˙©Ü ¬ı…øMê√1 ¸•ÛÀfl«¡ ’±˜±1 ¤fl¡ ¸˝√√Ê√±Ó¬ Î¬◊√±¸œÚÓ¬± ’±ÀÂ√º ˝◊Î¬◊À1±¬Û,
Œ˘øÈ¬Ú ’±À˜ø1fl¡± Ú±˝◊√√¬ı± ’±øÙË¬fl¡±1 õ∂øÓ¬ ’±˜±1 Œ˚ÀÚ Ò1Ì1 Î¬◊»¸±˝√√ ¬ı± Î¬◊Vœ¬ÛÚ±, øfl¡c ’±˜±1 øÚÊ√1
’=˘1 ŒÓ¬ÀÚ ¬ı…øMê√1 ¸•Ûfl«¡Ó¬ øÍ¬fl¡ ŒÓ¬ÀÚ Ò1Ì1 ˜ÀÚ±À˚±·1 ’ˆ¬±ªº ˝◊√√˚˛±1 Ù¬˘Ó¬ ø¬ıø˙©Ü Œ˘‡fl¡ Ó¬Ô±
¸˜±Ê√¬ıËÓ¬œ ¬ı…øMê√¸fl¡˘1 fl¡ «̃1±Ê√œ1 ̃ ˝√√N, õ∂ ”̃̆ …À¬ı±Ò ¤øÓ¬ ˛̊± ◊̋√√ ’±ø˜ ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û1± Ú± ◊̋√√º ›¬Û1Ó¬ Î¬◊ø~ø‡Ó¬
fl¡ø¬ıÓ¬±1 ¬Û—øMê√À˚˛ Ó¬±Àfl¡˝◊√√ ¸”‰¬±¬ıÕ˘ ∆·ÀÂ√º Œ¸À˚˛ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ’•°±Ú Œ√˙Àõ∂˜1 ‰¬±ÀÚfl¡œ, √øé¬Ì
Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬Ó¬ 1±˚˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±¸˜”˝√√fl¡ ˙øMê√˙±˘œ ŒÚÓ‘¬Q ø√˚˛±, õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ ·±gœ¬ı±√œ ŒÚÓ¬±, ¸±—¬ı±ø√fl¡, ¶§Ó¬La ø‰¬ôL±-
ˆ¬±ªÚ±1 Œ¬Û±¯∏fl¡, ¸±øNfl¡ ’±Ò≈øÚfl¡ ¬ı≈øXÊ√œªœ Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√ôLÀ√ª ¬ıÌ«˜˚˛ Ê√œªÚ ’±1n∏ ’±√˙�« ¸•ÛÀfl«¡
¸˜…fl¡ Ò±1Ì± ø√˚˛±˝◊√√ ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ ¤˝◊√√ ø˘‡øÚ1 õ∂øÓ¬¬Û±√… ø¬ı¯∏˚˛º

˜˝√√±¬Û≈1n∏¯∏ ¿˜ôL ˙—fl¡1À√ª1 ø¬ÛÂ√1Ê√Ú ˜˝√√±¬Û≈1n∏¯∏ ¿¿˜±ÒªÀ√1 øõ∂˚˛ ø˙¯∏… ¿¿À·±¬Û±˘À√ª1
’±:±¬Û1  ¬ı1˚≈√̃ øÌÀ√ª1 ̃ ±Ê≈√¬Û≈S ¿1øÓ¬fl¡±ôL1 Ú±øÓ¬ ¿Ú1¬ı1À√ª õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬ ¿¿ÀÓ¬˘¬Û±Úœ ̧ S1 ¡Z±√̇ Ê√Ú
¸S±øÒfl¡±1 ¿˚±√ª‰¬f1 ŒÊ√…á¬ ¬Û≈S Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ̃ ˝√√ôLÀ√ª1 Ê√ij ∆˝√√øÂ√˘ 1903 ‰¬Ú1 18 ’À"√√±¬ı1 Ó¬±ø1À‡º
¸1n∏À1¬Û1± Œ˜Ò±˙øMê√1 ¬Ûø1‰¬˚˛ ø√˚˛± ˜˝√√ôLÀ√Àª 1924 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ Œ·±˘±‚±È¬ Œ¬ıÊ√¬ı1n∏ª± ¶≈®˘1 øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ø¬ı¯∏˚˛Ó¬
Œ˘È¬±1¸˝√√ ¸≈‡…±øÓ¬À1 õ∂Àªø˙fl¡± ¬Û1œé¬±Ó¬ Î¬◊M√√œÌ« ∆˝√√ ¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ fl¡È¬Ú fl¡À˘Ê√1¬Û1± ¬ı≈1?œÓ¬ ¸ij±Ú
¸˝√√fl¡±À1 ¶ß±Ó¬fl¡ ’±1n∏ 1930 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ &ª±˝√√±È¬œ1 ’±˘« ˘ fl¡À˘Ê√1¬Û1± ø¬ı, ¤˘, ¬Û±Â√ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¤fl¡±ôL ˝◊√√26√±
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Ôfl¡± ¸ÀN› ’±øÔ«fl¡ ’ˆ¬±ª1 ¬ı±À¬ı ¤˜ ¤ ¬ÛøÏ¬ˇ¬ıÕ˘ ˚±¬ı ŒÚ±ª±ø1 ø¸˜±ÚÀÓ¬ ø˙é¬± ¸±— fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º
ø˚ øfl¡ Ú˝√√›fl¡, ¤·1±fl¡œ Â√±S fl¡˜«œ ’±1n∏ ¸˜±Ê√fl¡˜«œ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂Ô˜±ª¶ö±Ó¬ &ª±˝√√±È¬œ1 Œ¸±Ì±1±˜

˝√√±˝◊√√¶≈®˘Ó¬ ø˙é¬fl¡Ó¬± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ˚ø√› ¶§±ÒœÚ ˜Ú1 ˜˝√√ôL˝◊√√ ‹øÓ¬˝√√…˜øGÓ¬ Ó¬Ô± ’Ò≈Ú±˘≈5 ¸±ø√Úœ˚˛± ’¸˜œ˚˛±
fl¡±fl¡Ó¬1 ¸˝√√fl¡±1œ ¸•Û±√fl¡ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û fl¡±˚«øÚ¬ı«±˝√√ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ∆˘øÂ√˘º

1930 ‰¬Úº ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 Ê√øÈ¬˘ ̧ øgé¬Ìº 1930 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ ’±1y Œ˝√√±ª± ̂ ¬±1Ó¬¬ı…±¬Ûœ
’± ◊̋√√Ú ’˜±Ú… ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ·±gœÊ√œÀ ˛̊ ̧ ≈1±1 ̧ •Û”Ì« øÚø ∏̄Xfl¡1Ì, ø¬ıÀ√̇ œ ¬ıd1 ›¬Û1Ó¬ ̧ —1é¬Ì ”̃̆ fl¡
’±˜√±øÚ  q{√® Œ‚±¯∏Ì± fl¡1±, Œ˘±Ì ¸Ó¬…±¢∂˝√√, fl‘¡¯∏fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ¬ı±À¬ı
ˆ¬”ø˜ 1±Ê√˝√√ ¬Û=±˙ ˙Ó¬±—˙ fl¡Ó«¬Ú ’±ø√Àfl¡ fl¡ø1 ¤‚±1√Ù¬œ˚˛±
√±¬ıœ Œ‚± ∏̄Ì± fl¡À1º ¤ÀÚ Ê√øÈ¬˘ ¬Ûø1ø¶öøÓ¬Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ¤fl¡˜±S
øÓ¬øÚø√Úœ˚˛± ’±1n∏ ¸±ø√Úœ˚˛± fl¡±fl¡Ó¬ ë’¸˜œ˚˛±í1 õ∂fl¡±˙fl¡ ’±1n∏
˜≈^fl¡ ø˝√ √‰¬±À¬Û ·Ò≈1 √±ø˚˛Q ˜˝√√ôLÀ√Àª ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡ø1 Œ√˙À¸ª±1
¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ‰¬±ÀÚøfl¡ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±À˘º ŒÓ¬›“ Œ¸˝◊ √ √  ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ë’±˘˝√ √ œ
·ªÌ«À˜∞I◊í ˙œ¯∏«fl¡ Œ˘‡±ÀÈ¬±Àª ¤fl¡ ’±À˘±Î¬ˇÚ1 ̧ ‘ø©Ü fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊√√
Œ˘‡±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ Ó¬√±ÚœôLÚ ø¬ıËøÈ¬‰¬ ‰¬1fl¡±1fl¡ ë’±˘˝√√œí ¬ı≈ø˘
¸À•§±ÒÚ fl¡ø1 ˆ¬±1Ó¬1 ˜±øÈ¬1 ¬Û1± ’øÓ¬ ˙œÀ‚Ë È¬±ø˘-ŒÈ¬±À¬Û±˘±
¬ı±øg ˚±¬ıÕ˘ Œfl¡±ª± ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º õ∂¸—·SêÀ˜ fl¡›“, 1930 ‰¬Ú1
¤øõ∂˘1¬Û1± 1931 ‰¬Ú1 ’±·©Ü ˜±˝√√Õ˘Àfl¡ fl¡±fl¡Ó¬ ≈√‡Ú ¸•Û±√Ú±
fl¡ø1 ˜˝√ √ ôL˝◊ √ √ Œ√˙Õ˘ Œ¸ª± ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ± ◊̋√√øÂ√̆ º ¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ Î¬◊Mê√
fl¡±fl¡Ó¬ ≈√‡Ú ¬ıg ∆˝√√ Œ˚±ª±Ó¬ ëfl¡—À¢∂Â√í Ú±˜1 ¤‡Ú ˝√√±ÀÓ¬ ø˘‡±
ø˘Í≈¬ fl¡1± fl¡±fl¡Ó¬ &ª±˝√√±È¬œÀÓ¬ ¸œ˜±ªX 1±ø‡ õ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º
õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô«Ó¬ ¸≈¶ö Ê√Úø˙é¬±Ó¬ ¬ı±Ó¬ø1 fl¡±fl¡Ó¬1 ¤fl¡ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏ ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡±
’±ÀÂ √ ¬ı ≈ ø˘ ˜˝√ √ ôL˝ ◊ √ √ ¸¬ı«±ôLfl¡1ÀÌÀ1 ˆ¬±ø¬ıøÂ√˘º Œ¸À˚˛
˜˝√√ôL˝◊√√ [1970 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ ø˘‡±] ëø¬ıõ≠ªœ ̧ ±ø √̋√øÓ¬…fl¡ ̃ √̋√±R± ·±gœí ñ ̇ œ ∏̄«fl¡ õ∂¬ıgÓ¬ ¤ ◊̋√√¬ı≈ø˘ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ñ
ë¬ı±Ó¬ø1 fl¡±fl¡Ó¬fl¡ 1±©Ü™1 ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« ô¶y ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ª± √̋√̊ º̨ ◊̋√√ Œ˚ ¤È¬± ˙øMê√, ¸Àµ √̋√ Ú± ◊̋√√º øfl¡c Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ˙øMê√1 ’¬Û¬ı…ª √̋√±1
fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ¤È¬± √GÚœ˚̨ ’¬Û1±Òº ˜ ◊̋√√ øÚÀÊ√ ¤Ê√Ú ¸—¬ı±√ Œ¸ªœ ’±1n∏ Œ˜±1 ¸—·œ ¸±—¬ı±ø√fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ ˜ ◊̋√√ ¤ ◊̋√√
Œ·± √̋√±ø1 Ê√Ú±›“ Œ˚Ú ŒÓ¬›“À˘±Àfl¡ ◊̋√√̊ ±̨1 √±ø˚̨Q Î¬◊¬Û˘øt fl¡ø1¬ı ’±1n∏ ¸Ó¬…fl¡ ¸˜Ô«Ú fl¡1±1 ¬ı±ø˝√√À1 Œ˚Ú ’Ú…
’±√˙« ÚÕ˘ ŒÓ¬›“À˘±fl¡1 fl¡Ó«¬¬ı… ̧ •Û±√Ú fl¡ø1¬ ̊ ±¬ıºí ø˚ øfl¡ Ú˝√√›fl¡, ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ̧ —¢∂±˜œ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û ̃ ˝√√ôLÀ√ª1
’ª√±Ú ’±øÂ√˘ ’Ó¬…ôL Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·…º Œfl¡±ª± øÚ©xÀ˚˛±Ê√Ú Œ˚ 1930ñ35 ‰¬Ú1 ’±˝◊√√Ú ’˜±Ú… ’±Àµ±˘Ú1
¸˜˚˛ÀÂ√±ª±Ó¬ ’¸˜1 ¢∂±˜… ’=˘Ó¬ ë1±˚˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±í ¸˜”˝√√1 ·Í¬Ú õ∂øSê˚˛± Ó¬œ¬ıË ∆˝√√ Î¬◊øÍ¬øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊√√Àé¬SÓ¬
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’¸˜Ó¬ ø¬ıÀ˙¯∏Õfl¡ ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S Î¬◊¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Ó¬ Ó‘¬Ì˜”˘ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 fl¡—À¢∂Â√ ŒÚÓ¬±¸fl¡À˘ fl‘¡¯∏fl¡¸fl¡˘fl¡ 1±˚˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±1
¬ÛÓ¬±fl¡±1 Ó¬˘Ó¬ ̧ —·Í¬Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ‰¬©Ü± fl¡ø1 ¬ıU ¬Ûø1˜±ÀÌ ̧ ±Ù¬˘… ’Ê«√Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘º Œ¸À˚˛ 1±˚˛Ó¬ ̧ ˆ¬±1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬
√øé¬Ì Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬ ’=˘1 Ê√Ú¸±Ò±1ÀÌ ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¬ ’—˙¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡ø1 ̧ —¢∂±˜œ ̂ ¬”ø˜fl¡± Œfl¡ÀÚ√À1
¬Û±˘Ú fl¡ø1øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ Œ¸˝◊√√ ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¬ Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ̃ ˝√√ôL1 ŒÚÓ‘¬Q Œfl¡ÀÚ ’±øÂ√˘ Œ¸˝◊√√ ̧ µˆ¬«Ó¬ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬
Úfl¡ø1À˘ ø˘‡øÚÀÈ¬± ’±Ò1n∏ª± ˝√√í¬ıº ¶úÓ«¬¬ı… Œ˚, √øé¬Ì Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬1
fl¡1„√ √± ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ’=˘Ó¬ Œ1±ø˝ √ √Úœfl¡± ôL ˝ √ √ ±Ó¬œ ¬ı1n ∏ª±1
’¬Û1±øÊ√Ó¬ Î¬◊Vœ¬ÛÚ± ’±1n∏ Œõ∂1Ì±ÀÓ¬˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ ’=˘Ó¬ ’Ù≈¬1ôL
õ∂±Ì ̇ øMê√Õ˘ ¬Û1ªÓ«¬œ ̧ ˜ ˛̊Ó¬ fl¡±˜ fl¡1±¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’±øÂ√˘
Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôLº ¤˝◊√√ ˜˝√√ôL ¤Àfl¡1±À˝√√ Œfl¡ ◊̋√√¬ı±¬ı±À1± ’¸˜ 1± ˛̊Ó¬
¸ˆ¬±1 ¸±Ò±1Ì ¸•Û±√fl¡1 √±ø˚˛QÓ¬ ’±øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊ √ √ ø‡øÚÀÓ¬
’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ ’±Úµ ˙˝◊√√fl¡œ˚˛±˝◊√√ Œ˜±˝ √ √Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√ √ ôL1 ¸•Ûfl« ¡Ó¬
ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ñ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 fl¡˜«œ, ’±˝◊ √ √ÚÊ√œªœ,
¸±—¬ı±ø√fl¡, Ó¬N·Ò≈1 õ∂¬ıg Œ˘‡fl¡, fl‘¡¯∏fl¡ ’±Àµ±˘Ú1 &ø1
ÒÀ1“±Ó¬± Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôLfl¡ ¤ø1 ∆Ô ¬Û”Ì«±—· ’±1n∏ Ó¬Ô…øÚá¬
◊̋√√øÓ¬ √̋√±¸ 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ̋ √√í¬ı ŒÚ±ª±À1º ŒÓ¬›“ fl≈¡‡…±Ó¬ ëfl¡±øÚ— √̋√±˜ ‰¬±1fl≈¡˘±1í1

ø¬ı1n∏ÀX ¸±—¬ı±ø√fl¡ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û øÚˆ¬«œfl¡ ̧ ± √̋√ø¸fl¡Ó¬±1 ¬Ûø1‰¬ ˛̊ ø√øÂ√̆ º
ŒÓ¬›“1  √é¬Ó¬±1 ¬ı±À¬ı˝ ◊ √ √ fl¡1„√√±Ó¬ 1± ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ ˆ¬± ̇ øMê√˙±˘œ ̋ √√ ˛̊º
˜ √̋√ôL1 √é¬ ŒÚÓ‘¬QÀÓ¬ ◊̋√√ fl¡1„√√± fl¡±È¬Úœ ·“±›, ¬ı1n∏ª± ·“±› 1± ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ ˆ¬±,
1„√ √ ±Ê√±Ú 1±˚ ˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±, ˜”1˜≈1œ˚˛± 1±˚˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±, ŒÏ¬øfl¡˚˛±Ê≈√ø˘
1±˚˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±, ·Î¬ˇ&ø1 1±˚˛Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬± ̋ ◊√√Ó¬…±ø√ 1± ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ ˆ¬±¸ ”̃À˝√√ ’øÓ¬
˙øMê√̇ ±˘œˆ¬±Àª ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡1± ◊̋√√ Ú √̋√̊ ˛ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ı‘̋ √√M√√1 ’=˘ÀÈ¬±Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ̧ —¢∂±˜œ Î¬◊Vœ¬ÛÚ± ̧ ‘ø©Ü ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆ º ¤Àfl¡√À1
˜˝√√ôL1 ’Ú≈Àõ∂1Ì±Ó¬ ’Ú≈õ∂±øÌÓ¬ ∆˝√√ ’=˘ÀÈ¬±1 Ó‘¬Ì˜”˘ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 fl‘¡¯∏fl¡ ŒÚÓ¬± SêÀ˜ ˜±˘Àˆ¬±· ˙˜«±, ø‰¬√±
˝√√±Êø1fl¡±, ¬ı—˙œÒ1 ¸ˆ¬±¬ÛøGÓ¬, fl‘¡¯ûÀù´1œ √M√√, ·—·±Ò1 √M√√, ¬ı·±1±˜ ·Õ·, ˜≈ø˝√√Ò1 ¬ı1±, ¬ÛΩÒ1 ¬ı1±,
ø˝√√ÀÓ¬ù´1 ŒÚ›· ’±øÀ˚˛√ 1942 ‰¬Ú1 ˆ¬±1Ó¬ Ó¬…±· ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¬ ¤fl¡ ¬ıø˘á¬ ¸—¢∂±˜œ ˆ¬”ø˜fl¡± ¢∂ √̋√Ì fl¡1± ◊̋√√ Ú √̋√̊ ,̨
’=˘ÀÈ¬±Õ˘ ’±øÚøÂ√̆  ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ŒÓ¬Ê√, ÚÓ≈¬Ú ŒÊ√±ª±1º ¤ ◊̋√√ø‡øÚÀÓ¬ ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√ ’±·1ª±˘± ◊̋√√ ¤ ∏̄±1 Ó¬±»¬Û «̊¬Û”Ì«
fl¡Ô± Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡ø1 ∆fl¡øÂ√̆ ñ Œ˚±ª± í42 1 ’±Àµ±˘Ú Œ˚øÓ¬˚̨± ̂ ¬±1Ó¬1 ’±Ú ’±Ú õ∂À√̇ Ó¬ Ú≈̃ ± ◊̋√√ ·í˘, ŒÓ¬øÓ¬˚̨±›
Ó¬±1 ’ø¢ü ’¸˜1 ‘̃Ó≈¬… ¬ı±ø √̋√Úœ1 ŒÎ¬fl¡±-ŒÎ¬Àfl¡1œÀ˚̨ ;˘± ◊̋√√ ∆·øÂ√̆  ’¸˜1 ·“±Àª-ˆ¬”À¤û, √̋√±ø¬ıÀ˚̨-¬ıÚøÚÀ˚̨ ¬ıU
ø√ÚÕ˘Àfl¡º ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ’¸˜1 ¬ıËp¡¬Û≈S Î¬◊¬ÛÓ¬…fl¡±Ó¬ ¸—·øÍ¬Ó¬ Œ √̋√±ª± 1±˚̨Ó¬ ¸ˆ¬±¸ ”̃À √̋√ ¬ıU ˙øMê√̇ ±˘œˆ¬±Àª ’±˜±1
¢∂±˜… Ê√Ú¸±Ò±1Ìfl¡ ¸±•⁄±Ê√…¬ı±√œ ø¬ıËøÈ¬‰¬1 ø¬ı1n∏ÀX Î¬◊¡Z≈X fl¡ø1 Ó≈¬ø˘¬ıÕ˘ ¸é¬˜ ∆ √̋√øÂ√̆  ’±1n∏ ¤ ◊̋√√Àé¬SÓ¬ ’±˜±1
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√øé¬Ì Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬ 1± ˛̊Ó¬ ̧ ˆ¬±¸ ”̃À √̋√± ¬ı…øÓ¬Sê˜ Ú±øÂ√̆ º ̋ ◊√√̊ ˛±ÀÓ¬ Œ˜± √̋√Ú ‰¬f ̃ √̋√ôL1 ̧ ±—·Í¬øÚfl¡ fl‘¡øÓ¬Q ‹øÓ¬ √̋√±ø¸fl¡
Œõ∂é¬±¬ÛÈ¬Ó¬ ø¬ıÀù≠¯∏Ì fl¡ø1¬ı ¬Û±ø1º

Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL1 1ø‰¬Ó¬ ¢∂Lö1 Ó¬±ø˘fl¡± ’øÓ¬ √œ‚˘œ˚˛± Ú±øÂ√˘ ˚ø√› ø˚Àfl¡˝◊√√‡Ú ¢∂Lö ’±1n∏ õ∂¬ıg
1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1øÂ√˘, ’¸˜1 Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛ Ê√œªÚ1 ¤fl¡  √ ø˘˘ ¬ı ≈ ø˘
fl¡íÀ˘› ’Ó≈¬…øMê√ fl¡1± Ú˝√√í¬ıº ŒÓ¬›“1 Œfl¡˝ ◊ √ √‡Ú˜±Ú
Î¬◊À~‡À˚±·… ¢∂Lö ̋ √√í˘ ñ ̃ ±Òª ∆¬ıfl≈¡F ∆·˘±, Œ·±¬Û±˘ Î¬◊√˚˛
∆ˆ¬˘± [1976], ø‰¬ôL±-ø¬ıø¬ıÒ± [1988], ˆ¬øMê √ 1P±fl¡1
[1950], ¿¿À·±¬Û±˘À√ª1 ‰¬ø1Ó¬ ¬Û≈øÔ [1978], Ú±˜
Œ‚±¯∏± ¸•Ûfl« ¡œ˚ ˛ ¤‡Ú ·Àª¯∏Ì±˜ ”˘fl¡ ¢∂L ö
[’õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬] ’±ø√Àfl¡ Òø1 õ∂ˆ¬ ‘ øÓ¬º ¤˝◊ √ √ ø‡øÚÀÓ¬
ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯∏«1 ¬ıÀ1Ì… õ∂·øÓ¬˙œ˘ ¬ÛøGÓ¬, ŒÚÓ¬± Ó¬Ô± ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡
◊̋√√ ¤˜ ¤Â√ Ú±•§≈ø√ø1¬Û±À√ ŒÓ¬›“1 ë˜±'«¬ı±√ › ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…í Ú±˜1

¢∂L öÓ¬ ˆ¬±1Ó¬¬ı¯ ∏ «  ¬ı ≈fl ≈ ¡Ó¬ õ∂·øÓ¬˙œ˘ Œ˘‡fl¡ ¸—‚1
Ê√ij1 ˜”˘ fl¡±1Ì ¸µˆ¬«Ó¬ ¤fl¡ ¸±1n∏ª± ˜ôL¬ı… ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ÀÂ√º
ŒÓ¬›“ ∆fl¡ÀÂ√ Œ˚ õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬±ª±Ú ¬ı ≈ÀÊ« √ ±ª± Œ˘‡fl¡ ’±1n ∏
õ ∂·øÓ¬˙œ˘ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡˘1 ˜±Ê√1 ̃ ”˘ ¬Û±Ô«fl¡…ÀÈ¬± ̋ √√í˘ Œ˚
õ∂·øÓ¬˙œ˘ Œ˘‡fl¡¸fl¡À˘ øfl¡ ’±1n∏ øfl¡ fl¡ø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ı, ¤˝◊√√
ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±˙œ˘º øfl¡c ¤˝◊√√ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú± ¬ı ≈ÀÊ« √ ±ª± Œ˘‡fl¡1
˜±Ê√Ó¬ ’ˆ¬±ªº ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ ˜˝√√ôL˝◊√√ ø˘ø‡ ∆·øÂ√̆  ’øˆ¬:Ó¬±1 fl¡Ô±,
¸˜±Ê√1 ¸“‰¬± fl¡Ô±, ≈ √‡œ˚˛± ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ˜≈øMê√1 ¬ÛÔ øÚÀ«√˙fl¡1
fl¡Ô± ’±1n∏ ˝◊√√À˚˛ ŒÓ¬›“fl¡ ¤Ê√Ú õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬ ·±gœ¬ı±√œ ŒÚÓ¬±, ¤Ê√Ú
Ê√ÚÀÚÓ¬±, ¤Ê√Ú ˜˝√√» Œ˘±fl¡ ’±1n∏ ¤Ê√Ú √±˚˛ªX Œ˘‡fl¡ ø˝√√‰¬±À¬Û Ê√Ú˜±Ú¸Ó¬ √±ø„√√ Òø1øÂ√˘º ¤˝◊√√ø‡øÚÀÓ¬
˚˙¶§œ ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡ Úø˘ÚœÒ1 ˆ¬A±‰¬±˚«˝◊√√ Ó¬±»¬Û˚«¬Û”Ì«ˆ¬±Àª ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ñ ˜˝√√ôL ›¬ÛÊ√± ‰¬ÚÀÈ¬±ÀÓ¬ Ê√ij ¢∂˝√√Ì fl¡1±
≈√Ê√Ú ‡…±Ó¬Ú±˜± ’¸˜œ˚˛± ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡ ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±√ ’±1n∏ ’Ó≈¬˘‰¬f ˝√√±Ê√ø1fl¡±1 √À1 ŒÓ¬›“ ’±˜±fl¡ ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…
¸y±1 ø√˚˛± Ú±˝◊√√ ̧ “‰¬±, øfl¡c ̂ ¬øMê√ 1P±fl¡11 ¬Û±Ó¬øÚ, ̧ Sœ˚˛± ̧ —¶‘®øÓ¬1 ø¬ı¯∏À˚˛ ø˘‡± õ∂¬ıg ’±1n∏ Œ˙˝√√Ó¬œ˚˛±ˆ¬±Àª
ø˘‡± õ∂¬ıg ¬Û≈øÔ ëø‰¬ôL±-ø¬ıø¬ıÒ±í ˝◊√√ ŒÓ¬›“1 ¸±ø˝√√øÓ¬…fl¡ õ∂øÓ¬ˆ¬± ’±1n∏ ø‰¬ôL±˙œ˘Ó¬±1 ø‰¬Ú±øfl¡ ø√ÀÂ√º ëø‰¬ôL± ø¬ıø¬ıÒ±í
¸•ÛÀfl«¡ Î¬0 ¬ıœÀ1f fl≈¡˜±1 ˆ¬A±‰¬±˚«˝◊√√ ¬Û“‰¬±˙œ ¬ıÂ√1œ˚˛± ¤Ê√Ú ¸±—¬ı±ø√fl¡ Ú±˜1 õ∂¬ıgÓ¬ ¤˝◊√√¬ı≈ø˘ ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ñ
ë¢∂Lö‡Ú ŒÓ¬›“1 ·ÌÓ¬±øLafl¡ ø‰¬ôL±1 Ù¬˘º ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ’±Àµ±˘ÚÓ¬ ̂ ¬±· Œ˘±ª± Œ˘±fl¡¸fl¡˘ ̃ ˝√√±R± ·±gœ1 ŒÚÓ‘¬QÓ¬
Î¬◊√±1 ·ÌÓ¬±øLafl¡ ’±1n∏ ˜±Úªœ˚˛ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ¡Z±1± Î¬◊¡Z≈X ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º Œ¸˝◊√√ Œ‰¬Ó¬Ú±1 ø‰¬Ú-‰¬±¬ı ¤˝◊√√ ¢∂Lö‡Ú1 ¬Û±Ó¬Ó¬
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Œ¬Û±ª± ˚±˚˛ºí ¤Àfl¡√À1 ëÚ±˜‚1í1 ¸•Ûfl«¡Ó¬ ˜˝√√ôLÀ√Àª ’øÓ¬ ¸±1n∏ª±ˆ¬±Àª ø˘ø‡ÀÂ√ñ ë’¸˜Ó¬ 1Ê√±ø√Úœ˚˛±
1±Ê√ ’±ø˝√√«Ó¬Õfl¡ Ú±˜‚11 ·ÌÓ¬±øLafl¡ ’±ø˝√« Œ¬ıøÂ√ Î¬◊8˘ ’±1n∏ ¤˝◊√√ Î¬◊8˘ ’±ø˝√√«1 Œ¬Û±˝√√1ÀÓ¬ ’¸˜1 Ê√ÚÓ¬±˝◊√√
1±˝◊√√ÀÊ√˝◊√√ 1Ê√± ¬ı≈ø˘ Œfl¡±ÀÚ±¬ı± ˚≈·À1¬Û1± ¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ‹øÓ¬˝√√… 1‰¬Ú± fl¡ø1 ‰¬ø˘ ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ’¸˜œ˚˛± Ò˜«¬Û≈øÔ
ëÚ±˜À‚±¯∏±í1 ’±1yøÌÀÓ¬ ’±1±Ò… ÷ù´1Ó¬Õfl¡À˚˛± ’±·Òø1 ë˜≈øMê√ÀÓ¬± øÚ¶Û‘˝√√ ˆ¬fl¡Ó¬fl¡í Ú˜¶®±1 fl¡ø1 ëŒ√ªÀÓ¬±
Ó¬œÔ«ÀÓ¬± fl¡ø1 ˆ¬fl¡ÀÓ¬À¸ ¬ı1í ¬ı≈ø˘ ·ÌÓ¬±øLafl¡ ’±√˙«¬ı±√Àfl¡ ¸±¬ı…ô¶ fl¡ø1 ’±ø˝√√ÀÂ√º ˜˝√±¬Û≈1n∏¯∏¸fl¡À˘ ’±1±ÒÚ±
fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ø˙Àfl¡±ª± ÷ù´1Ê√ÀÚ± Œ˚ ·Ì±øÓ¬Lafl¡ ¤˝◊√√ fl¡Ô± ëqøÚÀ˚˛± ≈√¬ı«±¸± ˜˝◊√√ ŒÚ±À˝√√± ¶§Ó¬ôL1, ˝√√›“ ˜˝◊√√ ÷ù´1
¸˜Àô¶ ·Ó¬1º Ó¬Ô±ø¬Û› ’ÒœÚ ˜˝◊√√ ∆ˆ¬À˘± Ê√·Ó¬1í Œ¬ı±˘± ¿fl‘¡¯û1 ¬ı±ÌœÀ˚˛˝◊√√ ¶Û©ÜÕfl¡ ¸±¬ı…ô¶ fl¡ø1 ∆·ÀÂ√ºíí
¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 ø¬ı:±Ú¸ijÓ¬ Œ˘‡øÚ1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ̃ ˝√√ôL˝◊√√ ¤fl¡ ÚÓ≈¬Ú ø‰¬ôL±1 Î¬◊À∞√¨¯∏Ì ‚È¬±˝◊√√øÂ√˘º ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… ’ªÓ¬±1Ì±
fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√ Œ˚ ’±¬Û±Ó¬‘√ø©ÜÓ¬ ˜˝√√ôL1 ¸±ø˝√√Ó¬…1 fl¡˜«1±Ê√œ fl¡˜, Ó¬»¸ÀN› fl¡˜ Œ˘‡øÚÀÓ¬ ¤fl¡ ’Ú…±Ú… fl‘¡øÓ¬Q1
√±¬ıœ fl¡1±1 ’ªfl¡±˙ ’±ÀÂ√º

ëø¬ıù´Àfl¡±¯∏í1 ‰¬Ó≈¬Ô« ‡G [¬Û‘á¬± 772] Ú±˜ ¸øißøª©Ü Œ˝√√±ª± ¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL˝◊√√
›fl¡±˘øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ’Ò…˚˛Ú, ’±ÚÙ¬±À˘ ¬ıUÀfl¡˝◊√√È¬± ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ’±Ô«-¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ ’Ú≈á¬±Ú ̆ ·Ó¬ ̊ ≈Mê√ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º Œ˚ÀÚ√À1
·±gœ¬ı±√œ ’±√˙«Ó¬ ›À1ÀÈ¬± Ê√œªÚ Î¬◊‰¬·«± fl¡1± ˜˝√√ôL˝◊√√ ’¸˜1 fl‘¡¯fl¡¬’±Àµ±˘Ú1 ∆¸ÀÓ¬ øÚÊ√Àfl¡ Ê√øÎ¬ˇÓ¬ fl¡ø1
fl‘¡¯∏fl¡ ¸˜¸…±1 Î¬◊iß˚˛ÚÓ¬ ’±·ˆ¬±· ∆˘øÂ√˘ º ¶§±˚˛M√√ ˙±¸ÚÓ¬ &1n∏Q ø√øÂ√˘ ’±1n∏ Œ˘±Àfl¡˘ ¬ıíÎ«¬1 øÚ¬ı«±‰¬ÚÓ¬
fl¡1„√√±1 ¬Û1± ø¬ı¬Û≈˘ Œˆ¬±È¬1 ¬ı…ªÒ±ÚÓ¬ øÚ¬ı«±ø‰¬Ó¬ ∆˝√√øÂ√˘º ¸˜¬ı±˚˛ ’±1n∏ fl≈¡øÈ¬1 ø˙ä1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ fl‘¡¯∏fl¡ 1±˝◊√√Ê√
’±RøÚˆ¬«1˙œ˘ Œ˝√√±ª±1 ’“±‰¬øÚ fl¡ø1 ’±À˝√√±˜ 1Ê√±1 ø√ÚÀ1¬Û1± ‡…±øÓ¬ Ôfl¡± fl¡1„√√± fl¡˜±1 ø˙ä1 Î¬◊iß˚˛Ú1 ¬ı±À¬ı
˚»¬ÛÀ1±Ú±øô¶ Œ‰¬©Ü± ’¬ı…±˝√√Ó¬ 1±ø‡øÂ√˘º Ó¬≈√¬Ûø1 fl¡1„√√±1 õ∂ø¸X ̃ ‘√—·œ˚˛± ·±˚˛Ú1 õ∂ø˙é¬Ì ̧ •Ûfl«¡ÀÓ¬± ̃ ˝√√ôL˝◊√√
&1n∏Q ø√øÂ√˘º ¤Àfl¡√À1 ¸SÓ¬ õ∂øÓ¬¬ıÂ√À1 ’Ú≈øá¬Ó¬ fl¡À˜› øÓ¬øÚÈ¬± ˆ¬±›Ú±Ó¬ ŒÓ¬›“ ˆ¬±›Ú±1 ’±ø√1¬Û1±
fl¡˘…±Ì ‡1˜±ÚÕ˘Àfl¡ Ô±øfl¡ &ø1 Òø1øÂ√˘º

øÚÓ¬±ôL˝◊√√ ¸1˘, ¸±Ò±1Ìˆ¬±Àª ’Ú±Î¬ˇ•§1Ó¬±À1 Ê√œªÚ fl¡ÀÈ¬±ª± ˜˝√√ôL1 ¬ı…øMê√Q ’±øÂ√˘ ŒÓ¬Ê√¶§œº
’±√˙« ’±1n∏ fl¡˜«1 Œfl¡±ÀÚ± Œé¬SÓ¬ ’±À¬Û±‰¬fl¡±˜œ ÚÔfl¡±, ˜˝√√ôL˝◊√√ ’¸˜1 ¸˜±Ê√ Ê√œªÚÕ˘ ¤fl¡ ¸≈õ∂øÓ¬øá¬Ó¬
¸±˜±øÊ√fl¡ √±˚˛¬ıXÓ¬± Ôfl¡± ¬Ûø1˚˛±˘ ’±·¬ıÏ¬ˇ±˝◊√√ ∆Ô ∆·ÀÂ√º ŒÓ¬›“1 ¬ÛPœ Ó¬Ô± ø¬ı”√¯∏œ ˜ø˝√√˘± ø√Úõ∂ˆ¬± ˜˝√√ôLº
¬Û“±‰¬Ê√Ú ¸≈À˚±·… ¬Û≈S SêÀ˜ñ ¿ ≈̊Ó¬ ≈√̆ «̂ ¬ ‰¬f ˜ √̋√ôL, õ∂˚̨±Ó¬ øS&Ì ˜ √̋√ôL, õ∂¬ıœÌ fl¡ø¬ı Ó¬Ô± ø˙é¬±ø¬ı√ õ∂˚̨±Ó¬
Œ¬ı√øÚøÒ ˜ √̋√ôL, Î¬0 ¬ÛΩ¬Û±øÌ [’±ôLÊ«√±øÓ¬fl¡ ‡…±øÓ¬¸•Ûiß Ù¬À1Úƒø‰¬fl¡ ø¬ı:±Úœ] ’±1n∏ ¿ ≈̊Ó¬ &ÌøÚøÒ ˜ √̋√ôL [ø¬ı ∏̊̄ ˛
ø˙é¬fl¡]º ‰¬±ø1·1±fl¡œ ≈̧À˚±·…± fl¡Ú…± SêÀ˜ñ õ∂ ˛̊±Ó¬ Œfl¡˙√± ˜ √̋√ôL [1±˜± ˛̊Úœ ¸±ø √̋√Ó¬…1 ø¬ıø˙©Ü± ·Àªø ∏̄fl¡±],
¿ ≈̊Ó¬± Œ‰¬øÚ‰¬•Û± ˜ √̋√ôL, ¿ ≈̊Ó¬ ‰¬•Û± ˜ √̋√ôL ’±1n∏ ¿˚≈Ó¬± ¬ıœÌ± ˜˝√√ôLº √øé¬Ì Œ˚±1˝√√±È¬Ó¬ Î¬◊2‰¬ ø˙é¬±1 ¸À¬Û±Ú
Œ√‡±, ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ̃ √̋√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚̨1 1+¬Ûfl¡±1, õ∂døÓ¬ ̧ ø˜øÓ¬ ’±1n∏ ¬Ûø1‰¬±˘Ú± ̧ ø˜øÓ¬1 õ∂øÓ¬á¬±¬Ûfl¡ ̧ ˆ¬±¬ÛøÓ¬, &ª± √̋√±È¬œ
Î¬◊2‰¬ Ú…±˚̨±˘˚̨1 ’ª¸1õ∂±5 ŒÊ√…á¬ ’øÒ¬ıMê√± ¿ ≈̊Ó¬ ≈√̆ «̂ ¬ ‰¬f ˜ √̋√ôL ’±˜±1 ¬ı±À¬ı Œ·Ã1ªº ¤Àfl¡√À1 ˜ √̋√ôLÀ√ª1

≈̧À˚±·…± fl¡Ú…± Œ˚±1 √̋√±È¬ Ú «̃±˘ ¶≈®˘1 ’ª¸1õ∂±5 ’Ò…é¬±, ø¬ıø˙©Ü± ø˙é¬±ø¬ı√ ¿ ≈̊Ó¬± ¬ıœÌ± ˜ √̋√ôL ¤fl¡ ¬Ûø1ø‰¬Ó¬
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¬ı…øMê√º 1989 ‰¬ÚÓ¬ ¬Û1À˘±fl¡·±˜œ Œ˝√√±ª± Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL ·±˝√√«¶ö… Ê√œªÀÚ± ’øÓ¬ ¸Ù¬˘ ’±1n∏ Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f
˜ √̋√ôLÀ√ª1 ¬ı…øMê√Q1 ̧ ≈¬ı±¸, ·ˆ¬œ1 ’ôL«√‘ø©Ü, ̧ ≈”√1õ∂¸±1œ fl¡ «̃1±Ê√œ ’±1n∏ ¶§±ÒœÚÓ¬± ̧ —¢∂±˜œ ø √̋√‰¬±À¬Û õ∂øÓ¬Ò√ıøÚÓ¬
fl¡ø1¬ı ø¬ı‰¬±À1± ¤˝◊√√¬ı≈ø˘ñ ëë’±˜±fl¡ ¬Û±˝√√ø1 ˚±¬ı ’Ú±·Ó¬ ˆ¬øª¯∏…˝◊√√, ˜±Ú≈˝√√1 ø˜Â√± ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±À¸, ’±˜±fl¡ ¬Û±˝√√ø1
˚±¬ı õ∂ˆ¬±Ó¬1 ¬Û”À¬ı1n∏ÀÌ, ¸øg˚˛±1 ¸≈µ1 ’±fl¡±À˙ºíí

¤øÓ¬˚˛± õ∂ùü ˝√√í˘ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… Î¬◊À~‡ fl¡1± ˙…±˜˘ ø¬ıù´±À¸ ’±À˘±fl¡¬Û±Ó¬ fl¡1± ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ ¬Û˚«±˚˛1 ø¬ıø˙©Ü
¬ı…øMê√ Œ˜± √̋√Ú ‰¬f ̃ √̋√ôLÀ√ª1 ̃ ‘Ó≈¬…1 ø¬ÛÂ√Ó¬ ’±ø˜ ŒÓ¬›“1 õ∂øÓ¬ Î¬◊√±¸œÚ ∆ √̋√ÀÂ“√± ŒÚøfl¡∑ ¬ı± ̃ √̋√ôLÀ√ª1 õ∂±¸—ø·fl¡Ó¬±
¸±•xøÓ¬fl¡ ¸˜˚˛Ó¬ ’±ÀÂ√ÀÚ∑ ¤fl¡ Ê√øÈ¬˘ õ∂ùüº øfl¡c ˝◊√√˚˛±1 ø¬ı¬Û1œÀÓ¬ ˚ø√ fl¡›“ ˜‘Ó≈¬…1 øS˙È¬± ¬ıÂ√11 ¬Û±Â√Ó¬
˜˝√√ôLÀ√ª1 &1n∏Q ¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ¬ı Òø1ÀÂ√º fl¡±1Ì 2010 ‰¬Ú1 2 ’À"√√±¬ı1 Ó¬±ø1À‡ ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ¸˝√√À˚±·Ó¬
Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL ’Ò…˚˛Ú ·Àª¯∏Ì± Œfl¡f˝◊√√ ’±Rõ∂fl¡±˙ fl¡À1º Î¬◊ÀV˙… ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛Ó¬ ø˙é¬Ì ’±1n∏
¸˜±Ê√ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ·Àª¯∏Ì± ¸˜±ôL1±˘ˆ¬±Àª ’±·¬ı±øÏ¬ˇ¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº ¶ö±Úœ˚˛ˆ¬±Àª ˜ÚÚ˙œ˘ ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 Œ˚±À·ø√
’Ò…˚˛Ú Œfl¡føÈ¬1 Ê√ø1˚˛ÀÓ¬ ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛‡Úfl¡ ’Ô«ª˝√√ fl¡ø1¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº Œ√˙1 ¸˜±Ê√ ø¬ı:±Úœ ¬ı± ˝◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸1
¬ÛøGÓ¬ ˜˝√√˘fl¡ ¤˝◊√√ ·Àª¯∏Ì± Œfl¡f1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 ˜±Ò…À˜À1 ‘√ø©Ü ’±fl¡¯∏«Ì fl¡1±¬ı ˘±ø·¬ıº ˝◊√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ…
·Àª ∏̄Ì± Œfl¡fÀÈ¬± ¬Û?œ ˛̊Ú ∆ √̋√ÀÂ√º Œfl¡fÀÈ¬±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ Œfl¡ ◊̋√√¬ı±˘±ø·Ú› ’±À˘±‰¬Ú± ‰¬Sê1 ̆ ·ÀÓ¬ ¢∂Lö› õ∂fl¡±ø˙Ó¬
∆˝√√ÀÂ√º Œ√˙1 Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±È¬±› õ∂ø¸X ¸˜±Ê√ ø¬ı:±Ú õ∂øÓ¬á¬±Ú1 ˘·Ó¬ Œfl¡fÀÈ¬± ¸˜‘X fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ Œ˚±·±À˚±·
’¬ı…±˝√√Ó¬ 1‡± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ˝◊√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… ·Àª¯∏Ì± Œfl¡fÀÈ¬±1 Œ˚±À·ø√ ˜˝√√ôLÀ√ª1 ¸≈À˚±·… ˆ¬±Ó‘¬, ’¸˜1 õ∂·øÓ¬˙œ˘
ø‰¬ôL±1 ’Ú…Ó¬˜ ¬ı±È¬fl¡È¬œ˚˛±, fl¡ø˘fl¡Ó¬± ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ¤¸˜˚˛1 fl‘¡Ó¬œ Â√±S, √Òœ ˜˝√√ôL1 ¶ú‘øÓ¬Ó¬ ¸¬ı«ˆ¬±1Ó¬œ˚˛
¬Û˚«±˚˛Ó¬ ¸˜±Ê√ ø¬ı:±Ú1 ¬ı“È¬± Œfl¡˝◊√√¬ı±¬ıÂ√1 Òø1 õ∂√±Ú fl¡ø1 ’˝√√± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º õ∂¸—·SêÀ˜ fl¡›“ Œ˚ ˝◊√√øÓ¬˜ÀÒ… ¤˝◊√√
¬ı“È¬± ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1ÀÂ√ ¬Ûø(˜¬ı—·1 ˙±˘ø√˝√√± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡, ·Àª¯∏fl¡ ø¬ıÚ˚˛ ¬ı˜«Ú, &ª±˝√√±È¬œ1 ’±˚«
ø¬ı√…±¬ÛœÍ¬ ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛1 ¤·1±fl¡œ õ∂øÓ¬|n∏øÓ¬¸•Ûiß ’Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ Î¬0 1±U˘ ¸±—¶‘®Ó¬…˚˛Ú ˜Ê≈√˜√±1, ˚±√ª¬Û≈1
ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊1 ̋ ◊√√øÓ¬˝√√±¸ ø¬ıˆ¬±·1 õ∂±Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ Î¬0 1+¬Û fl≈¡˜±1 ¬ı «̃Ú ’±1n∏ ¤ ◊̋√√ ¬ıÂ√1 ¬Û?±ª1 ¬Û±?±ªœ ø¬ıù´ø¬ı√…±˘ ˛̊1
¿&1n∏ ŒÈ¬·¬ı±˝√√±”√1 Ê√±Ó¬œ˚˛  ¸˜i§˚˛1 õ∂±Ò…±¬Ûfl¡ Î¬0 Œ√Ã˘øÊ√» ø¸„√√fl¡ ˜ÀÚ±ÚœÓ¬ fl¡1± ∆˝√√ÀÂ√º ŒÊ√…±øÓ¬õ∂¸±À√
∆fl¡ÀÂ√ñ ë·“±ªÓ¬ Ô±øfl¡› Œ¬ıø˘1 Œ¬Û±˝√√1 ¬Û±ø¬ı, ·“±ªÓ¬ Ô±øfl¡› ø¬ıù´ Ê√·Ó¬ ‰¬±ø¬ıºí ø‰¬Ú±˜1± ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛Ó¬
Œ˜±˝√√Ú ‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL ’Ò…˚˛Ú ·Àª¯∏Ì± Œfl¡f õ∂øÓ¬á¬± ŒÚ±À˝√√±ª±À˝√√ÀÓ¬Ú, ¤ÀÚÒ1Ì1 Œ√˙1 ¤Àfl¡±·1±fl¡œ Òœ˜±Ú
¬ı…øMê√1 ¸±øißÒ… ˜˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘À˚˛ ˘±ˆ¬ fl¡ø1¬ıÕ˘ ˝√√˚˛ÀÓ¬± ’±1n∏ ’À¬Ûé¬± fl¡ø1¬ı ˘±ø·˘À˝√√“ÀÓ¬Úº ·øÓ¬Àfl¡ Œ˜±˝√√Ú
‰¬f ˜˝√√ôL ’Ò…˚˛Ú ·Àª¯∏Ì± Œfl¡fÀÈ¬± ’øÒfl¡ ˚±Î¬◊øÓ¬˚≈·œ˚˛±, ’Ô«ª˝√√ Ó¬Ô± õ∂fl‘¡Ó¬±Ô«Ó¬ ·Àª¯∏Ì± Œfl¡fÕ˘
1+¬Û±ôL1 fl¡1±ÀÈ¬± ·Ò≈1 √±ø˚˛Q ’±ø˝√√ ¬Ûø1ÀÂ√ ̃ ˝√√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚˛ ø˙é¬fl¡-ø˙é¬ø˚˛Sœ1 ›¬Û1Ó¬º ø˚˜±ÀÚ˝◊√√ ¤˝◊√√ ·Àª¯∏Ì±
Œfl¡fÀÈ¬± ·Àª¯∏Ì±1 ˜±Ò…À˜À1 Î¬◊Ê√ø˘ Î¬◊øÍ¬¬ı, ø˚˜±ÀÚ ◊̋√√ Œ˜± √̋√Ú ‰¬f ˜ √̋√ôL1 &1n∏¬Q ¬ı±øÏ¬̌¬ı ’±1n∏ ˜ √̋√±ø¬ı√…±˘˚̨1
ø˙é¬fl¡-ø˙é¬ø˚̨Sœ1 Œ¬ıÃøXfl¡ ¬Û±øGÓ¬…fl¡ Œ√̇ 1 ø¬ı¡Z» ̧ ˜±ÀÊ√ ’“±Àfl¡±ª±ø˘ ̆ í¬ıº Œ¸ ◊̋√√ ’±˙± ’±1n∏ õ∂Ó¬…±˙±À1. . .º
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